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About Us
Founded in 2014, Aperio Intelligence is a specialist, independent
corporate intelligence firm, headquartered in London. Collectively
our team has decades of experience in undertaking complex
investigations and intelligence analysis. We speak over twenty
languages inhouse, including all major European languages, as well
as Russian, Arabic, Farsi, Mandarin and Cantonese.
We have completed more than 3,000 assignments over the last
three years, involving some 150 territories. Our client base includes
a broad range of leading international financial institutions, law
firms and multinationals.

Our role is to help identify and understand financial
crime, integrity and reputational risks, which can arise
from a lack of knowledge of counterparties or local
jurisdictions, enabling our clients to make better
informed decisions.
Our due diligence practice helps clients comply with
anti-bribery and corruption, anti-money laundering and
other relevant financial crime legislation, such as
sanctions compliance, or the evaluation of tax evasion
or sanctions risks. Our services support the onboarding, periodic or retrospective review of clients or
third parties.
Our investigations practice advises clients in a wide
range of complex disputes and other contentious
matters, including complex cross-border asset tracing
claims, litigation support, internal investigations,
market intelligence, supply chain analysis and country
risk assessments.
Our team has specialist knowledge of and access to a
very broad range of public and proprietary data
sources, as well as a longstanding network of reliable,
informed local contacts, cultivated over decades,

who support us regularly in undertaking local enquiries
on a confidential and discreet basis. As a specialist
provider of corporate intelligence, we source
information and undertake research to the highest
legal and ethical standards. Our independence means
we avoid potential conflicts of interest that can affect
larger organisations.
We work on a “Client First” basis, founded on a strong
commitment to quality control, confidentiality and
respect for time constraints. We offer robust, costeffective solutions, providing our clients with work of
the highest quality at favourable rates.
Please do not hesitate to get in touch with us if you
would like to know more about Aperio’s services or
discuss how we might be able to help you:

Email info@aperio-intelligence.com or find out
more at: aperio-intelligence.com
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ENFORCEMENT AND LITIGATION

UK FCA fines NatWest £264.8m for violations of
the AML regulations concerning Fowler Oldfield
laundering operation run out of Fowler Oldfield from
January 2014” and informed NatWest about the probe
in June 2016. Subsequent to the notification, NatWest
exited the customer and notified the FCA that “it had
discovered concerns in the management of this
customer relationship”. Southwark Crown Court Judge
Justice Cockerill fined the bank £264,772,619.95,
ordered it to pay £4,297,466 in costs and issued a
£460,047 confiscation order.

The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)
announced on 13 December that National
Westminster Bank Plc (NatWest) has been fined
£264.8 million after being sentenced by Southwark
Crown Court for three offences of failing to comply
with money laundering (ML) regulations with regard
to monitoring the activity of a commercial customer
– Bradford-based jewellery firm Fowler Oldfield. The
FCA commenced criminal proceedings against
NatWest in March, with the bank pleading guilty to
the three offences in October.
The case is the FCA’s first criminal prosecution of a
bank for ML violations. According to the agreed
statement of facts signed by the FCA and NatWest,
there were key features of the business model at the
time of opening the account, namely that the bank

FCA CEO Nikhil Rathi sent a
letter to the Chair of the UK
Treasury Committee Mel Stride
to address the questions raised
in a 20 October letter. Rathi
clarifies that in the context of a
statement from NatWest and
the egregious nature the
failures demonstrated, the FCA
decided to pursue a criminal
prosecution rather than a civil or
regulatory action

would handle no cash for the business and that
Fowler Oldfield’s turnover would be approximately £15
million per annum. In fact, the firm deposited a total of
approximately £365 million with the bank, of which
approximately £264 million was in cash, during its
five-year period of business with NatWest between
2011 and 2016. A 2016 West Yorkshire Police
investigation uncovered an alleged “large-scale money
4

According to sentencing remarks by Cockerill, one of
the “key failings of the case” was NatWest’s
decision on 7 December 2013 to amend its risk rating
for Fowler Oldfield from high to low. The statement of
facts notes that Fowler Oldfield withdrew and
deposited cash via the business quick deposit (BQD)
service and "over the counter" throughout the
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indictment period at 50 NatWest branches across

the probe, NatWest refused a voluntary interview

England, including London, Yorkshire, Manchester, the

offered by the FCA “under caution” in early and mid-

South East, and the Midlands. For instance, between

2019. However, the bank ultimately provided a written

January 2015 and March 2016, the Bank’s Southall

statement in response to the FCA’s questions in

branch in London received £42 million in cash which

August 2020 wherein it denied ML breaches. Rathi

was deposited via BQD and over the counter,

clarifies that in the context of said statement and the

representing almost half of all BQD deposits into

particularly egregious nature the failures

Fowler Oldfield’s account throughout the indictment

demonstrated, the FCA decided to pursue a criminal

period. In this case, no internal money laundering

prosecution rather than a civil or regulatory action.

suspicion alerts (IMLSR) were submitted by staff in
the Southall branch. Cockerill stressed that “it must be

According to Rathi, the investigation covered:

borne in mind that although in no way complicit in the

interviews with 85 UK and international witnesses; 21

money laundering which took place, the bank was

statements from bank employees, a further seven

functionally vital” to the scheme.

statements from other parties as well as 17 internal
statements; forensic review of over 300,000

Until present, 11 individuals have pleaded guilty to ML

documents; over 350 separate rounds of

offences in connection with cash being delivered to

correspondence with NatWest; and extensive liaison

Fowler Oldfield’s premises between 17 August 2016

with numerous external parties, including a number

and 8 September 2016 from across the UK. A further

of UK police forces, government departments,

13 suspects have been charged in regard to their

industry bodies, AML experts and overseas

involvement in the scheme, which includes Fowler

regulators, such as West Yorkshire Police, the

Oldfield directors Gregory Frankel and Daniel Rawson,

Financial Action Task Force (FATF), the UK's Joint

and James Stunt, the director of Stunt Metals, a

Money Laundering Steering Group (JMLSG), HMRC,

business which purportedly established a joint venture

HM Treasury, as well as Polish, Australian, Dubai and

with Fowler Oldfield. The trial for this case has been

Danish regulators.

scheduled for 25 April 2022.
FCA press release

In a statement released on the same day, NatWest
CEO Alison Rose stated that the bank “will continue to
invest significant resources in the ongoing fight
against financial crime”. In its 7 October statement on
the guilty plea, the bank said it has invested almost

Agreed statement of facts between FCA and NatWest
Sentencing remarks by Judge Justice Cockerill
NatWest statement on the sentencing

£700 million since 2016 to upgrade its transaction
monitoring systems, automated customer screening
and client due diligence and plans to spend a further
£1 billion over the next five years.
Concurrently, FCA CEO Nikhil Rathi sent an additional
letter to the Chair of the UK Treasury Committee Mel

FCA press release on the guilty plea (7 October 2021)
NatWest statement on the guilty plea (7 October 202…
FCA press release on the commencement of the pro…
FCA letter to Treasury Committee (13 December 202…

Stride to further address the questions raised by the
Treasury in its 20 October letter requesting
clarifications with regards to the five-year timeframe
between the 2016 investigation and the conclusion of
the case. Rathi underlines that during the course of
5

Treasury Committee letter to FCA (20 October 2021)
FCA letter to Treasury Committee (22 October 2021)
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UK FCA fines HSBC Bank plc £63.9m for
inadequate transaction monitoring systems
HSBC had 13.6 million active customers and two of its
key transaction monitoring systems had monitored
approximately 284.8 million transactions per month.
The decision notice details instances concerning four
separate customers which illustrate scenarios where
significant risk indicators were not considered. For
example, one customer, the director of a UK
construction company, was found after a HMRC
investigation to be a leader of a criminal organisation
The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)
announced on 17 December that it has fined HSBC
Bank plc £63,946,800 for implementing deficient
automated processes to monitor “hundreds of
millions of transactions a month” and for failing to
identify key indicators of money laundering or
terrorist financing (ML/TF) risks between 31 March
2010 and 31 March 2018. The FCA determines that
HSBC breached Regulation 20(1)(a) and 20(1)(f) of
the Money Laundering Regulations 2007.
HSBC agreed to settle the allegations “at the earliest
possible opportunity” and has purportedly undertaken
a large-scale remediation programme of its AML
processes, which allowed for a 30 percent reduction in
the initial financial penalty of £91,352,600.
The regulator notes that, in addition to failing to
identify risks and conduct risk assessments for
potential ML/TF scenarios, the bank also failed to
appropriately test and update the parameters within
its systems to determine whether a transaction was
indicative of suspicious activity, and to verify whether
the data being fed into and contained within its
monitoring systems was accurate and complete.

involved in an attempt to steal millions of pounds by
setting up fake construction companies between 2009
and 2011, in relation to which he pleaded guilty to VAT
fraud in 2014. HSBC failed to identify unusual activity
regarding the customer, such as the receipt of 16
different payments totalling £120,000 in a single day.
According to the FCA, HSBC did not identify that it
needed to monitor said risk indicators until 2014.
The failings were considered to be “particularly
serious because many of the failings occurred over a
prolonged period of time despite numerous internal
and external reports highlighting these failings
throughout the relevant period”. Furthermore, the
regulator underlines that the US Department of
Justice found in 2012 that HSBC Group’s US
subsidiary HSBC Bank USA failed to monitor wire
transfers from Mexico, partly due to failings in its
customer activity monitoring programme (CAMP). At
the time, the bank acknowledged the failings which
led to the laundering of $881 million by Mexico’s
Sinaloa cartel and Colombia’s Norte del Valle cartel
through the US branch and HSBC Mexico. The
US action prompted the FCA to order a more
comprehensive review of HSBC Group’s policies.

The FCA’s decision notice dated 14 December

The decision notice highlights that deficiencies

highlights that at the end of the eight-year period,

associated with the aforementioned shortcomings
were partially identified by HSBC “as early as

6
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March 2010”, with the bank later undertaking “a large-

In response to an inquiry by the FCD, a HSBC

scale remediation programme beginning in late 2012”.

spokesperson stated: “We are pleased to resolve this

From 2013 onwards, the regulator acknowledges that

matter, which relates to HSBC’s legacy anti-money

HSBC Group put in place a global remediation plan,

laundering systems and controls in the UK. As is well

which included an automated transaction monitoring

known, in 2012, HSBC initiated a large-scale

project (TMO) with a monitor appointed to oversee

remediation of its financial crime control capabilities.

compliance with UK AML requirements.

More recently, as the FCA recognised, HSBC has

The FCA acknowledges that changes to the system
did improve automated transaction monitoring.
However, the FCA stresses that “some key tasks
fundamental to an adequately effective automated
transaction monitoring system, such as threshold
tuning were taken out of scope for the TMO
programme so that HSBC was able to implement the
remaining key deliverables for transaction monitoring

made significant investments in new and marketleading technologies that go beyond the traditional
approach to transaction monitoring. HSBC is deeply
committed to combatting financial crime and
protecting the integrity of the global financial system”.
FCA press release
Decision notice

to improve risk coverage as quickly as possible but at
the expense of efficiency”.

NatWest Markets pleads guilty to fraud in the US
The Department of Justice (DOJ) announced on 21

release states that some of the fraudulent schemes

December that NatWest Markets plc has pleaded

involved cross-market manipulation in which spoof

guilty in a US District Court to one count of wire

orders were placed in the futures market to yield cash

fraud and one count of securities fraud relating to

market trading profits.

multiple fraud schemes and has been ordered to pay
a $35 million fine, plus restitution and forfeiture.

Acting US Attorney Leonard Boyle labelled NatWest a
repeat offender, stating that a criminal conviction in

According to an allegations sheet, several fraud

the case was appropriate given supervisor conduct,

schemes involving the buying and selling of US

compliance deficiencies, and a failure to fulfill the

Treasury futures contracts were carried out between

agreement resolving a prior securities fraud scheme.

January 2008 and May 2014 by NatWest traders in

The 2018 Singapore fraud scheme constitutes a

the bank’s London and Connecticut branches. Another

breach of a non-prosecution agreement made the

scheme took place in 2018 involving NatWest traders

previous year and took place while the bank was on

in the bank’s Singapore branch committing fraud in a

probation for a separate case involving conspiracy to

scheme relating to US Treasury securities bought and

manipulate the foreign currency exchange market.

sold in the secondary (cash) market. All of the
schemes purportedly involved “spoofing” practices in

DOJ press release

which traders placed orders which were then
cancelled with the intent of misrepresenting market
supply and demand to gain profits. The DOJ press
7

Case allegations
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TD Bank NA settles US sanctions violations
The US Treasury’s Office of

mission. TDBNA purportedly

reportedly dismissed the red flag

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

utilised a politically exposed

raised because the individual’s

announced on 23 December that

persons (PEP) list that did not

information did not match the

T.D. Bank N.A. (TDBNA) will pay

include government officials from

geographic location or the full

$115,000 to settle apparent

countries subject to US sanctions,

listed name. Three subsequent

violations of both the North

resulting in the employees not

alerts over the next four years were

Korean Sanctions Regulations and

being flagged when they presented

also dismissed by staff. A final

Foreign Narcotics Kingpin

North Korean passports to open

alert in February 2020 did result in

Sanctions Regulations through

the accounts. Additionally, bank

bank staff blocking the account

the processing of transactions

staff failed to recognise that the

and notifying OFAC, although an

and maintaining of accounts.

passports were North Korean,

error by TDBNA’s fraud unit led to

incorrectly listing them as either

the bank accidentally re-opening

Korean or South Korean.

one of the accounts for several

In the apparent violations of North
Korean sanctions, OFAC reports

days. Bank staff conduct relating to

that, without obtaining the required

In 2016, a member of the

the single client resulted in 145

OFAC licence, the Delaware-based

Honduran drug trafficking

apparent Foreign Narcotics Kingpin

bank processed nearly 1,500

organisation Los Cachiros opened

Sanctions Regulations violations.

transactions totalling over

two accounts at a TDBNA branch

$382,000 and between December

using first and last name and birth

2016 and August 2018 allowed

date information which matched

nine accounts to remain open

the information on the US SDN list,

which were held by five North

to which he was added in 2013.

Korean employees of a UN

Nevertheless, the bank reviewer

OFAC press release
OFAC enforcement release

BaFin fines Deutsche Bank for lack of EURIBOR
manipulation prevention mechanisms
On 28 December, Germany’s

In the press release BaFin states

Deutsche Bank can appeal the

Federal Financial Supervisory

that Deutsche Bank did not always

decision, but reportedly informed

Authority, BaFin, imposed an

have preventive systems, controls,

Bloomberg that it will accept the

administrative fine totalling €8.7

and policies in place to ensure the

fine to create “legal certainty”,

million on Deutsche Bank AG for a

integrity and reliability of

adding that identifying weaknesses

lack of effective preventive

contributions to EURIBOR,

in the bank’s control processes

mechanisms relating to the

in breach of the European

remains a top priority.

manipulation of the Euro

Benchmarks Regulation.

Interbank Offered Rate.

8

BaFin press release
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UK FCA fines Swiss asset management fund
and former manager over conflicts of interest
The UK's Financial Conduct

2018 GIML failed to manage

between March 2017 and January

Authority (FCA) announced on 16

conflicts of interest, particularly in

2018, Haywood did not act with

December fines imposed on

relation to three investments made

due skill, care and diligence

Swiss asset management group

by the GIML Absolute Return and

regarding GIML’s Gifts and

GAM International Management

Long Only team.

Entertainment Policy.

manager Timothy Haywood over

In a separate warning notice to

The FCA notes that both Haywood

conflicts of interest.

Haywood, the FCA asserts that

and GIML qualified for a 30 percent

between October 2016 and

discount in the levied fines by

According to the warning notice,

November 2017 he did not take

agreeing to settle the charges.

GIML between November 2014

reasonable steps to ensure that the

GIML will pay a £9.1 million fine

and October 2017 failed to conduct

firm he was responsible for was

and Haywood will pay £230,037.

its business operations with due

ensuring proper management of

care, skill, and diligence by failing

conflicts of interest. Haywood’s

to ensure that it had effective

breaches specifically involved the

controls to prevent conflicts of

two investments by the

interest. The FCA also found that

aforementioned teams.

between October 2016 and March

Additionally, the FCA states that

Limited (GIML) and former fund

FCA press release
FCA warning notice for Haywood
FCA warning notice for GIML

OFAC settles with an unnamed individual
The US Treasury's Office of

Iranian-origin cement clinker to

individual of previous difficulties

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

another entity for a project in a

arising from the sanctions regime.

announced on 8 December that it

third country, with the US individual

has agreed a $133,860 settlement

coordinating and further facilitating

In determining the penalty, OFAC

agreement with an unnamed US

the sale with a family member

considered the fact that the

person over apparent violations of

working for the Iranian company.

individual did not voluntarily

the Iranian Transactions and
Sanctions Regulations (ITSR).

disclose the apparent violations,
OFAC determined that the

and determined that the US person

individual knew or had reason to

willfully or recklessly violated or

According to OFAC, between

know that his acts were prohibited

ignored the ITSR, but received

February and March 2016, the

since he previously submitted a

minimal if any economic benefit.

individual arranged and received

licence request to authorise other

four payments on behalf of an

transactions with Iran, which was

Iranian cement company. The

denied. Meanwhile, the Iranian

company was allegedly selling

company also informed the

9

OFAC press release
OFAC notice
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UK FCA pursuing penalty against BlueCrest
Capital for alleged conflict of interest failings
The UK Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) published

In its decision notice, the FCA states that the hedge

on 22 December a decision notice against BlueCrest

fund management group managed external funds and

Capital Management (UK) LLP (BCMUK) announcing

internal funds, the latter of which were only open to

its intention to impose a £40,806,700 financial

firm partners and employees. During the four-year

penalty against the hedge fund relating to alleged

period under scrutiny, portfolio managers at BCMUK

conflict of interest management failings between

were allegedly allocated in a manner favouring the

2011 and 2015. Additionally, the regulator seeks an

internal fund’s investors over external fund investors.

imposition requiring the firm to repay clients who

Resultingly, the external fund and its outside investors

lost investments due to the alleged failings.

purportedly received sub-standard investment
management service. The firm was allegedly aware of
the reallocation of managers to the internal fund, while

The FCA states that the hedge
fund management group
managed external funds and
internal funds, the latter of
which were only open to firm
partners and employees. During
the four-year period under
scrutiny, portfolio managers
were allegedly allocated in a
manner favouring the internal
fund’s investors
According to the FCA, BCMUK is contesting the
regulator’s decision, which will be determined by the
Upper Tribunal. Reuters reports that the firm stated it
will “vigorously defend against the FCA’s allegations”.
Nevertheless, the FCA refers to the imposition by the
US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in
December 2020 of a $132.7 million disgorgement and
prejudgment interest payment and nearly $37.3
million penalty which BlueCrest agreed to pay to settle
similar charges relating to the same period and
pertaining to the same internal fund.
10

concurrently, significant amounts of the external
fund’s capital was moved to a semi-automated trading
system which aimed to replicate internal fund
manager performance on the external fund, but
allegedly delivered a lower performance.
The FCA asserts that senior firm managers were
aware that moving portfolio managers to the internal
fund raised conflict of interest concerns, but allegedly
failed in their fiduciary and regulatory duties to serve
the fund’s interests as well as the interests of
BCMUK’s outside investors. The same senior
managers who re-allocated portfolio managers were
personally invested in the same internal fund to which
the portfolio managers had been allocated.
The SEC’s order reached the same conclusion that the
firm replaced external fund traders with an
“underperforming algorithm”, adding that the
company’s disclosures relating to the algorithmic
trading program were “inadequate and misleading”.
FCA press release
FCA decision notice
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EU opens infringement proceedings for improper
transposition of rules on AML/CFT and fraud
The European Commission (EC)

to amend its legislation to

terrorism, which covers

published on 2 December the

correctly transpose the

provisions that criminalise

December infringements package,

controlled foreign company

terrorism financing. Belgium,

which comprises key decisions

rules of Council Directive (EU)

Estonia and Italy now have a

with respect to the pursuit of legal

2016/1164, the EU Anti-Tax

two-month grace period to

action against member states for

Avoidance Directive, by allowing

respond to the EC’s arguments,

failing to comply with their

a taxpayer to deduct from its

otherwise the latter may decide

obligations under EU law. The

tax liability the tax paid by a

to send reasoned opinions

decisions cover various sectors

controlled foreign company in

and EU policy areas, including

the state of tax residence. The

anti-money laundering and

EC may decide to refer the case

countering terrorism financing

to the CJEU if Belgium fails to

(AML/CFT), the fight against

take the requested measures

fraud, and taxation.

within two months

and Spain for incorrectly

Specifically, the EC has

Sent reasoned opinions to Italy,

2017/1371 setting out the EU

Bulgaria and Czechia for failing

rules on the fight against fraud

to implement the European

concerning the bloc’s financial

Supervisory Authorities (ESAs)

interests by means of criminal

Review Directive (EU)

law. According to the EU, the

2019/2177 amending Solvency

states are required to properly

II, MiFID and 4AMLD Directives,

transpose the rules in order to

which amongst other things

enable the European

allows the European Banking

Public Prosecutor’s Office

Authority (EBA) the power to

(EPPO) to carry out effective

coordinate AML supervisors at

investigations and

EU level. Italy, Bulgaria and

prosecutions. The eight EU

Czechia have two months to

member states have been

take the necessary measures,

granted two months from the

or the EC may decide to refer

launch of the EC's proceedings

the case to the CJEU

to clarify the measures they

Sent a reasoned opinion to
Germany, urging it to take the
necessary measures to adapt
its IT system to enable
automated exchange with other
member states of certain
information related to the
application of VAT legislation to
call-off stock arrangements as
required by Council Regulation
904/2010. The EC warns that if
Germany fails to implement the
adaptations necessary to
prevent VAT fraud or tax
evasion within two months of

Opened infringement

the reasoned opinion, it may

proceedings against Belgium,

decide to refer the case to the

Estonia and Italy for inadequate

EU Court of Justice (CJEU)

transposition of certain

Sent a reasoned opinion to
Belgium, calling on the country

11

elements of Directive (EU)
2017/541 on combatting

Opened infringement
proceedings against Croatia,
Finland, Greece, Latvia,
Luxembourg, Portugal, Romania
transposing Directive (EU)

have taken to guarantee the
correct and complete
implementation of the Directive

EC infringements package
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European Court of Justice issues ruling on
interpretation of the EU Blocking Regulation
branch of the Iranian state-owned

termination of contractual

bank. The financial institution

relationships “did not seek to

alleged that the sole reason for the

comply” with secondary sanctions.

termination was the German
company’s intention to comply with

The Court determined that when a

secondary sanctions imposed by

contract is terminated for the

the US on certain Iranian entities,

purpose of ensuring compliance

The European Court of Justice

which would violate the provisions

with US sanctions, said contract

(ECJ) issued on 21 December its

of the EU Blocking Regulation.

may be annulled due to the existing
infringement of Article 5. However,

judgment in Case C-124/20 Bank

Melli Iran v. Telekom Deutschland

According to the ECJ, Article 5(1)

such annulment should be made

GmBH concerning a request for

of the EU Blocking Regulation

only if it does not lead to

preliminary ruling brought by

which prohibits EU businesses

disproportionate effects for the

Germany’s Hamburg Higher

from complying with extra-

person concerned. Consequently,

Regional Court on the

territorial sanctions, is applicable

the ECJ ruled that the referring

interpretation of Article 5 of

even when US authorities have not

court should conduct a

Council Regulation (EC) 2271/96

adopted an order or instruction

proportionality assessment of the

(the EU Blocking Regulation).

directing compliance with the

pursuit of the objectives of Article 5

restrictive measures. The Court

against the probability that

The questions referred for

held that EU persons are allowed to

Telekom would be economically

preliminary ruling arose during

terminate contracts concluded

affected if it does not terminate its

proceedings brought by Bank Melli

with US designated entities without

commercial relationship with an

Iran against Telekom Deutschland

providing reasons, as was the case

entity designated by the US.

GmBH after the latter’s decision to

in the main proceedings. However,

terminate its contractual

in civil cases the terminating party

relationship with the German

must provide evidence that the

CJEU judgment

Aperio Analysis by George Voloshin
The EU Court of Justice's preliminary ruling in a case involving the EU's so-called Blocking Regulation is the
first such legal interpretation from which businesses subject to EU jurisdiction should draw guidance and
inspiration for their sanctions compliance programmes. It largely reconfirms the key political objective of
the Regulation, which is to prevent EU economic operators from complying with American secondary
sanctions, more specifically those against Iran. The ruling still leaves the operators with the possibility to
demonstrate to national courts that their decision to terminate a commercial transaction with a
counterparty sanctioned by the US, even without prior authorisation from the Commission, constitutes a
legitimate expression of their freedom to conduct business as enshrined in EU law.
12
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US FinCEN fines CommunityBank of Texas N.A.
for Bank Secrecy Act violations
The US Treasury’s Financial

assess supporting documents. The

generate such reports during the

Crimes Enforcement Network

regulator highlights that the bank’s

assessed period.

(FinCEN) announced on 16

BSA personnel “undertook, without

December that it has imposed an

sufficient justification of AML risk

Concurrently, FinCEN underlines

$8 million civil monetary penalty

considerations, steps to reduce the

that CBOT failed to report

against CommunityBank of Texas

number of case alerts” assessed

hundreds of suspicious

N.A. (CBOT) for “willfully”

by AML analysts.

transactions involving illicit

violating the provisions of the

activities associated with its

Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) and its

CBOT’s AML compliance office

customers which were processed

implementing regulations. $1

purportedly retained between six

by, at, or through the bank, despite

million of the total amount

and eight employees, of whom only

existing red flags, including

imposed on CBOT constitutes the

three regularly reviewed case

suspicions that some clients were

penalty established by the US

alerts. Each of those three staff

subject to criminal investigations.

Office of the Comptroller of the

members reportedly reviewed 100

Therefore, CBOT contributed to

Currency (OCC) for the bank’s

case alerts per day, resulting in

millions of dollars in suspicious

failures to comply with the OCC's

persistent failures to review

transactions going unreported,

BSA regulations.

supporting documents despite

including transactions linked to

their availability.

money laundering, tax evasion, and

According to FinCEN, between 1

illicit gambling. FinCEN Acting

January 2015 and 31 December

Furthermore, FinCEN found that

Director Himamauli Das stated in

2019, CBOT failed to implement

customer due diligence

an agency press release that the

and maintain an adequate anti-

information was often not updated

bank’s failures “enabled criminal

money laundering (AML)

and that staff frequently sought

activity by depriving regulators and

programme and instead utilised an

information relating to incomplete

law enforcement of critical

automated AML monitoring

questionnaires from customer

financial intelligence”, urging banks

system which aimed to review

account officers rather than from

to ensure they have effective

transactions and issue alerts on

actual customers.The information

programmes in place to combat

suspicious activity in accordance

obtained was not updated on a

money laundering.

with predetermined criteria.

regular basis, which prevented
CBOT from understanding the

However, FinCEN found that the

nature and legitimacy of its

mechanism failed to operate as

customers’ transactional activity.

designed and that CBOT lacked

Moreover, despite the bank’s AML

sufficient resources, including

monitoring system being able to

compliance personnel, to review

produce reports regarding high-risk

generated case alerts and to

customers, CBOT’s staff failed to

13
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Danish court convicts fuel company Bunker
Holding for violations of EU sanctions on Syria
The Danish District Court of

Syria. Bunker Holding and Demant

Syria operations. However, it adds,

Odense convicted on 14

participated in eight of the 33

there is “no evidence that neither

December fuel company Bunker

trades, which took place between

Bunker Holding nor its CEO

Holding A/S, as well as its Chief

February 2017 and May 2017.

deliberately acted with

Executive Officer (CEO) Keld

unintentional negligence in relation

Rosenbaek Demant and one of its

The court notes that the trades

to the smaller number of trades

subsidiaries, Dan-Bunkering Ltd,

were made through ship-to-ship

completed in the spring of 2017”.

for violating the EU sanctions

transfers in the Eastern

Dan-Bunkering stated that it has

regime on Syria through the sale

Mediterranean and the jet fuel was

“taken the accusations very

of 172,000 tonnes of jet fuel to

later delivered by the Russian

seriously” and is assessing

two unnamed Russian companies

companies to the Syrian Port of

whether to appeal the decision.

to be used in Syria.

Banias with the aim of being used

According to the court’s judgment,

by the Russian air force for military

Dan-Bunkering was fined DKK 30

operations in Syria.

million (£3.43 million) and had DKK

Dan-Bunkering had “intentionally or

15.65 million confiscated, while

[…] negligently” made 33 jet fuel

In a statement for the FCD, Dan-

Bunker Holding was fined DKK 4

trades between October 2015 and

Bunkering notes that the court

million. Demant was given a four-

May 2017 to the two Russia-based

ruling found that employees in its

month suspended prison sentence.

companies, in violation of the

Russian office in Kaliningrad who

Council Regulation (EU) 1323/2014

executed the trades “ought to have

Amending Regulation (EU)

known that there was a possibility”

36/2012 concerning restrictive

that its Russian client would violate

measures in view of the situation in

EU sanctions by using fuel for its

Court decision (in Danish)
Danish Prosecutor's Office pre…

Geneva drops probe into former Spanish king
Geneva’s public prosecution office

failure to report unusual activity

railway contract between Mecca

announced on 13 December its

concerning the bank account held

and Medina in Saudi Arabia to a

decision to close a money

by Juan Carlos’ former girlfriend,

Spanish consortium. However,

laundering probe against five

Corinne Larsen.

prosecutors could not demonstrate

individuals, including former

a clear link between the payments

Spanish king Juan Carlos I.

Swiss prosecutors commenced

Meanwhile, Swiss private bank

the probe in 2018 after several

Mirabeau & Cie SA was ordered to

publications alleged that the retired

pay a CHF 50,000 (£40,629) fine

king received illegal commission in

and procedural expenses for its

connection with the awarding of a

14

and the awarding of the contract.
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UK Court of Appeal overturns Unaoil executive
conviction, Attorney General launches probe
Unaoil’s agent in Iraq Basil Al Jarah

The Court commented on several

and alleged intermediary in the

red flags, including the contrast

bribery scheme, pleaded guilty to

between Osofsky's account of her

bribery charges in the UK, which

contact with Tinsley and Tinsley's

was utilised in Akle’s trial as

assertions to Akle about his

evidence of a conspiracy to bribe

contact with Osofsky, as well as

Following a 10 December ruling

Iraqi officials. Al Jarah was

lost text messages between the

by the UK Court of Appeal

sentenced to three years and four

SFO chief investigator and Tinsley.

overturning the bribery conviction

months imprisonment on 8

Lord Justice Holroyde allowed

of former Unaoil executive Ziad

October 2020. The SFO also

Akle’s appeal on second and third

Akle, the UK Attorney General

secured convictions against

grounds, stating that refusal to

Suella Braverman has reportedly

Stephen Whiteley and Paul Bond.

provide the materials "was

launched an independent review

Paul Bond reportedly lodged an

a serious failure by the SFO […]

of the issues, including into

appeal on 20 December following

neither the defence nor the

Serious Fraud Office (SFO) CEO

the Court of Appeal's ruling. The

judge had anything like the full

Lisa Osofsky and disclosure

SFO's investigation into the

picture". The Court of Appeal

failings at the SFO.

Ahsanis was discontinued in April

concluded that "if the documents

2019 when the Ahsanis negotiated

now available had been provided to

The UK SFO began its investigation

plea agreements with the US

the defence before or at the start

of the Unaoil group of companies

Department of Justice.

of the trial, counsel then appearing
for Akle would have had

in July 2016, which extended to
individuals connected to the

On 10 December, the UK Court of

significantly stronger arguments

company, including Akle. Akle was

Appeal found that the SFO's failure

available to him on the issues

convicted in 2020 of conspiracy

to disclose critical material relating

relating to [Al Jarah's] guilty pleas”.

with Unaoil’s owners, Ata Ahsani

to its own conduct, including the

and his sons Cyrus and Saman

conduct of Osofsky, rendered

The Court determined that the

Ahsani, to give corrupt payments to

Akle's conviction unsafe, resulting

documents which were only

secure a contract worth over $50

in Akle's conviction being quashed,

disclosed at the direction of the

million. The trial judge at the time

with no retrial ordered given the

Court of Appeal, were "clearly

criticised the conduct of the SFO

SFO's disclosure failings. During

capable of lending significant force

albeit rejecting an earlier

the proceedings, the SFO was

to the defence argument" and

application to strike out the case

directed to disclose summaries of

proved that interactions with

for abuse of process. The Court of

unused material to the defence

Tinsley went far beyond "little more

Appeal found that, on the evidence

which included contact between

than listening" as the SFO

and information available to him at

the SFO and David Tinsley, a US

characterised them.

the time, the judge had not erred in

investigator involved in advising

refusing the application to stay the

Unaoil’s owners, and who had been

prosecution for abuse of process.

in contact with Al Jarah and Akle.
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UK Gambling Commission fines Buzz Group
The UK Gambling Commission

expenditure. Additionally, the

In reply to a request for comment,

announced on 16 December its

operator implemented a system

Buzz Bingo’s Chief Operating

decision to impose a £780,000

that required multiple alerts before

Officer Dominic Mansour stated

fine on operator Buzz Group Ltd

triggering a customer AML

that the fine relates to historic

for violating its anti-money

interaction, with records of

issues that have now been

laundering (AML) and social

interactions considered insufficient

addressed, with the operator

responsibility obligations.

and the contents often unclear.

having reviewed and overhauled its
compliance measures. Additionally,

The gambling regulator found that

In relation to social responsibility

Mansour stressed that the operator

between October 2019 and

breaches, the regulator found that

has increased its current and

December 2020, Buzz Group,

Buzz Group’s financial triggers

ongoing investments to enhance

which operates buzzbingo.com,

were set too high to identify at-risk

its risk and compliance processes

performed source of funds (SOF)

players and its systems were not

to ensure consumer protection.

checks relying heavily on open

sufficiently identifying vulnerable

source and anecdotal information.

players. Other failures include not

In one instance, it allegedly

carrying out interactions with

considered a large win as the SOF

customers gambling aggressively

for the customer’s gambling

over short periods of time.

UK Gambling Commission pres…
UK Gambling Commission san…

UK Supreme Court rules on Maduro's claim over
Venezuela's Bank of England gold reserves
The UK Supreme Court ruled on

Venezuela’s Supreme Tribunal of

Guaidó as the leader of Venezuela,

20 December that the UK does not

Justice having issued several

ruling that UK courts must accept

recognise Nicolás Maduro as the

rulings rejecting the legitimacy of

that HM government does not

legitimate ruler of Venezuela,

Guaidó’s BCV board. The Supreme

recognise Maduro as President of

paving the way for over £1.3

Court also ruled unanimously to

Venezuela for any purpose.

billion in Venezuelan gold

allow in part an appeal as to

However, the Supreme Court

reserves held by the Bank of

whether to recognise the

has determined that the question

England to be turned over to

Venezuelan court’s decision and to

of whether the Guaidó appointed

opposition leader Juan Guaidó.

determine if HM government

BCV board should be recognised

recognises Guaidó as the country’s

must be decided on by the UK's

head of state for all purposes.

Commercial Court.

The Supreme Court notes that both
Maduro and Guaidó have
appointed their own boards

The Supreme Court finds that HM

claiming to oversee the Central

government clearly and

Bank of Venezuela (BCV), with

unequivocally does recognise

16
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UK fines Greentube Alderney for AML failings
appropriate AML policies,

trail. Additionally, customer source

procedures, and controls. The

of funds and sources of wealth

commission considered the

were not sufficiently interrogated,

serious nature of the breaches, as

including in cases of politically

well as Greentube Alderney’s early

exposed persons, and lacked

recognition of the failings and

information on how much a

cooperation during the probe.

customer should be allowed to
spend according to their profile and

The UK Gambling Commission
announced on 2 December that it

Specifically, the gaming operator

ML risk factors.

has imposed a £685,000 fine on

allegedly failed to explicitly provide

gambling operator Greentube

in its AML risk assessment that it

Greentube Alderney also

Alderney for anti-money

would ensure that adequate

purportedly failed to submit key

laundering (AML) and social

records were kept in writing and

events to the Gambling

responsibility failures. The

that it would assess and mitigate

Commission within five days of

operator has also been ordered to

ML risks arising from new

submitting six suspicious activity

undergo an independent audit and

products, business practices and

reports, its customer interaction

has agreed to pay the costs of

technologies. Additionally, the firm

processes were overly reliant on

investigating the case.

purportedly acknowledged that its

setting proactive deposit limits,

policies failed to make adequate

and its safer gambling and AML

The gambling regulator found that

provisions for monitoring ML risks

teams failed to share relevant

between December 2019 and

during off-hours and that its

information to build a holistic

November 2020, Greentube

processes unduly qualified slots

customer profile.

Alderney, which operates

games as posing low ML risk.
Gambling Commission press r…

admiralcasino.co.uk and
bellfruitcasino.com, failed to

The operator’s record keeping

conduct adequate assessments of

processes were also unable to

ML risks and implement

provide clear evidence of an audit

Gambling Commission public s…

Nikola Corporation settles US fraud charges
The US Securities and Exchange

SEC action against Nikola founder

its stock price through a campaign

Commission (SEC) announced on

Trevor Milton on similar charges.

that gave false impressions about

21 December that electric truck

Nikola’s technology.

company Nikola Corporation will

The SEC finds Nikola responsible

pay $125 million to settle investor

for Milton’s alleged fraudulent

fraud charges, following 29 July

claims and the company’s actions
to artificially inflate and maintain

17
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Malta fines Bank of Valletta for AML/CFT failings
Malta’s Financial Intelligence

corporate customers, the bank

programme. Other mitigating

Analysis Unit (FIAU) imposed on

failed to independently determine

factors include the fact that 1,067

17 December a €2,636,400 fine on

their BO and only obtained the

of the corporate customers

the Bank of Valletta plc (BOV)

information in June from the

involved were dormant.

after an onsite inspection

Maltese Business Registry.

revealed serious anti-money
laundering and counter the

In determining the administrative

financing of terrorism failings.

measures, the FIAU considered the
seriousness of the failures, as well

During the onsite inspection, the

the size of the bank’s operations,

regulator found that the BOV failed

the BOV’s cooperation, its efforts to

to determine the beneficial

review and update past customer

ownership (BO) of 1,144 corporate

due diligence, and investments in a

customers. Additionally, for 1,298

new AML/CFT transformation

The FIAU has requested that the
bank take “concrete actions”
to ensure it performs all necessary
verifications to determine the BO of
all its customers.
Malta FIAU notice
BOV press release

Lithuania fines European Merchant Bank UAB
The Bank of Lithuania announced

adopted insufficient customer and

In reply to a request for comment,

on 8 December that it is imposing

enhanced due diligence

the bank stated that it is

a €65,000 fine and issuing a

procedures, failed to monitor

cooperating with the Central Bank

warning to European Merchant

business relationships and

to ensure that it will soon resume

Bank UAB after identifying

operations, and misinterpreted the

its services. The bank stressed that

breaches of national AML/CFT

nature of corporate client

it has not identified any instances

legislation. The bank is also

activities. The inspection also

in which the vulnerabilities

subject to temporary restrictions

revealed shortcomings in the

identified have affected its

regarding the provision of

implementation of international

clients or have been used for

services to its clients.

financial sanctions.

ML/TF purposes, with remediation
measures being taken before

Following an inspection, the Bank

In establishing the enforcement

the Bank of Lithuania deliberated

of Lithuania concluded that

measures, the Bank of Lithuania

its inspection results.

European Merchant Bank failed to

considered the fact that the

ensure an effective AML/CFT

European Merchant Bank

internal control system and

acknowledged the violations and

procedures to manage risks

operational shortcomings and took

associated with high-risk clients.

remedial actions. The bank must

Additionally, the specialised bank

adopt all measures by 1 April 2022.
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REPORTS

US FinCEN financial threat analysis finds
increasing SARs related to wildlife trafficking
of the total suspicious activity

proceeds generated by IWT is

reports (SARs) filed in the reporting

similar to laundering of proceeds

period referencing one or more of

associated with other typologies.

the jurisdictions, namely
Cambodia, Cameroon, the

FinCEN identifies five indicators of

Democratic Republic of the Congo

suspected IWT, which include: (1)

(DRC), Laos, Madagascar and

prevalence of international import-

The US Treasury Department’s

Nigeria. Additionally, FinCEN warns

export and logistics companies

Financial Crimes Enforcement

that, according to UN studies, IWT

which could move wildlife and

Network (FinCEN) published on

increasingly involves Chinese,

wildlife products to different

20 December a report which

Japanese, Italian and Russian

locations, as well as be used as

analyses illicit finance threats

organised criminal networks

front companies for laundering

involving illegal wildlife trafficking

engaged in other illicit activities.

illicit proceeds; (2) transactions
associated with private zoos or

(IWT) and associated trends
identified in Bank Secrecy Act

According to statistics provided by

safari parks, animal importers or

(BSA) data which was filed

FinCEN, during the assessed

breeders, pet stores, circuses etc;

between January 2018 and

period, IWT-related SARs have

(3) transactions involving wildlife-

October 2021. The paper aims to

increased by over 154 percent, with

associated care or equipment; (4)

highlight efforts to combat IWT

depository institutions filing 66

payments for gold, diamonds,

and related illicit proceeds, which

percent of the total IWT-related

precious metals, jewellery and

have an estimated value of up to

SARs, followed by other types of

antiquities; and (5) disguised or

$23 billion per year.

financial institutions, as well as

noticeable mentions of wildlife or

casinos. The report underlines that

wildlife parts and products on

FinCEN warns that IWT is

commonly trafficked wildlife

platforms used for communication

frequently linked with transnational

species and products include,

and financial transactions.

criminal organisations and

among others, pangolins, coral,

corruption, which includes bribes

tortoises, ivory, sharks and

The report recommends financial

paid to foreign public officials such

rhinoceros, and that IWT-related

institutions strengthen their IWT

as forest rangers, shipping agents

payment methods include cash,

detection, mitigation and reporting

or customs officers, in exchange

peer-to-peer transfers or

mechanisms, as well as “consider

for facilitating the illicit activities or

automated clearing house

performing additional inquiries and

to evade prosecution. According to

transfers. According to FinCEN,

investigations where appropriate”.

the paper, the US Department of

suspected money laundering

State identified six “countries of

activity was reported in 80 percent

concern” for IWT, with 25 percent

of the IWT-related SARs, with data
disclosing that the laundering of
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UK money laundering approach inadequate for
dealing with kleptocrats, finds Chatham House
The UK is ill-equipped to assess

inconsistent in whether they

Foreign Office’s anti-corruption

the risk of corruption from

undertake effective due diligence”,

evidence programme.

transnational kleptocracy and

the report found. Failures at the

must adopt a new approach to

National Crime Agency (NCA) and

create a hostile environment for

other UK state bodies have “led to

illicit wealth, according to a report

flawed judgments by UK courts,

Mandatory reporting to a state

published by think tank Chatham

especially regarding post-Soviet

agency of PEP transactions

House on 8 December.

elites“, the authors state.

over a certain monetary value

The report, entitled “The UK’s

So-called professional “enablers” –

A requirement for UK-registered

Kleptocracy Problem”, highlights

often in the legal profession –

companies to have at least one

that new measures are needed to

defeat regulators “often weak and

UK citizen/resident as an officer

tackle illicit proceeds, in particular

under-resourced attempts” to

– with this person, as well as

those flowing from post-Soviet

successfully enforce counter-

the company’s ultimate owner,

states. Despite adopting a risk-

kleptocracy laws against politically

bearing liability for impropriety

based approach to anti-money

exposed persons (PEPs).

laundering in line with Financial

Furthermore, UK professional

Action Task Force standards,

services are increasingly used to

failures of enforcement and

conduct “SLAPP” lawsuits.

implementation of the law – plus

Recommendations include

Investigation of those who
submit fraudulent information
to Companies House
A clear mandate and better

the exploitation of loopholes by

The report also found that

funding for the NCA to

professional “enablers” – have

oligarchs and officials from former

investigate and prosecute

meant that “little has been done in

Soviet republics have purchased

enablers of money laundering

practice to prevent kleptocratic

more than £2 billion of property in

wealth and political agendas from

the UK. Almost 100 properties in

entering Britain”, the report states.

London and England’s southeast
have been bought by elites from

Evidence about the UK’s money

these states between 1998 and

laundering reporting system of

2017, including Azerbaijani

filing suspicious activity reports

President Ilham Aliyev and Lubov

(SARs) “indicates that the system

Chernukhin. Several properties

is effectively risk-insensitive, with

have been bought by Uzbekistani

banks over-reporting suspicious

dictator Islam Karimov.

legislation in relation to PEPs
and third countries
The introduction of a legal
requirement for universities to
report the identity of donors

Chatham House press release

activity, and thereby creating a
deluge of reports for UK authorities

The report was authored by

to process. Other, non-financial

researchers from the universities

service providers often under-

of Exeter, Oxford, Cambridge and

report such activity and are

Columbia and funded by the

20
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IMF and World Bank outline framework for
ML/TF risk assessment of remittance corridor
The Financial Stability Board

framework “provides a contribution

understand the money laundering

(FSB) published on 13 December

to the FSB’s Roadmap for

and terrorist financing risks of

a draft framework for money

Enhancing Cross-Border Payments

remittances in a corridor, with the

laundering and terrorist financing

that was endorsed by G20 Leaders

aim of simplifying AML/CFT

risk assessment of a remittance

in 2020 and that aims to achieve

measures in lower risk remittance

corridor, created by the

faster, cheaper, more transparent,

transactions. Lower risk corridors

International Monetary Fund (IMF)

and more inclusive cross-border

can be treated as a “safe

and the World Bank.

payment services”.

remittance corridor”, subject to
simplified customer due diligence

The report proposes a draft

All remittance corridors and all the

framework and methodology for

transaction categories in a

risk assessment in remittance

remittance corridor should not be

corridors having the potential of

treated as inherently higher risk,

being identified as “safe remittance

the FSB explains. Remittance

corridors”. The FSB states that the

corridor risk assessments seek to

measures by regulatory authorities.
FSB release
IMF/World Bank document

UK failed on Bounce Back Loan fraud checks
A report by the National Audit

levels of estimated fraud”. The

loan, which is “likely to

Office (NAO) published on 3

NAO’s inquiry did not find any

overestimate losses as some

December finds that the UK

documents establishing BEIS’

funds should be recoverable”, the

government did not establish

“long-term ambitions, objectives, or

report states. In October 2021,

adequate measures to counteract

financial metrics to measure the

BEIS advisers PwC revised the

fraud in its Bounce Back Loan

impact of counter-fraud activity”. In

estimate to 7.5 percent.

Scheme launched in April 2020 in

October 2020, BEIS requested £32

response to the pandemic.

million to cover the costs of
counter-fraud operations.

The report states that the
Department for Business, Energy &
Industrial Strategy’s (BEIS) counterfraud strategy “evolved over time
but lacked clear governance at the
outset and sufficient resources”.
The NAO states that counter-fraud
activity was “implemented too
slowly”, which resulted in “high
21

The NAO’s report states that the
government estimates that more
than a third of the loans,

BEIS estimates that fraudulent

worth around £17 billion, may

loans as of 31 March 2021 stood

never be repaid due to fraud and

at £4.9 billion, based on a sample

legitimate borrowers defaulting.

of 1067. This figure, 11 percent
of all loans made under the

NAO press release

scheme, is said to be “highly
uncertain” as it assumed that fraud
would lead to the total loss of a

NAO report
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GAO report on trafficking and money laundering
their modus operandi for

criminal organisations and terrorist

conducting trafficking activities,

groups often traffic different illicit

which include whether they have

products together and use similar

control over certain geographical

routes for their transport, while

territories, ways to “leverage

others force sex trafficking victims

existing infrastructure” in order to

to be drug couriers. The GAO notes

increase their gain, as well as the

that criminal groups use mainly

The US Government

evaluation of potential penalties

cash-based strategies to launder

Accountability Office (GAO)

against expected profit. The report

illicit proceeds, which include

published on 23 December a

notes that such organisations

funnel accounts, money

report which assesses strategies

often seek to strengthen their

transmitters, bulk cash smuggling

used by transnational criminal

territorial control through corrupt

aimed at moving funds across

networks and terrorist

practices or by making financial

multiple jurisdictions, as well as

organisations to launder illicit

investments in territories they

informal value transfer systems

proceeds from illegal activities,

already control with the aim of

such as hawala, which is mainly

including human trafficking or

facilitating trafficking schemes or

used in South Asia, the Middle East

trafficking in goods such as drugs

collecting payments from other

and East Africa. However,

and wildlife and wildlife products.

groups which operate in or transit

transnational criminal

such territories.

organisations also use non-cashbased money laundering (ML)

The report warns
that the role
professional service
providers have in
laundering funds on
behalf of criminal
groups "represents
one of the most
significant ML risks
to the US financial
system”

One particular example in this

strategies, such as trade-based ML,

regard is the Honduran MS-13

purchases of valuable, movable

gang which makes profit from illicit

commodities including gold,

timber and human trafficking

precious stones or art, real estate

conducted by other groups in its

purchases or cryptocurrencies.

controlled areas. South African
criminal organisations also take a
similar approach, by collecting fees
from small illicit mining operations
in their territories. Similarly, GAO
highlights that in countries such as
Mexico, Guatemala, El Salvador
and Nicaragua, anti-trafficking
efforts are hindered by increased
corruption among governmental
officials, thus preventing proper
investigations and prosecutions.

According to the paper, organised
crime and terrorist groups consider

Concurrently, the document

several aspects when establishing

underlines that some transnational

22

The report warns that the role that
professional service providers can
have in laundering funds on behalf
of criminal groups "represents one
of the most significant ML risks to
the US financial system”. Such
professionals include lawyers,
accountants, real estate agents,
company service providers or art
and antiquities dealers.
GAO press release
GAO report
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OECD bribery group issues report on France
The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and

remain unimplemented, requesting that the French

Development’s (OECD) Working Group on Bribery

authorities preserve the PNF’s role and expertise in

published on 16 December a report assessing

foreign bribery cases and to complete the

France’s efforts to implement the OECD’s Convention

constitutional reforms initiated in 2013 and 2019.

on Combatting Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in

Additionally, the Working Group recommends that the

International Business Transactions and related

country clarify the requirements for corporate criminal

instruments, expressing concern that advances are

liability and increase efforts to promote the adoption

being jeopardised by recent legislative

of tailored compliance programmes by small- and

modifications. The report is part of the group’s

medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).

fourth phase of monitoring and also provides
specific recommendations.

The OECD group asks the French authorities to
continue their efforts to develop “effective” negotiated

The Working Group finds that France has increased

criminal justice for individuals in foreign bribery cases,

the number of foreign bribery investigations and

as well as to more actively mobilise diplomatic and

concluded cases, with 19 individuals and 23 entities

consular agents, tax authorities and whistleblowers in

sanctioned, including those made pursuant to four

providing information in foreign bribery cases.

settlement agreements. The group notes however that
the number of detected and resolved foreign bribery

Meanwhile, the group finds that France has opened 13

cases has remained low considering the country’s

cases involving the laundering of foreign bribes since

economic situation, trade profile, and number of

2012, with one case resulting in final convictions, and

reported cases.

that the PNF is currently investigating 10 cases
involving laundering of foreign bribery proceeds.

The OECD group commends the adoption of the Sapin

Significantly, examiners note that the French financial

2 Law and establishment of the French Anticorruption

intelligence unit (TRACFIN) and prosecutorial

Agency (AFA), as well as specialised prosecution and

authorities seem to focus on the laundering of bribes

investigative offices and its reinforced framework to

in France by foreign public officials, while “persistent

protect whistleblowers. However, the group expresses

doubts” remain in relation to France’s approach to

concern in relation to two recent bills which limit the

prosecuting the proceeds of active bribery.

duration of preliminary investigations into economic
and financial crime to two and three years and

France is due to submit an oral report on

overhaul the AFA and its remit, requesting that the

implementing the recommendations by December

authorities extend the duration of probes and preserve

2022. Another report on all recommendations and

the AFA’s current role, mandate and resources.

enforcement efforts is due by December 2023.

The group finds that the National Financial

OECD press release

Prosecutor’s Office (PNF) and its operations have
been called into question and that long standing
reforms to guarantee prosecutorial independence

23

OECD report
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US GAO report on trade-based money laundering
complexity of the transactions provides opportunities
for criminal activity to go unnoticed, while the
laundering schemes are growing in sophistication.
The GAO’s recommendation to the Treasury states
that the department should implement an interagency
arrangement to promote information sharing and data
analysis. Relatedly, the office recommends to the DHS
that the data collected by the Trade Transparency Unit
(TTU) be shared with other agencies, in accordance
On 13 December, the US Government Accountability
Office (GAO) published a report on trade-based
money laundering (TBML), which includes two
recommendations for the Treasury and Homeland
Security Departments (DHS) on enhancing
information sharing to counter illicit activity.
The report examines vulnerabilities in financial and
trade infrastructures that criminals exploit to launder
ill-gotten gains, highlights the data used in combatting
criminal activity, and investigates how agencies share
intelligence to tackle TBML.
The GAO finds that several agencies are involved in
efforts to combat TBML, asserting that the Treasury’s
national strategy against this criminal activity does
not incorporate the views of all relevant government
actors. Moreover, the department’s strategy does not
account for the perspectives of private entities who
can detect illicit trade, such as freight forwarders.

with the Treasury’s wishes. The DHS has disagreed
with the suggestion, the GAO states in the report.
The TTU was established by Immigration and
Customs Enforcement’s Homeland Security
Investigations and collects financial and trade data
such as import and export information exchanged
with other countries. While it collects potentially
crucial data through the Data Analysis and Research
for Trade Transparency System (DARTTS), the GAO
finds that the information is not being proactively used
to identify new trends and patterns.
The report was initially released on 30 November.
Several senators welcomed the release of the report,
among them are Bill Cassidy and Sheldon
Whitehouse, who called on the GAO to investigate the
government’s anti-TBML measures in 2018.
GAO press release
GAO report

The office highlights that TBML involves complex
criminal operations, including customs fraud,
counterfeiting, sanctions evasion, and forgery.
Additionally, the volume of international trade and
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US Senator Whitehouse press release
US Senator Rubio release
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UK Joint Committee calls for tougher scam
protections in the Online Safety Bill
The UK Joint Committee on the

them in a [financial] scam, as it

Association of British Insurers and

Draft Online Safety Bill announced

gives them instant access to large

the Money and Mental Health

on 14 December recommended

numbers of target audiences”.

Policy Institute and others

changes to the Online Safety Bill,

welcomed the recommendation.

which is due to be put to

Scams generate revenue for

The coalition states that the

parliament for approval in 2022.

platforms, the committee states,

recommendation is “vital in

noting that the UK media regulator

safeguarding the public from the

The recommendations include that

Ofcom should be responsible for

epidemic of scams perpetrated by

paid-for digital advertising, which is

acting against service providers

online criminal gangs” and called

currently not within the scope of

who “consistently allow paid-for

on the government to accept the

the bill, should be covered. The

advertisements that create a risk

committee’s recommendation.

Joint Committee states that it

of harm to be placed on their

heard from stakeholders that the

platform”. The committee agrees

Additional recommendations

exclusion “creates a gateway for

that existing regulatory bodies and

contained in the committee’s

various harms to be spread online”.

the police should deal with matters

report include the requirement that

The committee notes that the UK's

involving regulating advertisers

service providers conduct internal

Financial Conduct Authority stated

themselves, individual cases of

risk assessments to record

that “the problem [of online fraud]

illegal advertising, and pursuing

reasonable foreseeable threats to

is most manifest in the paid-for

criminals behind illegal adverts.

user safety, including the potential

space, so it does not make sense

harmful impact of algorithms, not

for the bill not to deal with the very

The FCA, Bank of England, City of

just content. Service providers

heart of the problem, which is the

London Police, Work and Pensions

should also be required to create

paid-for advertising

Committee and Treasury

an Online Safety Policy for users to

space”. Excluding paid-for

Committee have all called for fraud

agree with, similar to their terms of

advertising would obstruct the

perpetrated via paid-for advertising

service, the committee

government’s stated aim of

to be covered by the bill.

recommends. The power of Ofcom

tackling online fraud and would

to investigate, audit and fine

leave service providers with “little

A coalition of consumer groups,

companies should also be

incentive” to remove harmful

charities, policing leads and

increased, the committee adds.

adverts, the committee adds.

financial services industry bodies,
including Which?, UK Finance,

The committee also cites

Martin Lewis and

testimony from consumer group

MoneySavingExpert, the Personal

Which?, including that “paid-for

Investment Management and

advertising on online platforms is a

Financial Advice Association

primary method used by criminals

(PIMFA), TheCityUK, the

to target consumers and engage

Investment Association, the
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UK parliament press release
UK parliament report
UK parliament release
UK Finance release
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Europol report offers analysis of laundering
mechanisms revealed in Pandora Papers
Europol released a report on 9

organised crime exploiting entities

be involved in fraudulent activity,

December on its findings

to conduct laundering and other

with almost a quarter also linked to

following an assessment of the

financial crimes, particularly

drug trafficking. Europol cites as a

Pandora Papers leaks, including

through shell companies. Europol

case study a South American

analysis of global and EU-based

found that over 80 percent of

money service provider which

money laundering operations.

criminal networks within the bloc

assists drug traffickers in the

utilise legal business structures to

region accessing cash in Europe,

The European police agency notes

conceal illicit activity, with half of all

with cryptocurrency transactions

that €7.5 trillion in wealth is

criminal networks infiltrating

used in parallel to cash transfers

estimated to be held offshore,

legitimate businesses at a high

through offshore shell companies.

representing 10 percent of global

level or setting up their own legal

GDP. Of this total, the EU share is

business structure.

Recommendations include

estimated at €1.5 trillion, with the
bloc having lost roughly €46 billion

The complicity of trust and

Prosecuting tax avoidance,

to tax evasion in 2016. The

company service providers

evasion, and fraud as criminal

Pandora Papers consists of 6.4

(TCSPs) in addition to tax, law, and

rather than administrative

million documents, nearly three

financial experts in facilitating

offences, where possible

million images, over one million

financial crime is also discussed in

leaked emails, and almost 500,000

the report, with nominee directors

spreadsheets revealing widespread

often being appointed to act on

money laundering, corruption, tax

behalf of the beneficial owners.

avoidance, use of offshore tax

The report cites the Odebrecht SA

havens, and complex business

case as an example of corruption

structures by politically exposed

committed through the utilisation

persons (PEPs), politicians, and

of offshore companies to facilitate

wealthy individuals and celebrities.

bribes through a multi-layered
international money laundering

Increasing multi-national
cooperation to identify ultimate
beneficial owners (UBOs) and
jurisdictions providing
anonymity to shell companies
Encouraging the filing of
suspicious transaction reports
when UBOs cannot be identified

Europol focuses particularly on the

system. The first layer involved

effective creation of an

funds hidden in Swiss accounts,

underground financial system

while a second layer involved linked

Enhancing criminal asset

harnessed by money launderers to

accounts through offshore

recovery efforts through

process transactions and

companies, and the third layer

legislation

payments and funnel funds

consisted of Panamanian shell

without drawing the attention of

companies that paid the bribes.

supervisory authorities. The
agency adds that within the EU, all

Nearly half of all Europol-identified

types of legal businesses can be

criminal networks that engage in

vulnerable to serious and

money laundering are found to also

26

by obliged entities

Europol report summary
Shadow money report
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US GAO study on improving banking access for
entities transferring funds to high-risk countries
The US Government

“high costs of conducting the due

involves an “enhanced federal role”

Accountability Office (GAO)

diligence necessary to ensure

in facilitating fund transfers to

published on 16 December a

funds distributed in high-risk

high-risk countries. This might

study exploring proposals to

countries are not used for illicit

involve a US agency based in the

improve banking access for US

purposes”. Bank representatives

country serving as an intermediate

money transmitters and non-

also express concerns that high-

recipient of funds. However, staff

profit organisations that transfer

risk countries lack adequate

from the Department of the

funds to countries at high-risk of

AML/CFT frameworks, and cite

Treasury expressed concerns that

money laundering or terrorist

heightened scrutiny by regulators

such federal involvement might

financing. The report looks at

when banking higher risk money

disincentivise those countries from

proposals for increasing banks’

transmitters and non-profits.

enacting governance reforms to

willingness to serve these
customers.

lower their risk levels.
The study discusses potential
options to address money

The GAO reviewed relevant

The GAO states that bank

transmitters’ and non-profit

literature and carried out interviews

representatives limit or deny

organisations’ banking access

in order to compile the report.

services to money transmitters and

challenges. One such proposal

non-profits “largely because of their

includes know-your-customer

efforts to comply with Bank

utilities – a centralised source of

Secrecy Act/anti-money laundering

customer information that banks

(BSA/AML) regulations”. The

can access to conduct BSA/AML

agency states that banks cited

due diligence. Another proposal

GAO press release
GAO document

One in 13 UK adults involved in fraud in past year
UK fraud prevention service Cifas

muling, and submitting a false

Database, the number of

published on 15 December the

insurance claim as the most

fraud cases increased by 18

results of a survey carried out in

“reasonable” forms of fraudulent

percent during the first nine

October, which found that one in

conduct. Britons aged between 16

months of this year compared to

13 British adults admit to

and 34 were most likely to be

the same period in 2020, with the

committing at least one form of

involved, with more than one in

misuse of bank accounts

first-party fraud in the last year.

seven admitting their involvement

representing the most common

in at least one instance of fraud.

type of fraud.

According to Cifas, respondents
viewed selling a vehicle subject to

Cifas notes that according to data

a finance agreement, money

provided by the National Fraud
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Cifas press release
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UK government 2022 National Cyber Strategy
Under the new strategy, the UK will continue to roll out
its Active Cyber Defence (ACD) programme, which
successfully took down 2.3 million malicious
campaigns in 2020, 442 of which were phishing
campaigns that utilised National Health Service (NHS)
branding and another 80 fake applications posing as
NHS apps. Regulations introduced following the last
cyber strategy have also been credited with positive
outcomes, with the UK government citing a survey
The UK government published on 15 December its

showing that 82 percent of organisations reported

2022 £2.6 billion National Cyber Strategy which

that recent cybersecurity improvements were

asserts a vision of cyber power as a means of

influenced by the 2018 UK General Data Protection

promoting the national interest in cyberspace. The

Regulation. A 12 percent increase has also been

strategy seeks increased cybersecurity and

reported since the last cyber strategy’s publication in

resilience by 2030 with enhanced capabilities to

businesses identifying cybersecurity as a high priority.

combat cybercrime, fraud, and state threats.
The government notes that cybercrime represents an
The National Cyber Strategy is based on five pillars

increasing threat to UK businesses, 39 percent of

strengthening the country’s cyber ecosystem through

whom reported cybersecurity breaches or attacks last

investing in people and skills and deepening private,

year, as well as 26 percent of charities. The strategy

public, and academia partnerships. The second pillar

presents several case studies involving the nexus of

is creating a prosperous and resilient digital UK by

organised crime and cyber-attacks, with the

cutting cyber risks and ensuring data protection, while

government asserting that it does not condone,

the third is seeing the UK lead in cyber technologies.

encourage, nor endorse the payment of ransomware

The strategy’s fourth pillar is moving forward on the

requests, stating that ransom payments cannot

UK’s global leadership and ensuring a more secure

guarantee a return of stolen or locked data.

international order, and the fifth pillar entails detecting,
disrupting, and deterring adversaries.

In a statement released on the same day as its
publication, UK Foreign Secretary Liz Truss asserts

In addition to following up on progress made in the

that the strategy will “create a network of liberty with

2016-2021 strategy, the new strategy builds on three

our fellow responsible cyber powers to defend against

primary conclusions drawn from the Integrated

criminal and malign use of cyber space”.

Review of Security, Defence, Development and Foreign
Policy. The review concluded that UK cyber power is
an increasingly important means of delivering national
goals, that a more comprehensive and integrated
strategy is necessary for sustaining cyber power, and
that the approach must be a whole of society effort.
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Cyber strategy summary
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Foreign Minister statement
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UNODC publishes report on corruption in sport
technological breakthroughs,

The shift to online betting and

capital influxes at the professional

internet-based gambling, coupled

level, and increased access to

with significant differences in

gambling mechanisms, organised

legislation across jurisdictions,

crime groups and other malicious

allows for the development of

actors are profiting from

illegal mechanisms, according to

differences in legislative and

the report. The developments also

The UN Office on Drugs and Crime

regulatory frameworks for self-

allow organised crime groups to

(UNODC) published on 9

enrichment. Estimates cited in the

launder money obtained through

December its report on corruption

document place the annual

other illegal activity, such as

in sport, estimating that the scale

amount of money laundering in

human trafficking and migrant

of illegal betting could be as high

sports as high as $140 billion,

smuggling. The sports industry

as $1.7 trillion annually. The

while the scale of illegal betting is

remains one in which

document explores the

approximated to be between $340

whistleblowers are discouraged

confluence of corruption and

billion and $1.7 trillion.

and lack proper reporting
mechanisms, the UNODC writes.

organised crime at the national,
The Global Report on Corruption in

The report recommends the

Sport notes that a gender-based

adoption of technologies that can

The report, hailed by the agency as

pay gap between athletes leaves

help detect corruption, including in

being the first of its kind to assess

women at risk of becoming targets

contractual arrangements for the

the issue in such detail, highlights a

for results manipulation. Relatedly,

awarding of hosting or TV rights.

significant increase in corruption

the paper notes that it is difficult to

over the past two decades. Against

estimate the true cost and effects

the backdrop of the established

of corruption in the form of abuse,

global nature of sports,

including sexual harassment.

regional, and global levels.

UNODC press release
Report homepage

OECD 2020 peer review report on BEPS Action 5
The Organisation for Economic

implementation of the Action 5

undertaken. This represents a drop

Cooperation and Development

standard by 131 jurisdictions for

from 7,000 in 2019, 9,000 in 2018,

(OECD) published on 14

the 2020 calendar year.

and 14,000 exchanges in 2017. In

December its Base Erosion and
Profit Shifting (BEPS) Action 5
harmful tax practices peer review
on the exchange of information on
tax rulings. The report examines

29

The OECD reports that nearly 1,700
tax rulings in the transparency
framework’s scope were issued in
2020 by the jurisdictions reviewed
and roughly 5,000 exchanges were

total, 66 recommendations for
improvement have been made in
reviewing the jurisdictions in 2020.
OECD press release
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UK Gambling Commission publishes annual
compliance and enforcement report
(CDD) and enhanced due diligence

submitted to the UK Financial

(EDD) mechanisms, while others

Intelligence Unit.

“place more importance on areas
such as adverse media coverage

The document also includes a

and reputational damage” than

series of case studies which detail

implementing measures for

areas of concern related to ML and

mitigating ML and TF risks.

TF. According to Andrew Rhodes,
Gambling Commission Chief

The UK Gambling Commission
published on 9 December its

The Gambling Commission warns

Executive, almost all the case

2020-21 compliance and

that operators often fail to conduct

studies reveal that operators fail to

enforcement report which

reviews of their risk assessments

“adhere to social responsibility and

highlights that £32.1 million has

in accordance with the regulator’s

anti-money laundering rules”, as

been paid by 15 gambling entities

emerging risk publications and

well as to allocate “suitable

this year as a result of fines and

recommends that businesses use

resources” for achieving

penalties and states that an

the commission’s guidelines to

compliance. The commission

increasing number of operators

update their policies, procedures

highlights that operators should

are failing to recognise money

and control mechanisms, as well

apply a risk-based approach and

laundering (ML) and terrorist

as identify areas for increasing

conduct robust KYC/CDD and EDD

financing (TF) risks associated

customer protection and reduce

verifications, while ensuring that

with problem gambling.

gambling-related ML, including by

risk assessments are adequately

providing training to their

mitigating ML and TF risks.

According to the report, many

employees. Furthermore,

gambling businesses lack

businesses are requested to focus

appropriate customer due diligence

more on the quality of the

UK Gambling Commission pres…

suspicious activity reports (SARs)

CFATF issues follow-up report on the Bahamas
The Caribbean Financial Action

The group finds that the Bahamas

approach to virtual assets and

Task Force (CFATF) published on

is “compliant” with 18 of the 40

virtual asset service providers. The

22 December its fourth enhanced

FATF Recommendations and

Bahamas has been downgraded

follow-up report on the Bahamas,

“largely compliant” with 20. The

to “partially compliant”.

noting significant actions taken

country has been re-rated on nine

by the island nation to improve its

Recommendations and

AML/CFT framework.

downgraded on Recommendation
15 calling for a risk-based
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CFATF report
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Anti-corruption review of Ukraine energy sector
operations, the sector remains

the National Anticorruption Bureau

highly vulnerable to corruption and

of Ukraine (NABU). The report finds

“related irregularities”. The OECD

a lack of political will, a lack of

Anti-Corruption Network for

transparency, as well as a lack of

Eastern Europe and Central Asia,

state capacity and resources in oil

which carried out the review, calls

and gas regulation, recommending

on Ukraine to implement legislative

that the government develop

The OECD published on 20

frameworks that combine

procedures to establish an energy

December its anti-corruption

prevention and punitive measures.

resources consumer registry that

review of the energy sector in

The primary corruption typologies

allows for effective verification.

Ukraine, which identifies

in the sector are identified as

corruption trends and offers

monopoly status abuse, public

On nuclear power, the OECD notes

recommendations to national

procurement corruption, a lack of

concerns about state enterprise

authorities. The report is part of

transparency, unwieldy influence

Energoatom’s track record, stating

the OECD’s project supporting

leveraged by private interest

that while the state entity is the

Ukrainian energy sector reform,

organisations, and unwarranted

only nuclear operator in the

which is financed by the

interventions towards SOEs.

country, “serious proven, alleged or
suspected corruption incidents

Norwegian government.
Within the oil and gas industry, the

have also taken place” which raise

The report urges Ukrainian

review highlights a corruption case

questions about the efficacy of

authorities to adopt the OECD’s

which cost the state roughly $75

anti-corruption measures in the

recommendations to eliminate

million in losses in which

sector. These include kickbacks

corrupt practices, noting that

cogeneration facilities took

and embezzlement, purchases

despite such efforts as signing the

advantage of under regulated

through intermediaries, bribery,

Association Agreement with the EU

prices to generate electricity and

cartels, sales at deflated prices.

and prioritising energy sector

then sell it at market prices. The

reform with the improvement of

officials of those facilities remain

state-owned enterprise (SOE)

subject to parallel investigations by

OECD press release

Aperio Analysis by George Voloshin
Energy continues to be one of the most corruption-prone sectors of the Ukrainian economy, and a recent
report by the OECD says just as much. Fortunes have been made on energy since the 1990s when Russian
gas transit schemes were operated by shadowy, politically connected intermediaries buying natural gas
from Gazprom and reselling it to the Ukrainian state oil and gas company for hefty profits. Despite
Ukraine's increasingly close integration with the EU, in particular under their 2014 association agreement,
the energy sector is still plagued by grand corruption and is the preferred economic arena for local
oligarchs. President Zelensky's so far unsuccessful attempts to undermine oligarchic influences by means
of new legislation underscore the complexity of undoing the old ways.
31
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Muddy Waters accuses KE Holdings of fraud
Muddy Waters Capital LLC

also alleges that KE Holdings has

against verified transactions as

released a report on 16 December

inflated the value of certain

well as store and agent counts.

accusing KE Holdings Inc of

acquired assets and falsely

engaging in “massive” and

reported inactive stores described

In a 17 December statement, KE

systemic fraud and announcing it

as ghost stores and clone stores

Holdings refuted the report,

has acquired a short position in

as active to artificially add value.

asserting that Muddy Waters’

the Chinese firm, BEKE, on the

Muddy Waters claims that it

findings lack merit, contain factual

New York Stock Exchange.

reached the latest findings after

errors, and offer “misleading

primary due diligence on the firm’s

speculations and interpretations”.

The report claims that KE Holdings

stores that included visiting

has inflated home sales by more

company locations, conducting

than 126 percent and commission

field interviews, and cross-

revenue by between 77 and 96

referencing claims to investors

Muddy Waters report
KE Holdings statement

percent. The research company

European Payments Council publishes report on
payment threats and fraud trends in 2021
defensive mechanisms require

oriented laws, campaigns to raise

more resources, the EPC states.

awareness, and fostering

The report recommends the

enhanced cooperation.

adoption of a defense-in-depth
strategy and architecture,

The report warns of a continued

acknowledging limits to the

rise in social engineering attacks

approach. The EPC states that

and phishing targeting company

The European Payments Council

strategies must include advanced

executives as well as payment

(EPC) published on 6 December

security data analytics, adoption of

service providers and payment

its report on payment threats and

early detection technologies, and

infrastructure. The report states

fraud trends, outlining the risks

real-time reporting.

that fraudsters target individuals,
through schemes such as CEO

the industry has faced in 2021.
The EPC underscores in particular

The document suggests that

fraud, rather than the technology

the role of advanced persistent

relevant actors adopt regulatory

itself, paving the way for

threats (APTs) in threatening

and legal mechanisms to combat

authorised push payment fraud.

payment ecosystems.

the threat posed by botnets,
including their role in distributed

Given the lucrative nature and

denial of service (DDoS) attacks.

degree of sophistication of APTs,

Such measures include cybercrime
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EPC press release
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IMF concluding statement on mission to Belarus
nevertheless warning of credit and liquidity risks.
Belarusian banks have reported losing foreign credit
lines as well as cross-border payment delays due to
sanctions, with IMF staff writing that some banks are
increasingly turning to correspondent banking
relationships outside Europe, including in Asia.
On anti-money laundering and countering the
financing of terrorism (AML/CFT), the statement
notes that the country’s AML/CFT regime has
increased its effectiveness, meeting five out of 11
major AML/CFT requirements in a 2019 assessment.
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) published on

However, IMF staff assert that implementing reforms

20 December its concluding statement of the 2021

to ensure the availability of beneficial ownership

Article IV staff mission, which engaged in

information to Belarusian authorities is crucial for

discussions with Belarusian authorities between 29

successfully investigating corruption and fighting

November and 17 December. The IMF staff report

economic crime. They call on Belarus to carry out a

warns of rising financial risks related to international

comprehensive ML/TF risk assessment on legal

sanctions targeting the Lukashenko regime.

persons’ vulnerabilities, issue beneficial ownership
regulatory guidance, and implement a beneficial

Although the IMF staff report that the Belarusian

ownership verification mechanism. The statement

economy is anticipated to grow by roughly two

also calls for an enhanced assessment of cross-

percent over 2021, representing a recovery from the

border ML and TF risks and compliance with

pandemic, international sanctions are limiting roll-over

recommendations offered by the Eurasian group on

space as well as public debt in the Eurobond market.

combatting ML and TF.

The statement warns that because 93 percent of
Belarus’ public debt is in foreign currencies, it is

Additionally, the IMF mission staff recommend that

vulnerable to exchange rate fluctuations. Furthermore,

Belarus take steps to increase the accountability and

IMF staff write that contingent liabilities relating to

transparency of state-owned enterprises through the

public financial institutions and state-owned

development of a comprehensive framework. They

enterprises pose a risk to public finance.

also urge a separation of government regulatory roles
from ownership to ensure fairness between private

Despite the widespread imposition of sanctions on

and public companies.

Belarusian enterprises, the IMF staff note that the
financial sector of Belarus has largely weathered the
impact of both sanctions and the pandemic,
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SPECIAL FEATURE

Financial crime in 2021: a year in review
documents expose financial crimes like money
laundering, according to the ICIJ. Several hundred
politicians were exposed by the leak according to the
ICIJ, using entities in “secrecy” jurisdictions to acquire
real estate, hold money in trust, and sometimes own
companies anonymously. The stories showed that
trust companies in Sioux Falls, South Dakota,
established around 30 trusts in recent years
connected to individuals and entities accused of
corruption or human rights abuses.

The past 12 months have been eventful in the world
of financial crime. From policy reforms to the
Pandora Papers to pandemic fraud, compliance
professionals, law enforcement and legislators have
had plenty to chew on. Here, we summarise ten of
the most important events of 2021, with a view to
what we can expect in the coming year.
The Pandora Papers and the ENABLERS Act
The International Consortium of Investigative
Journalists (ICIJ) published in October a series of
stories based on 11.9 million leaked documents from
14 offshore service providers. The offshore firms
serve individuals and corporations seeking to
incorporate shell companies, trusts, and other entities
in jurisdictions with low or no tax.
The leaked records include information on so-called
beneficial owners, shareholders, directors and officers
of entities registered in the British Virgin Islands, the
Seychelles, Hong Kong, Belize, Panama, South Dakota
and other jurisdictions. Most of the documents date
between 1996 and 2020, and include matters relating
to incorporation; the use of shell companies to acquire
real estate, jets and life insurance; investments and
financial transfers; and tax avoidance. Some of the
34

In the months following the leak, a bipartisan group of
US lawmakers proposed legislation that would force
financial middlemen to investigate foreign clients
seeking to move assets into the US financial system.
The proposed legislation, the Establishing New
Authorities for Business Laundering and Enabling
Risks to Security (ENABLERS) Act, would amend the
Bank Secrecy Act by requiring the US Treasury
Department to create new due diligence rules for trust
companies, accountants, lawyers and other
professionals like art dealers. If signed into law, the US
Secretary of the Treasury would be required to issue
rules by 31 December 2023, so expect a push to
debate the bill in Congress over the following year.
The UK’s anti-corruption strategy
In December the UK government published its third
annual update to the UK Anti-Corruption Strategy
2017-2022. The update highlighted progress made
against the government’s anti-corruption
commitments in 2020, focusing on securing
public commitment with Crown Dependencies and
inhabited Overseas Territories to implement publicly
accessible registers of company beneficial
ownership information, extending the remit of the
National Fraud Initiative, publishing a review of
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procurement risks in local government, and publishing

an online forum incites others to invest in a scam,

the Green Paper on procurement reform. The update

tech companies will have to take reasonable steps to

also notes that the government published a response

remove the posts. But there is no provision for paid

to a 2017 call for evidence on corporate criminal

adverts encouraging investment in celebrity-endorsed

liability. The Law Commission has been asked to

trading or other forms of sham advertising. The bill is

review current rules and its report is set to be

still in draft and is likely to be presented to parliament

published in the coming months.

by the Department for Digital Culture, Media and Sport

The government’s Anti-Corruption Strategy features
134 commitments across six priority areas, including
reducing corruption in public procurement and
boosting international cooperation on corruption
matters. An update on progress made in 2021 is set to
be published during the next year, and the government
has announced it is starting to develop a successor to
the strategy which expires at the end of 2022.
At December’s Summit for Democracy hosted by the
White House, UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson
committed to move promises on anti-corruption
matters forward in 2022. The commitment to table
legislation on UK property ownership transparency is a
commitment contained in the strategy that has been
marked as off track, as well as measures to reform
Companies House and ensure accuracy of the UK
beneficial ownership register.
Pandemic fraud and ransomware
The scale of fraud perpetrated during the pandemic
began to emerge in 2021. In May the UK’s National
Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) revealed that its
takedown service had removed more than 700,000
scam campaigns from the internet in 2020 – a
massive fifteenfold increase on the figure for 2019.
While the NCSC largely put this increase down to an
expansion of its takedown service, it noted the
proliferation of online scams such as fake PPE sales
and secret “cures” for coronavirus.

(DCMS) around March 2022.
In the US, the FBI’s Internet Crime Complaint Center
(IC3) has said it received a record number of
complaints in 2020, with billions of dollars lost
through business email compromise schemes,
phishing and ransomware incidents. A Financial
Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) report
released in October 2021 found that the number of
ransomware-related suspicious activity reports filed
monthly grew “rapidly” in the first half of the year, with
the total value of suspicious activity reported in
ransomware-related SARs during the first six months
of 2021 standing at $590 million, far outstripping the
value reported for the entirety of 2020.
Fraud was also rampant in government schemes to
protect the economy during the pandemic. The UK’s
Department for Business (BEIS) estimates that the
government’s Bounce Back Loan Scheme could cost
the taxpayer £27 billion in fraud or credit losses.
Universal Credit fraud and error rose to an all-time
high of £5.5 billion between April 2020 and March
2021. In November the UK’s HM Revenue and
Customs stated that nearly 9 percent of the
government’s coronavirus assistance schemes was
paid out to fraudsters or given out in error. This
was largely from the £60 billion furlough scheme
which paid 80 percent of the wages of 11.5 million
workers who had been placed on leave.
The US Secret Service stated in December that close

A proposed UK Online Safety Bill includes provisions

to $100 billion in pandemic relief funds has

requiring online companies to tackle financial fraud by

been stolen by fraudsters from the Small Business

individual accounts, but not for scams carried out

Administration’s Paycheck Protection programme, the

through paid advertising. The bill captures “user-

Economic Injury and Disaster Loan programme and

generated content” so that for instance if a member of

another programme. The agency said more than
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$2.3 billion in stolen funds have so far been recovered,

November 2021, 103 jurisdictions are applying these

resulting from the arrests of more than 100 suspects.

laws to cryptocurrencies, with a majority applying

In December the Secret Service had more than 900

both. These jurisdictions include European Union

open investigations related to pandemic fraud.

member states excepting Bulgaria. In 2018, only 33
jurisdictions were found to regulate cryptocurrencies

Myanmar and Belarus sanctions

in these areas. Meanwhile cryptocurrency-based

Following a military coup in February, the US imposed

crime hit a record high in 2021, according to

sanctions on Myanmar. With Executive Order 14014

Chainalysis. The volume of cryptocurrency

pursuant to the International Emergency Economic

transactions grew to $15.8 trillion in 2021, up 567

Powers Act (IEEPA), the US authorised asset freezes

percent from 2020, according to its research. Illicit

and travel bans on those involved in the coup,

transactions totalled $14 billion, up 79 percent from

including members of the National Defence and

the previous year. The use of DeFi as a conduit to

Security Council. In June, the UK and EU imposed

launder money increased 1,964 percent between 2020

additional sanctions against Myanmar’s State

and 2021, Chainalysis also found.

Administrative Council and certain companies, as well
as senior leaders of the military junta. The UK and

In India, there are ongoing talks over a bill that would

Canada announced further sanctions in December

create a framework for creation of an official digital

against a variety of entities for perpetrating “serious

currency to be issued by the Reserve Bank of India.

human rights violations”. Also in June the UK, US,

The bill would also prohibit all private cryptocurrencies

Canada and the European Union imposed sanctions

in India, however, it allows for certain exceptions to

against individuals and entities from the Belarusian

promote the underlying technology of cryptocurrency.

regime in response to the detention of journalist
Roman Protasevich and Sofia Sapega following the

In September, China – once a key global hub for

forced diversion of Ryanair flight FR4978 in May. The

Bitcoin mining and trading – banned non-government-

group of countries also made designations over

approved cryptocurrencies, with the People’s Bank of

allegations of more broad human rights abuses in

China warning that virtual currency-related

Belarus. They allege that presidential elections held in

business activities “seriously endanger the safety of

August 2020 were marred by irregularities, and that

people’s assets”. The central bank and its National

President Lukashenko led a systematic campaign of

Development and Reform Commission issued

repression throughout the election period.

two documents, one outlawing cryptocurrency mining
following a crackdown in May, and the other declaring

Crypto regulation

cryptocurrency transactions illegal. Trading in

Cryptocurrencies reached a record capitalisation of

cryptocurrency had been officially banned in China

around $3 trillion in November 2021, but oversight

since 2019, but had continued through online

remains ambiguous in certain jurisdictions. For

exchanges. In December, the state-run Economic Daily

instance, decentralised finance (DeFi) is not officially

said despite efforts in 2021 to eliminate institutional

regulated in the US. A November global survey of

mining, authorities must further crackdown on

cryptocurrency regulation from the Law Library of

rogue individuals who are capitalising on gaps

Congress found that nine jurisdictions have imposed

between different authorities and regions.

an outright ban on cryptocurrency, while 42 have an
implicit ban – up from eight absolute and 15 implicit
in 2018. The survey found that the application of tax
laws, AML/CFT laws, or both types of laws to
cryptocurrencies has increased “exponentially”. As of
36

Throughout the year the US Congress introduced a
variety of bills focused on cryptocurrency and
blockchain policy which will likely be debated further
in 2022; including regulation, applications of
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blockchain technology, and central bank digital

announced the culmination of a three-year clandestine

currency (CBDC). A survey from the Bank of

transnational investigation named Operation Trojan

International Settlements found that 86 percent of the

Shield. The sting operation involved the FBI running

world’s central banks are exploring the benefits and

and observing an encrypted communications network,

drawbacks of introducing CBDCs.

ANOM, used by criminals. It resulted in hundreds of
arrests, the seizure of many tonnes of drugs, firearms,

DeFi faced increasing scrutiny during the year. The

luxury vehicles and millions in cash and

Wall Street Journal reported in September that the US

cryptocurrencies. Countless spin-off operations into

Securities and Exchange Commission opened an

money laundering and public corruption have been

investigation into Uniswap Labs, the main developer

carried out subsequently.

behind one of the world’s largest cryptocurrency
exchanges, Uniswap. Uniswap is a crypto marketplace

EU AML reform

for DeFi developers, traders and liquidity providers. In

In July, the European Commission presented a

August, SEC Chair Gary Gensler called on Congress to

legislative package to strengthen the EU's anti-money

give the agency more power to police the “Wild West”

laundering and countering terrorism financing

of cryptocurrency. Gensler said the asset class is “rife

(AML/CFT) rules, including the proposal for a new EU

with fraud, scams and abuse in certain applications”.

authority to combat money laundering. The package
seeks to strengthen the detection of suspicious

The Bank of England (BoE) continued to warn

transactions and close loopholes used by criminals

consumers on the risks of private cryptocurrencies. In

and terrorists seeking to launder money through the

April 2021, the Bank and HMT initiated a taskforce to

financial system. The AML Authority (AMLA) will be

begin exploring a UK CBDC. HMT and the Bank have

the central authority coordinating national authorities

committed to launching a consultation in 2022 to set

to ensure the private sector applies rules consistently

out an assessment of the case for such a CBDC.

throughout the block. It is set to be operational by
2024 and will start direct supervision slightly later.

Takedowns of encrypted communications
Law enforcement authorities in multiple jurisdictions
continued tackling encrypted communications
networks used by criminals in 2021. In March, US
prosecutors in California unsealed a grand jury
indictment charging Jean-Francois Eap, the CEO of
encrypted communications network Sky Global, with
facilitating money laundering among other crimes.
Under court order, judicial and law enforcement
authorities in Belgium, France and the Netherlands
collected “hundreds of millions” of messages from
70,000 Sky phone users. The announcement of the
investigation followed the cracking of another
encrypted platform, EncroChat. The investigation into
the EncroChat service was launched by French
authorities in 2017 and announced publicly in 2020.
In June 2021, Europol, the US Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI), and the Australian Federal Police
37

The proposed new AML/CFT regulation contains rules
in the area of customer due diligence and
beneficial ownership. It also sets an EU-wide limit of
€10,000 on large cash payments. The EU is also
seeking to replace its existing Directive 2015/849/EU
(the fourth AML directive as amended by the fifth)
with a sixth directive on AML/CFT, containing
provisions that will be transposed into national law
such as rules on national supervisors and member
state financial intelligence units. The package also
includes a revision of the 2015 regulation on transfers
of funds to trace transfers of crypto-assets.
The outgoing Slovenian Presidency of the Council of
the European Union finished the first reading of the
entire AML/CFT package in 2021, and it is entirely
likely that there will be further legislative
developments in this regard in the year ahead.
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bribes. The strategy commits to holding the leaders

Expansion of “Magnitsky” sanctions programmes
In April 2021, the UK implemented a new sanctions
regime targeting global bribery and corruption, initially
subjecting 22 individuals to asset freezes. The new
regulations complement the global human rights
sanctions regime established in 2020, with sanctions
now mirroring the scope of the US Magnitsky Act in
allowing the UK to impose restrictions on individuals
and entities. The first wave of sanctions under the
new regime targeted those allegedly involved in the
diversion of $230 million of Russian state property
through a fraudulent tax refund scheme uncovered by
Sergei Magnitsky, as well as members of the Gupta
family and individuals alleged to be involved in Latin
American corruption.
In December Australia passed Magnitsky-style
sanctions, making it easier to sanction accused
human rights abusers and entities allegedly engaged
in malicious cyber activity and corruption. The
bipartisan reforms include asset freezes and travel
bans. Countries are increasingly coordinating their
targeting of human rights sanctions. In March the EU,
UK, US and Canada imposed sanctions on officials in
China, over alleged abuses against the Uighur minority
group in Xinjiang.
Biden administration unveils anti-corruption plan
In December the White House published a
government-wide strategy on countering corruption.
The strategy followed President Biden’s national
security memorandum from June, which declared
international corruption to be a threat to US national
security. The memorandum argued that corruption
corrodes public trust, and the President directed the
National Security Advisor to conduct an interagency
review and prepare recommendations. The strategy is
a product of the review. The strategy looks at not just
the ‘supply side’ of foreign bribery and corruption – for
instance companies violating the Foreign Corrupt

accountable via US money laundering laws and other
restrictions on travel and assets.
The strategy combines five pillars. Pillar one promises
to modernise, coordinate and resource US
government efforts to fight corruption. This
includes funding FinCEN to build a new beneficial
ownership data system, as well as boosting data
gathering and inter-agency information sharing. Pillar
two seeks to curb illicit finance, by promulgating
regulations through the notice and comment process
in the Federal Register. The administration is set to
seek additional authority to tackle corruption by law
firms, accountants, and other professional
services. Pillar three focuses on “vigorous” FCPA
enforcement, the Treasury will establish a Kleptocracy
Asset Recovery Rewards programme, and there will
be boosted law enforcement cooperation with
financial institutions on anti-money laundering and
counter terrorism financing. Pillars four and five seek
to strengthen international cooperation.
Taliban takeover in Afghanistan
In August the Taliban swiftly took over Afghanistan,
leading the US to freeze over $9 billion in assets
belonging to the country’s central bank. Central
banks in Europe also froze Afghan assets. Financial
institutions around the world were forced to consider
their relationships with Afghanistan-based entities and
individuals, and millions of dollars of international aid
were also halted due to sanctions. Foreign grants
previously financed as much as three quarters of
public spending in the country. Banks in the country
were initially closed, and money services businesses
suspended payments. Following a two-week
suspension of its services, Western Union resumed
money transfers into the country. In November, the
Taliban outlawed the use of foreign currency in the
country. The Taliban government includes numerous
individuals subject to international sanctions.

Practices Act (FCPA) – but also the ‘demand side’,

Roger Hamilton-Martin, Financial Services Journalist

namely the corrupt foreign officials who receive the

roger-hamilton-martin@aperio-intelligence.com
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LEGISLATION

Australia introduces Magnitsky-style sanctions
regimes established under which

those engaged in modern slavery

the Minister for Foreign Affairs and

and other illegal actions, noting

Trade can designate a legal or

that the government is

natural person if determined that

encouraging continued public

they: (1) were involved or complicit

engagement on the issues

in activities undermining good

highlighted by the legislation.

governance or the rule of law,

The Australian parliament passed
on 2 December the Autonomous
Sanctions Amendment
(Magnitsky-style and Other
Thematic Sanctions) Act 2021.
The bill, which amends the
Autonomous Sanctions Act 2011,
received assent on 7 December.
The amendment clarifies that
autonomous sanctions may be
either country-specific or imposed
to address particular issues of
international concern.
According to an accompanying
exposure draft containing the
details of the new measures, the
regulations are aimed to
modernise Australia’s autonomous
sanctions legislation and introduce
six new thematic sanctions

39

including serious corruption; (2)

The introduction of the regulations

contributed to the proliferation of

comes in response to cross-party

weapons of mass destruction; (3)

calls for Australia to join the US,

engaged in serious violations or

UK, EU, and Canada in introducing

abuses of human rights; (4)

Magnitsky-style laws to target

caused, assisted with or were

human rights abuses and serious

complicit in significant cyber

corruption. US State Secretary

activity; (5) contributed to threats

Antony Blinken commended

to international peace and security;

Australia’s efforts to pass such

and (6) committed serious

legislation, reiterating the country’s

violations of international

commitment to continuing its

humanitarian law.

partnership with other
governments to defend human

The act sets out the decision-

rights and combat corruption.

making process for imposing
targeted financial sanctions and

Text of the bill as passed by bo…

travel bans on designated
individuals and entities under the
thematic sanctions regimes.
Australia’s Foreign Minister Marise

Bill timeline
Revised explanatory memoran…
Explanatory memorandum

Payne said in a statement that the
amendments will help ensure
Australia avoids becoming an
“isolated, attractive safe haven” for

Exposure draft to Autonomous …
Australian Foreign Minister sta…
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US sanctions Chinese entities over biometric
surveillance in Xinjiang, BIS lists 37 entries
The US Treasury’s Office of

One of the named entities,

On 17 December, the Commerce

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

Cloudwalk, is said to be developing

Department’s Bureau of Industry

identified eight Chinese tech

facial recognition software that

Security (BIS) published a final rule

companies on 16 December that it

identifies minority groups,

in the Federal Register adding 37

states are supporting the Chinese

including through skin

organisations to its Entity List

government’s biometric

pigmentation tracking, and alerts

pursuant to the Export

surveillance of Uyghurs in

Chinese authorities when a certain

Administration Regulations (EAR).

Xinjiang province and other ethnic

number of minorities gather in

The additions include 34 entities in

and religious minorities in the

certain locations. Netposa owns an

China, three in Georgia, two in

country. US citizens are banned

entity, SenseNets Technology Ltd,

Turkey, and one in Malaysia, with

from buying or selling public

which has purportedly created a

three listed under multiple

shares in the entities pursuant to

facial recognition database

destinations. They include the

Executive Order 13959.

tracking more than 2.5 million

Chinese Academy of Military

people in the province. Meiya Pico

Medical Sciences and 11 of its

The identified entities are:

has purportedly developed a

research institutes.

Cloudwalk Technology Co Ltd,

mobile application that tracks

Dawning Information Industry Co

location data, image and audio

In addition to biometric

Ltd, Leon Technology Company

files, and cellphone messages that

surveillance activities, some of the

Limited, Megvii Technology

authorities are accused of

listed entities have been added for

Limited, Netposa Technologies

deploying in the region, requiring

using biotechnology processes

Limited, SZ DJI Technology Co Ltd,

Xinjiang residents to download the

that support the Chinese military

Xiamen Meiya Pico Information Co,

application onto their desktops.

with, among other uses, “purported

Ltd, and Yitu Limited. A Treasury

brain-control weaponry”. Other

press release states that the

Popular drone operator DJI, which

additions have been made for

Communist Party Secretary of

was previously designated under

supporting Chinese military

Xinjiang, Chen Quanguo, began

the Donald Trump administration,

modernisation efforts, attempting

implementing heightened security

is accused by the US of providing

to acquire US items to support

measures in 2016 such as the

drones to the Xinjiang Public

such efforts, and using or

“ubiquitous placement of

Security Bureau, which was

attempting to use US items to

surveillance cameras, collection of

designated in July 2020, for the

support Iranian weapons and

biometric data for identification

purpose of surveilling Uyghurs.

missile programmes.

purposes, and more intrusive

According to a State Department

monitoring of internet use”. As

press release, Tibetans have also

many as 1.8 million Uyghurs and

purportedly been targeted in

other ethnic minorities in the region

Xinjiang using technologies

have subsequently been detained

provided by some or all of the eight

and placed in reeducation camps,

newly designated companies.

the Treasury asserts.
40

Treasury press release
OFAC designations
State department press release
Commerce department press r…
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US announces new Magnitsky Act designations
Chairman of the Xinjiang Uyghur

and Deputy Minister of the Interior,

Autonomous Region of China

Abdul Hakim al-Khaiwani. Zabin is

(XUAR), Shohrat Zakir and Erken

designated both under the Global

Tuniyaz, for leading the Xinjiang

Magnitsky programme as well as

Public Security Bureau (XPSB). The

pursuant to EO 13611.

State Department is also imposing
visa restrictions on Zakir and

Additionally, the Head of the
Chechen Republic Ramzan

The US Department of the

Tuniyaz under the Department of

Treasury’s Office of Foreign

State, Foreign Operations, and

Assets Control (OFAC) on 10

Related Programs Appropriation

December designated several

Act 2021, and has also sanctioned

individuals and entities deemed to

Hu Lianhe and Chen Mingguo.

allegedly providing him with

abuses across several countries

Furthermore, OFAC is designating

OFAC, Kadyrov and the forces

on the occasion of International

Bangladesh’s Rapid Action

Human Rights Day. The US State

Battalion (RAB) pursuant to the

Department also announced a set

Global Magnitsky sanctions

of 12 designations.

regime. In addition, OFAC is

be perpetrators of human rights

sanctioning several former and
The designations are primarily

current officials of the RAB,

made pursuant to Executive Order

including its former and current

(EO) 13818 which builds upon and

Director General Benazir Ahmed

implements the Global Magnitsky

and Chowdhury Abdullah Al-

Human Rights Accountability Act,

Mamun; the current and three

but also EO 13611 on peace and

former Additional Directors General

stability abuses in Yemen; EO

(Operations) Khan Mohammad

13959, as amended, which targets,

Azad and Tofayel Mustafa Sorwar,

among other things, companies

Mohammad Jahangir Alam, and

that operate or have operated in

Mohammad Anwar Latif Khan.

the surveillance technology sector

Benazir Ahmed and Miftah Uddin

of the Chinese economy; EO 13687

Ahmed, Lieutenant Colonel and

and EO 13722, which target the

former commanding officer of RAB

government of the DPRK; as well

Unit 7 are also designated by the

as EO 14014, which targets a range

State Department.

of malign activities, including
human rights abuse in Myanmar.

In separate action on the same day,
OFAC designated the current

The persons targeted under the

Director of the Sana’a Criminal

Global Magnitsky programme

Investigation Department (CID),

include former and current

Sultan Zabin and Houthi member
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Kadyrov is designated along with
five members of his network and
six Russia-registered companies
“significant profit”. According to
under his command, alias the
Kadyrovtsy, were involved in the
murder of Boris Nemtsov and other
serious violations of human rights.
The five designated affiliates are:
Vakhit Usmayev, the Deputy Prime
Minister of Chechnya;
Timur Dugazaev, a representative
of Kadyrov in Europe; Daniil
Vasilievich Martynov, a personal
security advisor to Kadyrov; Ziyad
Sabsabi, a representative of
Kadyrov; and Satish Seemar, a
horse trainer for Kadyrov. The six
entities owned or controlled by
Kadyrov are: Absolute
Championship Akhmat; Akhmat
MMA; FC Akhmat Grozny; Akhmat
Kadyrov Foundation;
Megastroyinvest, OOO; and the
Chechen Mineral Waters Ltd.
The State Department is also
designating Ihar Kenyukh
and Yauheni Shapetska, heads of
the Akrestsina Detention Center in
Minsk, Belarus, for allegedly being
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implicated in the torture and cruel,

Former Haitian National Police

targeting the DPRK

inhumane, or degrading treatment

(HNP) officer, Jimmy Cherizier;

government and deceiving

or punishment of detainees in the

former Director General of the

financial institutions

aftermath of the fraudulent 9

Ministry of the Interior and

August 2020 presidential election.

Local Authorities Fednel

The DPRK Central Public

Monchery, and the former

Prosecutors Office is

Additionally, State Secretary

President Jovenel Moïse’s

designated pursuant to EO

Antony Blinken announced the

Departmental Delegate Joseph

13687. In addition, previous

designation of Major General and

Pierre Richard Duplan

DPRK Minister of Social

head of the Chieftaincy of Military

Security and recently assigned

Intelligence within the Uganda

Chinese firm SenseTime Group

Minister of People’s

Peoples’ Defence Forces Abel

Limited is being identified as a

Armed Forces Ri Yong Gil is

Kandiho; Sri Lankan naval

Non-SDN Chinese Military-

sanctioned

intelligence officer Chandana

Industrial Complex Company

Hettiarachchi; former Staff

(NS-CMIC) pursuant to EO

Sergeant in the Sri Lanka Army

The Chief Minister of

13959, as amended by EO

Sunil Ratnayake; as well as former

Myanmar’s Bago Region Myo

14032, for owning Shenzhen

governor of Puebla, Mexico Mario

Swe Win; the Chief Minister of

Sensetime Technology Co Ltd

Plutarco Marin Torres.

Kayin State Saw Myint Oo; Chief

which has developed facial

Minister of the Mandalay

recognition programs that can
The action is taken in coordination

Region Maung Ko; and the Chief

determine a target’s ethnicity,

with the UK and Canada which also

Minister of Kachin State Khat

with a particular focus on

targeted Myanmar military actors

Htein Nan are being designated

identifying ethnic Uyghurs

under EO 14014

terrorist organisation Lashkar-e-

The Russian university

Two entities under direct

Jhangvi on the same day, pursuant

European Institute Justo and its

control of the Myanmar

to their respective human rights

provost, Dmitriy Yurevich Soin

Ministry of Defense, including

sanctions programmes.

pursuant to EO 13722, for

the Directorate of Defense

sponsoring student visas for

Industries (DDI) and the

DPRK construction workers

Quartermaster General Office

and a former commander in

Other individuals and
entities listed by the US

DPRK’s government run
animation studio, SEK Studio,

Houthi member and the former

Chinese-based Nings Cartoon

Head of the Yemeni National

Studio, Shanghai Hongman

Security Bureau (NSB) Abdul

Cartoon and Animation Design

Rahab Jarfan; former Deputy

Studio and its current sole

Head of the NSB, Motlaq Amer

shareholder Lu Hezheng, as

al-Marrani; Houthi member and

well as Moxing Cartoon are

the former director of the

being designated for having

Yemeni Political Security

utilised an assortment of front

Organization Qader al-Shami

companies to evade sanctions
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(QGO), as well as the Myanmar
War Veterans Organization
(MWVO) are being sanctioned

OFAC press release
OFAC press release
Department of State press rele…
OFAC press release
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UK, US, EU, Canada sanctions against Belarus
as on a judge and assistant

the regime and facilitate its

prosecutor who are responsible for

repression. In addition, the OFAC

numerous politically-motivated

issued Directive 1 under EO 14038

rulings against journalists, activists

determining that the Belarusian

and protestors”, including 2 BelSat

Ministry of Finance and the

journalists. The UK also froze the

Belarusian Development Bank are

assets of OJSC Belaruskali, a

“political subdivisions, agencies, or

The UK, the US, the European

potash fertiliser producer, which

instrumentalities of the

Union, and Canada on 2 December

was already designated by the US.

Government of Belarus”.

several Belarusian individuals and

The EU Council outlines that the

Concurrently, OFAC issued General

entities in light of the situation in

package of sanctions targets

Belarus, with an emphasis on the

“prominent members of the judicial

country’s participation in the

branch”, such as the Supreme

instrumentalisation of migration

Court, and the State Control

for political purposes.

Committee, as well as high-ranking

imposed further sanctions on

political officials of the Lukashenko
In a joint statement released on the

regime. Furthermore, the EU

same day, the four states warned

sanctions propaganda outlets, tour

that continuous effort to facilitate

operators, hotels and companies,

illegal crossing of the EU’s external

such as Belavia Airlines, that have

borders “comes at a substantial

allegedly incited and organised

cost”, demanding that the

illegal border crossings through

Lukashenko regime “immediately

Belarus to the EU. The sanctions

and completely halt its

are imposed through Council

orchestrating of irregular migration

Implementing Regulation (EU)

across its borders with the EU”.

2021/2124 and Council Decision
(CFSP) 2021/2025 against 17

The UK Foreign, Commonwealth

individuals and 11 entities.

and Development Office (FCDO)
highlighted in its press release that

The US Department of the

it is imposing asset freezes and

Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets

travel bans on “5 propagandists

Control (OFAC) is identifying three

who played a key part in the spread

aircraft as blocked property and

of disinformation in Belarus, a

targeting 20 individuals and 12

senior Belarusian official

entities pursuant to Executive

responsible for the repression of

Orders (EOs) 14038 and 13405,

civil society and democratic

including Belarusian state-owned

opposition in the country, as well

enterprises, government officials,
and other persons, who support
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License 5 with respect to Belarus
which authorises the wind down
of transactions involving two
companies which were designated
on 2 December, namely Open Joint
Stock Company Belarusian
Potash Company (BPC) and
Agrorozkvit LLC. Ten new FAQs and
one updated FAQ have also
been published.
Canada also targets 24 individuals
and seven entities, which were
added to its Special Economic
Measures Regulations for Belarus,
including Tsentrkurot, the stateowned tourist operator, and the
Presidential Sports Club.
Joint statement
UK FCDO press release
OFSI notice
EU Council press release
OFAC press release
Canadian government press rel…
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US targets Gertler-linked corruption in the DRC
The US Department of the

Gertler was designated in

controlled by Mukonda

Treasury’s Office of Foreign

December 2017, with the Trump

Assets Control (OFAC) in

administration claiming he had

consultation with the Department

“amassed his fortune through

of State announced on 6

hundreds of millions of dollars’

December the designation of

worth of opaque and corrupt

Congolese businessman Alain

mining and oil deals” in the

Mukonda for providing support to

DRC. Following Gertler’s

sanctioned Israeli billionaire Dan

designation, the Treasury alleges

Gertler, as well as 12 entities

that Mukonda “opened bank

Gemini SASU, based in the DRC

linked to Mukonda.

accounts and made payments into

and owned or controlled by

proxy bank accounts for Gertler”

Opera

Opera, based in the DRC and
owned or controlled by Ashdale
Settlement Gerco SAS
Palatina SARLU, based in the
DRC and owned or controlled by
Ashdale Settlement Gerco SAS

Mukonda and the entities are

and those linked to a Gertler

designated pursuant to Executive

associate, Albert Deboutte.

Kaltona Limited SASU, based in

implements the Global Magnitsky

The Treasury alleges that Mukonda

controlled by Gemini SASU

Human Rights Accountability

made 16 cash deposits totalling

Act. “Treasury is committed to

between $11 million and $13.5

supporting the Democratic

million into accounts that

Republic of the Congo’s anti-

ultimately belonged to Gertler’s

corruption efforts by going after

family. Mukonda is also alleged to

those that abuse the political

have re-domiciled several of

system for economic gain and

Gertler’s companies from Gibraltar

unfairly profit from the Congolese

and the BVI to the DRC.

Order 13818, which builds on and

state”, said Deputy Secretary of the
Treasury Wally Adeyemo.

Entities designated include

the DRC and owned or

Multree Limited SASU, based in
the DRC and owned or
controlled by Gemini SASU
Woodford Enterprises Ltd
SASU, based in DRC and owned
or controlled by Gemini SASU
Rosehill DRC SASU, based in
the DRC and owned or
controlled by Woodford

The action was taken with support

Kintaleg Limited, based in

from and in coordination with DRC

Gibraltar and owned or

officials, who “have demonstrated

controlled by Mukonda

a clear commitment at the highest
levels to root out corruption”, the

Ventora Global Services, based

Treasury states. Corruption,

in the DRC and owned or

opaque business practices and a

controlled by Mukonda

patchwork legal framework have
“constrained economic growth and
deterred private investment” in the
DRC, the Treasury adds.

Ventora Mining SASU, based in

Woodhaven DRC SASU, based
in the DRC and owned or
controlled by Rosehill DRC
SASU

OFAC press release

the DRC and owned or
controlled by Mukonda

Updated SDN list

Ashdale Settlement Gerco SAS,

State Department press release

based in the DRC and owned or
44

Enterprises Limited SASU
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US issues EOs targeting global illicit drug trade
two decades pursuant to the

government’s Threat Mitigation

Foreign Narcotics Kingpin

Working Group (TMWG), which

Designation Act and also partially

was previously tasked with

implements the Fentanyl Sanctions

supporting counter-transnational

Act, which is included in the

organised crime efforts under EO

National Defense Authorization Act

13773 of 9 February 2017 on

for Fiscal Year 2020.

Enforcing Federal Law with
Respect to Transnational Criminal

US President Joseph Biden
signed on 15 December two new

Specifically, EO 14059 authorises

Organizations and Preventing

Executive Orders (EOs) providing

the imposition of sanctions

International Trafficking.

the US Department of the

against: (1) persons who have

Treasury’s Office of Foreign

engaged in, or attempted to

According to a factsheet published

Assets Control (OFAC) with the

engage in, activities or transactions

by the White House and

power to impose sanctions

that materially contributed to, or

accompanying the issuance of the

against foreign persons involved

pose a significant risks of

EOs, the USCTOC’s operational

in the global illicit drug trade and

contributing to the international

arm, the Strategic Division, will be

formally establishing the US

proliferation of illicit drugs; (2)

in charge of developing “whole-of-

Council on Transnational

persons who knowingly received

government plans to address” the

Organized Crime (USCTOC),

any property or interest in property

increasingly “geographically diverse

respectively. The two orders, EO

known to constitute or derive from

and organizationally diffuse”

14059 and EO 14060, were

illicit activities or transactions, as

criminal organisations.

published in the Federal Register

well as persons who were used or

on 20 December.

intended to be used to commit or

Furthermore, EO 14060 instructs

facilitate such activities; (3) targets

the US government to strengthen

According to the Treasury

who financially, materially or

counter transnational organised

Department, EO 14059 imposing

technologically supported or

crime by: (1) employing

sanctions on foreign persons

attempted to support the

authorised intelligence and

involved in the global illicit drug

aforementioned persons; (4) actors

operational capabilities to target

trade enhances the department’s

deemed to be or to have been a

and disrupt criminal networks; (2)

authority to target the wide range

leader or official of any such

fostering cooperation with private

of foreign actors engaged in drug

aforementioned persons; and (5)

entities and international and

trafficking activities, “regardless of

entities owned or controlled, or

multilateral organisations, as well

whether they are linked to a

directed by any sanctioned person.

as partner nations; (3) enhancing
strategic analysis of transnational

specific kingpin or cartel”, as well
as any foreign persons who

The second order, EO 14060, which

criminal networks by improving

knowingly receive property

establishes the USCTOC, is aimed

information sharing between law

constituting or derived from the

to coordinate government-wide

enforcement and the Intelligence

proceeds of illicit drug

lines of effort to tackle

Community; and (4) developing

trafficking. The EO builds on the

transnational organised crime, and

new technologies to disrupt

sanctions imposed over the past

restructure and enhance the US

existing and emerging threats.
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Pursuant to the new EO 14059,

US Attorney’s Office obtained on 18

Organization (BLO) and its

OFAC designated on the same day

November 2021 a seizure warrant

operator Fausto Isidro Meza

10 individuals and 15 entities

for more than 49.1 bitcoin,

Flores; (4) Gulf Cartel; (5)

across the globe alleged to have

currently worth $2.3 million, from a

Juarez Cartel; (6) transnational

been involved in activities or

wallet which traced back to Yip.

criminal organisation Los Zetas

transactions contributing to the
international proliferation of illicit
drugs, including 17 individuals and
entities sanctioned under other
authorities and eight newly
sanctioned individuals and entities.
In complementary action, the US
State Secretary Antony Blinken
announced related reward offers
under the State Department’s
Narcotics Reward Program (NRP)
and Transnational Organized Crime
Rewards Program (TOCRP). The
rewards include up to $5 million for
information leading to the arrest
and/or conviction of Chinese
national Chuen Fat Yip, against
whom the US Attorney’s Office for
the Northern District of Texas filed
federal charges on 14 December.

and its leaders Miguel Trevino

Other persons sanctioned,
and rewards issued by the
State Department include

Morales and Omar Trevino
Morales; and (7) La Familia
Michoacana (LFM)
Colombian persons previously

New individuals and entities

designated under the same

designated, including (1)

authorities, including: (1) Clan

Brazilian organised crime group

del Golfo and former leader

Primeiro Comando Da Capital;

Dairo Antonio Usuga David

(2) Chinese chemical
transportation company

Rewards of up to $5 million

Shanghai Fast-Fine Chemicals

each for information leading to

Co Ltd; (3) China-based

the arrest and/or conviction of

chemical and pharmaceutical

Chinese nationals Fujing Zheng

import/export companies Hebei

and Guanghua Zheng, who are

Huanhao Biotechnology Co Ltd

subject to a federal indictment

and Hebei Atun Trading Co Ltd;
(4) Mexican criminal
organisations Los Rojos DTO
and Guerreros Unidos (GU)

Rewards of up to $5 million
each for information leading to
the arrest and/or conviction
of Ovidio Guzmán López, Ivan

Yip, otherwise known as Ye Chuan

Mexican persons previously

Archivaldo and Jesus Alfredo

Fa, was charged in September

designated under the Kingpin

Guzmán Salazar, and Joaquín

2018 with five drug offences

Act and/or EO 13581, such as

Guzmán López

relating to his alleged ownership

(1) Cartel de Jalisco Nueva

and operation of the chemical

Generacion (CJNG) and its

manufacturing company Wuhan

leader Nemesio Oseguera

Yuancheng Gongchuang

Cervantes; (2) Sinaloa Cartel

Technology Co Ltd (YC Group),

and its leader Ismael Zambada

responsible for producing and

Garcia, as well as the leaders of

distributing circa $280 million

a faction of the cartel, brothers

worth of anabolic steroids over a

Ivan Archivaldo Guzmán

five-year period. The indictment

Salazar and and Jesus Alfredo

against him and two co-

Guzmán Salazar, and their

conspirators was unsealed on 11

stepbrother Ovidio Guzmán

March 2021. According to the

López; (3) Beltran Leyva

Department of Justice (DOJ), the
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White House statement on EO i…
White House statement on EO …
White House factsheet
Department of State press rele…
OFAC press release
OFAC identifying information
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US State Department designates five Chinese
officials in Hong Kong Autonomy Act report
The newly listed individuals, all of

newspaper staff members. The

whom are Deputy Directors of the

State Department also reports that

Liaison Office of the Central

public radio broadcaster Radio

People’s Government in Hong

Television Hong Kong has forced

Kong, are Chen Dong, Lu Xinning,

its staff to pledge loyalty to the

Tan Tieniu, He Jing, and Yin

People’s Republic of China and

Zonghua. All five were designated

engaged in self-censorship. The

The US State Department

by the State Department on 16 July

report states that such measures

published on 20 December its

and added to the Treasury’s

have also been extended to

updated Hong Kong Autonomy

Specially Designated Nations

schools in Hong Kong, where

Act report, designating five

(SDN) list pursuant to Executive

national security education has

additional Chinese government

Order 13936. No foreign financial

been incorporated into curricula,

officials found to be responsible

institutions have yet been

academic freedoms of teachers

for undermining Hong Kong

subjected to US sanctions for

has been repressed, and free

autonomy guaranteed under the

conducting transactions with

speech has been limited.

Basic Law. The State Department

designated officials involved in

also warns foreign financial

Hong Kong repression.

Hong Kong report update

carry out significant transactions

The updated report also notes the

State Department press state…

with the listed individuals will be

forced closure of the Apple Daily

subject to sanctions.

newspaper and arrest of

institutions that any banks that

US extends national emergency with respect to
serious human rights abuse and corruption
US President Joe Biden

originally signed in December 2017

and corruption “undermine the

announced on 16 December the

by then-president Donald Trump,

values that form an essential

continuation of the national

pursuant to the International

foundation of stable, secure and

emergency with respect to

Emergency Economic Powers Act.

functioning societies”.

serious human rights abuse and
corruption.

The national emergency will

White House letter

continue for another year. Biden
Executive Order 13818 declaring
the national emergency was

47

stated that human rights abuses

White House notice
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US lists rights abusers in Iran, Syria and Uganda
The US Department of the

Abel Kandiho, who was designated

Mohsen Ebrahimi, commander

Treasury’s Office of Foreign

pursuant to EO 13818 for having

of the NOPO

Assets Control (OFAC) announced

allegedly arrested, detained and

on 7 December the designation of

abused multiple individuals.

multiple individuals and entities
from Uganda, Syria and Iran for

As part of the Syria-related

their alleged involvement in

designations, which were made

corrupt activities, serious human

pursuant to EO 12572, OFAC

rights abuses and violations and

targets Tawfiq Muhammad

repressive acts against innocent

Khadour and Muhammad Youssef

civil society representatives,

Al-Hasouri, two Syrian Air Force

political opponents, peaceful

(SAF) officers allegedly responsible

protestors and journalists.

for “deadly chemical weapons
attacks against civilians”, as well

The designations are being made

as Adeeb Namer Salameh, Qahtan

pursuant to Executive Order (EO)

Khalil and Kamal al-Hassan, senior

13818 which builds upon and

officials associated with the Syrian

implements the Global Magnitsky

regime. Concurrently, Salameh is

Human Rights Accountability Act;

designated for serving as Assistant

EO 13553 which targets certain

Director of Syrian Air Force

persons involved in serious human

Intelligence (SAFI). Khalil is

rights abuses by the Iranian

designated for being a senior SAFI

government; Section 106 of the

official. Similarly, al-Hassan is

Countering America’s Adversaries

sanctioned for being a senior

Through Sanctions Act (CAATSA)

official of the Syrian Military

which allows the imposition of

Intelligence (SMI).

sanctions against persons
responsible for human rights
abuses in Iran; and EO 13572

Individuals and entities
designated include

which imposes sanctions on
certain persons responsible for
human right abuses in Syria, as
well as senior officials of, or
entities owned or controlled by
persons designated.
The sanctions target, among
others, the commander of the
Ugandan Chieftaincy of Military
Intelligence (CMI), Major General
48

Gholamreza Soleimani,
commander of Iran’s Basij
Resistance Force (Basij), a
designated paramilitary force
subordinated to Iran’s Islamic
Revolutionary Guard Corps
Leila Vaseghi, the governor of
Qods city
Ali Hemmatian and Masoud
Safdari, IRGC interrogators
The Zahedan Prison and the
Isfahan Central Prison, which
are purportedly responsible for
the “flagrant denial of the right
to life and liberty” of Baluch
political prisoner Hassan
Dehvari and Syrian protestor
Mostafa Salehi, respectively
Soghra Khodadadi, director of
the Qarchak Women’s Prison
Mohammad Karami, Brigadier
General and commander of the
IRGC South-East Quds

The Special Units of Iran’s Law

Operational Base in Zahedan in

Enforcement Forces (LEF

Sistan and Baluchistan Province

Special Units) and Iran’s
Counter-Terror Special Forces
Hassan Karami and Seyed Reza

OFAC press release
Department of State press rele…

Mousavi Azami, commanders
of the LEF Special Units
commander

Updated SDN list
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US issues travel ban on former Maltese officials
Schembri for their “involvement in

related services in exchange for

significant corruption”. The

bribes. The designations also

designations are made pursuant

target Mizzi’s wife, Sai Mizzi Liang,

to Section 7031(c) of the

and his two minor children, as well

Department of State, Foreign

as Schembri’s wife Josette

Operations, and Related Programs

Schembri Vella, daughter Juliana

Appropriations Act 2021.

Schembri Vella, and his minor
child. Under the designations,

The US State Department
announced on 22 December the

According to the State Department,

Mizzi, Schembri and members of

designation of former Maltese

there is credible information that

their immediate families are

minister of energy Konrad Mizzi

Mizzi and Schembri engaged in

ineligible for entry into the US.

and former prime minister Joseph

their official capacities in a scheme

Muscat’s then chief of staff Keith

to award a public contract for the

US State Department press rel…

construction of a power plant and

OFAC sanctions Brazil-based Al-Qaida network
The US Treasury Department’s

Ahmad Al-Khatib. Al-Maghrabi is

based Ahmad Al-Khatib are

Office of Foreign Assets Control

identified as an Al-Qaida operative

designated for materially

(OFAC) on 22 December

who purportedly arrived in Brazil in

supporting or providing financial,

designated three individuals and

2015 and is accused of purchasing

material, or other support to

two entities comprising a

foreign currency and engaging in

Mohamed Ahmed Elsayed Ahmed

Brazilian-based Al-Qaida network

activities to support the

Ibrahim, who was designated in

that has purportedly been in

organisation, while Awadd

2019 for supporting Al-Qaida. The

operation since 2015.

purportedly arrived in 2018 and

final designated entity is Enterprise

printed counterfeit money to

Comercio de Moveis e

Pursuant to Executive Order 13224,

support Al-Qaida and received

Intermediacao de Negocios EIRELI

the three individuals and entities

bank transfers from associates.

for being controlled by Al-Khatib.

are named as Specially Designated
Global Terrorists. They are

Awadd’s Sao Paulo-based furniture

Haytham Ahmad Shukri Ahmad Al-

company, Home Elegance

Maghrabi, Mohamed Sherif

Comercio de Moveis EIRELI, is also

Mohamed Mohamed Awadd, and

designated. Both Awadd and Brazil-
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Treasury press release
State Department press release
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US, UN and UK designate CAR militia leader
The US Treasury’s Office of

Concurrently, the US State

leading role” in establishing the

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

Department stated that Darassa’s

Coalition des Patriotes pour le

announced on 17 December the

decision to abandon the CAR’s

Changement, which opposed the

designation of Ali Darassa, the

2019 Peace Agreement further

elections and attempted to enter

leader of the Central African

threatens the peace and stability of

Bangui, in violation of the 2019

Republic (CAR) based Union for

the country and has resulted in

political agreement.

Peace in the Central African

additional human rights violations,

Republic (UPC), for engaging in

urging the country and all parties to

The UK’s Office of Financial

human right abuses. The

the conflict to adhere to a ceasefire

Sanctions Implementation (OFSI)

designation is made pursuant to

and begin dialogue to reach

also announced the designation of

Executive Order 13667.

peaceful political solutions.

Darassa pursuant to the Central
African Republic (Sanctions) (EU

According to OFAC, under

On 21 December, the UN Security

Darassa’s leadership, UPC militants

Council CAR Committee approved

have engaged in human rights

the designation of Darassa. The

violations since 2014, with 112

designation is made pursuant to

internally displaced people being

resolution 2127 (2013) and

killed in 2018 and four men being

concerns Darassa’s engagement in

detained and tortured in Mboki in

or providing support for acts that

2020. Darassa is designated for

undermine peace and stability in

being a leader of an entity engaged

the area, as well as his involvement

in violence, forced displacement,

in human rights abuses or

abductions and attacks on civilian

violations. The committee recalls

objectives in the CAR.

that in 2020, Darassa “played a

Exit) Regulations 2020.
OFAC press release
State Department press release
UNSC press release
OFSI notice

US visa restrictions on DRC wildlife traffickers
US Secretary of State Antony

Blinken notes that the visa

pangolin scales, ivory, rhino horns,

Blinken announced on 13

restriction policy aims to disrupt

as well as endangered

December that the US has

illicit activities committed by

species including chimpanzees,

imposed visa restrictions on eight

transnational criminal networks

gorillas and African grey parrots,

unnamed nationals from the

involved in wildlife and timber

which are said to be transported

Democratic Republic of the Congo

trafficking by limiting their ability to

from regions in Africa to Asia and

(DRC) for their alleged

smuggle such products.

the Middle East.

involvement in trafficking timber,
wildlife and wildlife parts and
products, pursuant to the
Immigration and Nationality Act.
50

The DRC represents one of the
“major hub[s]” for trafficked wildlife
and wildlife products such as

Department of State press rele…
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US lists individuals and entities linked to criminal
groups in Kosovo, Serbia and El Salvador

The US Treasury’s Office of
Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)
announced on 8 December the
designation of 16 individuals and
24 entities linked to transnational
criminal groups and corruption in
Kosovo, Serbia, and El Salvador.
The designations are imposed
pursuant to Executive Order (EO)
13818, which builds upon and
implements the Global Magnitsky
Human Rights Accountability Act.
The persons targeted under the
Global Magnitsky programme
include the leader of the Kosovobased Zvonko Veselinovic
organised crime group, Zvonko
Veselinovic, his brother Zharko
Jovan Veselinovic, and fellow
members Milan Rajko Radojcic,
Zeljko Bojic, and Marko Rosic.
Other designated individuals
include Andrija Zheljko Bojic,
Srdjan Milivoje Vulovic, Milan
Mihajlovic, and Miljan
Radisavljevic. The list also includes
Miljojko Radisavljevic, Radovan
Radic, Sinisa Nedeljkovic, and
Radule Stevic.
Several entities based in Serbia are
also designated for being
51

controlled by group members,

Luna Meza, and her mother Alma

including Inkop DOO Cuprija, Civija

Yanira Meza Olivares, as well as

Komerc, and Betonjerka DOO

the Chairman of the Social Fabric

Aleksinac. Other Serbian

Reconstruction Unit, Carlos

companies targeted by the US

Amilcar Marroquin Chica. Meza

sanctions include Dolly Bell DOO

and Chica allegedly led, facilitated,

Beograd-Novi Beograd, Novi Pazar

and organised meetings between

Put D.O.O. Novi Pazar, DOO Rad

incarcerated Mara Salvatrucha 13

028 Zvecan, Markom Metal

(MS-13) members and the

Commerce DOO Zvecan, Metal-

government conducted by Nayib

Robna Kuca, DOO MM Kom Inter

Bukele to negotiate an agreement

Blue Donji Jasenovik, and DOO

according to which gang

Babudovac Brnjak.

leadership would provide political
support to Bukele’s political party in

Targeted Kosovo-based companies

the 2021 elections. MS-13 was

include S.Z.T.R. Prizma B.I., Ferari

designated by the US in 2012

Preduzeee Za Usluge I Promet

pursuant to EO 13581.

Polovnim Vozilima SH.A., and
Zarko Veselinovic B.I. S.T.R. Kristal.
The list comprises Radule Stevic
B.I. P.T.P. Rad, Rad D.O.O., and
Sinisa Nedeljkovic B.I. P.T.P. Metal
and P.P. Robna Kuca Metal B.I.
Finally, it targets Farma Izvori B.I.,
Robna Kuca Metal D.O.O., Sinisa
Nedeljkovic I.B., P.P. Babudovac B.I.,
and Radovan Radic B.I. Croatiabased Nautikacentar D.O.O. and
Bulgarian company Garac
Inzenjering OOD are also
designated. In addition to
this, Nautikacentar D.O.O. was
delisted by OFAC on 20 December.
In relation to El Salvador, OFAC
targets the Chief of the Salvadoran
Penal System and Vice Minister of
Justice and Public Security, Osiris

Additionally, Meza also purportedly
participated in a scheme
to misappropriate and re-sell
government purchased staple
goods destined for Covid-19
pandemic relief and, along with
Olivares, concocted a scheme to
embezzle millions of dollars from
El Salvador’s prison commissary
system. Meza and Olivares also
allegedly created fraudulent job
positions within the prison system
to obtain monthly pay cheques.
OFAC press release
US State Department press rel…
Updated SDN list
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US Bureau of Industry and Security introduces
export ban and arms embargo on Cambodia
with a licence requirement applicable to exports and
re-exports of certain items intended for military end
uses and end-users. Significantly, Cambodian military
users can be identified through the EAR’s Military EndUser List, with applications to export or re-export
items subject to the EAR and intended for military
intelligence uses and end-users also subject to
licence requirements.
Concurrently, the US State Department published a 9
The US Department of Commerce’s Bureau of
Industry and Security (BIS) announced on 8
December export and re-export restrictions to
Cambodia of items subject to the Export
Administration Regulations (EAR). BIS states that
the restrictions are related to the growing influence
of China’s military in the country, as well as to
human rights and corruption concerns.
According to the final rule, restrictions target end use
and end-user restrictions on exports and re-exports to
Cambodia, as well as in-country transfers. BIS has
also updated the Country Group D:5 designation to
include Cambodia, in line with the Department of
State’s 9 December rule imposing a Cambodian
arms embargo. Additionally, BIS is introducing a
more restrictive review policy for licence applications
in relation to items controlled for national security
reasons, regardless of the end-user. The policy
renders end-users in Cambodia ineligible for, or
subject to further restrictions, the use of certain
licence exceptions for exports, re-exports, and

December final rule adding Cambodia to the list of
countries for which it is the policy of the US to deny
licences and other approvals for exports and imports
of defence articles and services, with exceptions
related to conventional weapons of mass destruction
and humanitarian demining activities being
introduced. The new rule amends the International
Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR).
Both final rules are intended to restrict access to dualuse items, less-sensitive military items, and defence
articles and services to the Cambodia military, military
intelligence services, and related entities and
individuals. Both of the new rules became effective
on 9 December.
In response to the restrictions, Cambodian Prime
Minister Hun Sen reportedly directed all national
armed forces to store or destroy all US-made
weapons and military equipment.
BIS press release

in-country transfers.

BIS final rule

Under the rule, Cambodia is subject to additional

US State Department final rule

military end-use and military end-user restrictions,
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US listings on International Anti-Corruption Day
Prince Yormie Johnson, for being

also targets four entities owned

involved in “pay-for-play funding

or controlled by Nascimento,

with government ministries and

including Cochan SA, Cochan

organizations for personal

Holdings LLC, Geni SARL, and

enrichment”. Johnson is also listed

Geni Novas Tecnologias S.A.,

by the State Department.

and one entity owned or
controlled by Dias Junior and

The US Treasury’s Office for

Designations pursuant to the

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) on

Department of State, Foreign

9 December designated 15

Operations, and Related Programs

Two companies owned or

individuals and entities across

Appropriations Act include: (1)

controlled by Benjamin Bol Mel,

Central America, Africa and

former prosecutor within the

who was designated in

Europe pursuant to Executive

Colombian Jurisdicción Especial

December 2017 under the

Order (EO) 13818 implementing

para la Paz Carlos Julián Bermeo

same EO for overseeing ABMC

the Global Magnitsky Human

Casas; (2) former director of the

Thai-South Sudan Construction

Rights Accountability Act. The

Santa Rosa Health Area in

Company Ltd, which was

Department of State is also

Guatemala Manuel Víctor Martínez

awarded contracts amounting

designating several former and

Olivet; (3) national security advisor

to tens of millions of dollars by

current officials for involvement

to the Nicaraguan Ortega-Murillo

the government of South Sudan

in “significant corruption”.

regime Nestor Moncada Lau; (4)

and allegedly received

current Chief of Cabinet in El

preferential treatment. The

The designations, which were

Salvador Martha Carolina Recinos

companies designated on 9

made on the occasion of

de Bernal, as well as Vice Minister

December are ARC Resources

International Anti-Corruption Day,

of Justice and Bureau of Prisons

Corporation Ltd and Winners

target, among others, El Salvador

Director Osiris Luna Meza and

Construction Company Ltd

Chief of the Cabinet Martha

Director of Tejido Social Carlos

Carolina Recinos De Bernal, for

Amilcar Marroquin Chica; (5) Isabel

allegedly being at the forefront of a

dos Santos, former chair of

“multiple-ministry, multi-million

Sonangol; and (6) former chairman

dollar corruption scheme” which

of the Constitutional Court of

involved “suspicious procurements

Ukraine Oleksandr Tupytskyi.

in the construction of a hospital, in
addition to directing various

Others designated include

government ministers to authorize

The former deputy head of the
Ukrainian Presidential
Administration under
former president Viktor
Yanukovych, Andriy Portnov, is
sanctioned for allegedly using
his influence to buy access and
decisions in Ukraine courts

several suspicious pandemic-

Leopoldo Fragoso do

related purchases”. Manuel Victor

Nascimento and Manuel Helder

Martinez Olivet is sanctioned

Vieira Dias, former Angolan

pursuant to the same authority. In

government officials, are being

addition, the Treasury designates

designated by both OFAC and

member of the Liberian Senate

the State Department. OFAC
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OFAC amends Weapons of Mass Destruction
Trade Control Regulations
The US Treasury’s Office of

OFAC stresses that all persons

proliferators and their supporters,

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

previously listed in appendix I have

amended EO 12938 to expand the

published on 23 December an

been determined to no longer be

list of foreign persons who could

amended version of the Weapons

subject to the import measures

be subject to restrictions and adds

of Mass Destruction Trade

authorised by EO 12938.

the Secretary of the Treasury as a

Control Regulations, adding as an

consultative party.

authority Executive Order (EO)

Additionally, OFAC recalls that EO

13382, removing appendix I, and

13382, pursuant to which the US

modifying three definitions

government can block the property

referencing the appendix. The rule

and interests in property of

is applicable from 26 January.

weapons of mass destruction

OFAC press release
Federal Register entry

US signs forced labour prevention act into law
The US House of Representatives

activities with entities involved in

on all identified individuals, to

on 8 December passed the Uyghur

creating or providing technology to

include asset freezes, visa

Forced Labor Prevention Act,

assist mass surveillance in

revocations, and travel restrictions.

which requires companies to

Xinjiang, detention facilities in the

prove their products are not

region, or engaged in transactions

US Secretary of State Antony

sourced from forced labour of

with entities that have been subject

Blinken announced on 23

Uyghurs, Kazakhs, Kyrgyz, and

to a Homeland Security

December that the law provides

other Muslim minorities in

Department issued Withhold

the US government with

Xinjiang, banning all products that

Release Order (WRO), subject to

additional tools to ensure that no

are linked to forced labour in the

sanctions for Xinjiang-based

products sourced from forced

region. The US Senate passed the

detention or under the Global

labour in the region enter US

bill the following day and was

Magnitsky Human Rights

markets, reiterating the calls for

subsequently signed into law by

Accountability Act, or any individual

China to immediately end the

President Joe Biden on 23

or entity responsible for or

genocide in Xinjiang.

December. The law will enter into

complicit in atrocities in Xinjiang.

force in three months.

White House statement

The legislation also calls for the
According to the bill’s text,

President to identify within 180

companies filing annual or

days of enactment all foreign

quarterly reports with the US SEC

persons engaged in facilitating or

will be required to include a section

materially supporting forced labour

disclosing if they have engaged in

in Xinjiang and impose sanctions
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EU Council designates Wagner Group, leaders
and fighters, entities under sanctions regimes
The Council of the European

LLC, are sanctioned in relation to

Wagner Group 1st Attack and

Union adopted on 13 December

their purported support for the

Reconnaissance Company

restrictive measures against

Syrian regime of Bashar al-Assad.

Commander Aleksandr Sergeevich

Russia-based private military

Kuznetsov is designated under the

organisation Wagner Group, which

Wagner Group founder and

Libya sanctions regime, which

is allegedly run by oligarch

commander Dimitriy Valerievich

supports the UN imposed arms

Yevgeniy Prigozhin. The EU body

Utkin and mercenary Stanislav

embargo prohibiting the use of

further imposes restrictive

Evgenievitch Dychko are

mercenaries in the conflict.

measures against eight

designated under the human rights

individuals and three entities, all

sanctions regime for abuses such

US State Secretary Antony Blinken

purportedly associated with the

as torture and extrajudicial killings

welcomed the sanctions imposed

mercenary group.

in Syria. The group itself,

by the European bloc in a 14

designated under the same

December press release. The next

The imposition of sanctions comes

framework, is accused of

day the US State Department

almost a month after the

committing “serious human rights

issued a separate statement

statement by EU High

abuses” in the Central African

expressing concern about the

Representative Josep Borrell

Republic (CAR), Libya,

potential deployment of Wagner

announcing a consensus to

Mozambique, Sudan, Syria, and

Group in Mali.

designate Wagner Group. The

Ukraine. Wagner Group officer and

restrictive measures against the

security counsellor to the President

group and all individuals and

of CAR Valery Nikolaevich

entities include travel bans,

Zakharov is designated in relation

prohibitions on making funds

to the 2018 assassination of three

available, and asset freezes.

Russian journalists whose security

EU Council press release
Council Implementing Regulati…
Council Implementing Regulati…

was the mercenary’s responsibility.

Council Implementing Regulati…

Utkin, mercenary Sergey

Council Implementing Regulati…

The Council’s decisions make use
of four different sanctions regimes.

Vladimirovich Shcherbakov, and
Andrey Nikolaevich Troshiev, the

fighter and Deputy Regional Head

apparent chief of staff of Wagner

of the Astrakhan branch of the

Group, the organisation’s 4th

Union of Donbass Volunteers Denis

Attack and Reconnaissance

Yurievich Kharitonov are subject to

Company head, Andrey

restrictive measures for their

Mikhailovich Bogatov, and three

involvement in threatening

Russian companies involved in the

Ukraine’s “territorial integrity,

oil and gas trade in Syria, Velada

sovereignty and independence”.

LLC, Mercury LLC, and Evro Polis
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European Banking Authority publishes draft RTS
on establishing a central AML/CFT database
requirements or policies falls short

and in the case of host AML/CFT

of supervisory expectations.

competent authorities, whether the
relevant information has been
given to the home authority.

The European Banking Authority
(EBA) published on 20 December
its draft regulatory technical
standards (RTS) on establishing a
central anti-money laundering and
countering the financing of
terrorism (AML/CFT) database of
information on material
weaknesses in individual
financial institutions.
Under the proposed standards,
national competent authorities

The EBA will
analyse information
provided and
inform on ML/TF
risks linked to the
EU financial sector
and share data with
competent
authorities,
especially in the
case of emerging
risks or trends

The EBA will analyse information
provided to EuReCA on a riskbased approach and subsequently
inform on ML/TF risks linked to the
EU financial sector and share data
with competent authorities during
the supervisory process, especially
in the case of emerging risks or
trends. Meanwhile, the EBA can
also seek additional information
from the European Securities and
Markets Authority and the
European Insurance and
Occupational Pensions Authority.
The RTS include confidentiality and
data protection provisions.

identifying weaknesses during their
ongoing supervision and
authorisation procedures of

The RTS provide the type of

The draft RTS follow a consultation

financial operators are required to

information that national

process conducted between 6 May

report them in a timely manner as

competent authorities, including

and 17 June and are based on

well as report any related remedial

prudential authorities, need to

revised Article 9a paragraphs (1)

measures to the European

provide to EuReCA, including the

and (3) of Regulation (EU) No

Reporting system for material

identified weakness, a description

1093/2010 establishing the

AML/CFT weaknesses (EuReCA).

and timeline, as well as any

EBA. The EBA will subsequently

contextual and background

submit the draft RTS to the EU

According to the RTS, weaknesses

information which encompasses

Commission for approval.

encompass breaches or suspected

potential links with new

breaches of the AML/CFT

technologies and ML/TF

regulations and situations where

risks. Authorities must inform the

the application by a financial sector

database of the imposition of any

operator of the AML/CFT-related

remedial measures, the legal basis,
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UK and Canada designate Myanmar entities and
former Lashkar-e-Jhangvi commander
The UK’s Foreign, Commonwealth

rights violations across Myanmar”;

four entities pursuant to the

and Development Office (FCDO)

(2) the Directorate for Defence

Special Economic Measures

announced on 10 December a

Industries (DDI), a state-owned

(Burma) Regulations, whilst the US

new set of sanctions targeting

organisation that has purportedly

designated the three

entities affiliated with the

manufactured weapons and

aforementioned organisations

Myanmar military and a former

technology used by the Myanmar

pursuant to Executive Order (EO)

commander in the Pakistani

military; (3) the Directorate for

14014 which targets malign

terrorist organisation Lashkar-e-

Defence Procurement, deemed

activities, including serious human

Jhangvi for perpetrating serious

responsible for procuring arms

rights abuse in Myanmar.

human rights violations.

from abroad for the Myanmar
military; and (4) the Myanmar War

The UK is also sanctioning former

The designations were made on

Veterans Organisation (MWVO), a

commander of the terrorist

International Human Rights Day.

“quasi-reserve force for the

organisation Lashkar-e-Jhangvi

Myanmar military” which has

Furqan Bangalzai for his role in

According to UK HM Treasury

publicly supported the undermining

orchestrating the 2017 suicide

Office of Financial Sanctions

of democracy, human rights

bomb attack at the Lal Shahbaz

Implementation (OFSI) notices, the

abuses, and repression of the

Qalandar shrine in Sehwan,

Myanmar-related designations are

civilian population.

Pakistan which led to the death of

being made pursuant to the

70 people. In 2020, Bangalzai was

Myanmar (Sanctions) Regulations

The entities are also being

convicted of 70 counts of murder

2021, whilst the Pakistan listing is

designated as part of coordinated

for his involvement in the bombing.

being made under the Global

action announced on the same day

Human Rights Sanctions

by the Canadian government, with

Regulations 2020.

QGO, DDI and MWVO also being
designated by the US Department

The FCDO states that the Myanmar

of the Treasury’s Office of Foreign

designations target: (1) the

Assets Control (OFAC) along with

Quartermaster General’s Office

several other perpetrators of

(QGO), which plays an essential

human rights violations. The

part in procuring equipment for the

Canadian Minister of Foreign

Myanmar Armed Forces and is

Affairs Mélanie Joly announced on

responsible for “overseeing a

the same day sanctions consisting

campaign of violence and human

of asset freezes targeting all of the
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EU Council agrees negotiating mandate on
transparency of crypto-asset transfers, takes
note of progress report on AML package
The Council of the European

transacted. In its position, the

expressed the need for further

Union announced on 1 December

Council aims to synchronise the

clarification on the nature of such

that EU ambassadors have agreed

application of the proposal on TFR

occasional transactions.

on a mandate to negotiate with

and the market in crypto-assets

the EU Parliament (EP) the

regulation (MiCA). The EU Council

Member states discussed two

proposal to update existing rules

adopted its position with respect to

different approaches to decouple

on information accompanying

MiCA on 24 November and is

the Transfer of Funds Regulation

transfers of funds (TFR), which

expected to enter trilogue

(TFR) proposal from the rest of the

will introduce an obligation on

negotiations with the EP and the

AML/CFT package – one option

crypto-asset service providers to

Commission before reaching a

seeks to make the TFR self-

collect and make accessible full

provisional political agreement and

standing, by offering a legal basis

information about the sender and

formally adopting the regulation.

for member states to apply certain

beneficiary of the transfers of
virtual or crypto-assets.

AML/CFT requirements to CASPs,
The agreement on the negotiating

whilst a second option seeks to

mandate for the transparency of

subject CASPs – as defined by the

The proposal aims to enhance the

crypto-asset transfers was

MiCA regulation – to the AML/CFT

level of transparency associated

announced during the 7 December

regime by amending the Directive

with crypto-assets and is part of

meeting of the Economic and

currently in force, 5AMLD.

the package of legislative

Financial Affairs Council (ECOFIN)

proposals to strengthen the EU’s

along with a progress report on the

anti-money laundering and

AML package.

countering terrorism financing
(AML/CFT) rules, presented by the

According to the report, during a

EU Commission on 20 July 2021.

working party meeting to negotiate
the proposed AML package, a

As part of the negotiating mandate,

significant majority of member

the Council intends to clarify the

states considered that the €10,000

Commission’s proposal by

customer due diligence threshold

introducing requirements for

in Article 15(1) of the current AML

crypto-asset transfers between

regulations should not apply to

crypto-asset service providers

crypto services listed in MiCA,

(CASPs) and un-hosted wallets, as

wherever a business relationship is

well as a requirement that the full

not established. With respect to the

set of originator information travel

threshold applicable to occasional

with the crypto-asset transfer,

transactions involving crypto-

regardless of the amount

assets, some member states

58

In addition, member states
expressed concern that freezing
powers may need to be broadened
in order to explicitly include the
power of FIUs to freeze assets
stored in crypto wallets and any
other assets. Several member
states consider it appropriate to
broaden the scope of entities
subject to the proposed EU
AML/CFT Authority’s supervision.
EU Council press release
Negotiating mandate for trans…
Progress report on the AML pa…
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EU Council establishes autonomous sanctions
framework in response to the conflict in Mali
According to the amendments, the

sanction all Malian transition

EU Council can impose travel bans

authorities and the other

and asset freezes on both

transition institutions.

individuals and entities engaging in
actions that “threaten the peace,

The EU Council stresses that the

security, or stability of Mali” or

amendments only establish a

obstruct or undermine the

general framework for imposing

successful completion of the

sanctions, with no individuals or

The Council of the EU amended

country’s political transition.

entities being listed at this stage.

on 13 December Council

Additionally, all natural persons

Previously, the EU could implement

Regulation 2017/1770 and

associated with the two categories

UN sanctions. The new EU

Decision 2017/1775 to provide for

can be targeted.

provisions have immediate effect.

an autonomous framework for
sanctions in view of the

The amendments follow the EU

deteriorating situation in Mali.

Foreign Affairs Council’s 15

The amendments are introduced

November decision to establish a

pursuant to Council Regulation

dedicated sanctions framework, in

(EU) 2021/2201 and Council

support of the previous decision by

Decision (CFSP) 2021/2208.

the Economic Community of West

EU Council press release
Council Regulation 2021/2201
Council Decision (CFSP) 2021/…

African States (ECOWAS) to

EU renews human rights sanctions regime
The Council of the European

Council Implementing Regulation

(EU) 2020/1998 concerning

Union announced on 6 December

(EU) 2021/2151.

restrictive measures against

that it has extended the EU Global

serious human rights violations

Human Rights Sanctions Regime

The EU Global Human Rights

for another year, until 8 December

Sanctions Regime was initially

2022, pursuant to Council

introduced on 7 December 2020,

Decision (CFSP) 2021/2160 and

pursuant to Decision (CFSP)
2020/1999 and Council Regulation
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and related abuses.
EU Council press release
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European Commission issues draft directive to
prevent misuse of shell companies
the previous two tax years qualify

full-time employees and at least

for the second and third criteria.

one director are EU residents for
tax purposes or “at no greater

If an entity fails at least one of the

distance from that Member States

indicators, under the directive it will

insofar as such distance is

be presumed to be a shell

compatible with the proper

The European Commission (EC)

company and will not be able to

performance of their duties”.

published on 22 December a

access tax relief or the benefits of

draft directive to increase

the tax treaty network nor qualify

Concurrently, the EC published a

scrutiny of shell companies in

for treatment under the Parent-

set of related frequently asked

the bloc and prevent their misuse

Subsidiary and Interest and

questions (FAQs) and a factsheet,

for tax evasion and avoidance

Royalties Directives. In addition to

along with a comprehensive

purposes. If adopted, the

this, payments to third countries

briefing on the proposed directive.

proposal would come into effect

would be treated as flowing

on 1 January 2024 as an

through the shell entity and subject

In 2022, the EU Commission is due

amendment to Directive

to withholding tax, whereas

to publish another legislative

2011/16/EU on administration in

inbound payments would be taxed

proposal requiring certain large

the field of taxation.

in the country of the shell

multinational companies to publish

company’s shareholder.

their effective tax rates, as well as

The proposal introduces a filtering

the eighth Directive on

system using three “gateways” to

Under the proposal, EU member

Administrative Cooperation (DAC)

help national authorities identify

states must require companies

and another initiative to respond

shell companies and require them

meeting the criteria to declare in

to “the challenges linked to

to annually report more

their annual tax return whether

non-EU shell entities”.

information to the tax authorities

they meet minimum substance

through their tax returns. The

indicators, which include having

indicators include a company

their own premises in the member

having more than 75 percent of its

state or for their exclusive use.

overall revenue in the previous two

Additionally, they must declare that

tax years that does not derive from

they have at least one active bank

the entity’s trading activity.

account in the bloc and that one or

Additionally, companies receiving

more of their directors are

at least 60 percent of their income

authorised to make decisions in

through transactions linked to

relation to their assets and do so

another jurisdiction, passing the

actively. The draft directive

income on to other companies

specifies that companies must

abroad, or having outsourced

submit evidence that most of their

management and administration in
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EU Commission press release
Draft directive
Council Directive 2011/16/EU (…
Impact assessment report
EU Commission briefing
Q&As
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UNSC adopts resolution extending mandate of
team monitoring Taliban-related sanctions
The United Nations Security

UNSC committee established

Consequently, the team should

Council (UNSC) unanimously

pursuant to resolution 1988 (2011)

consult with other relevant

adopted on 17 December

on such instances and issue

international bodies such as the

resolution 2611 (2021) extending

recommendations on the

Financial Action Task Force (FATF)

for another year the mandate of

measures taken in response to

in order to raise awareness of

the team monitoring sanctions

non-compliance.

sanctions and provide support for

against individuals and entities

their implementation, in line with

associated with the Taliban and

The resolution provides that the

FATF Recommendation 6 on

posing a threat to Afghanistan’s

monitoring team should consult

targeted financial sanctions related

peace, stability and security.

with the committee and member

to terrorism and terrorist financing.

states to identify individuals and

Other relevant international

The newly adopted resolution

entities which could be included or

organisations the team should

requires the monitoring team to

removed from the UN sanctions

cooperate with for the purpose of

obtain information regarding cases

list, as well as with regional forums

strengthening sanctions

of non-compliance with the

and national intelligence and

implementation and compliance,

measures provided by resolution

security services in order to

according to the resolution, include

2255 (2015), which include asset

enhance information sharing and

the International Civil Aviation

freezes, travel bans and arms

strengthen enforcement

Organisation, the International Air

embargoes on “individuals, groups,

measures. Additionally, the team

Transport Association, Customs

undertakings and entities

should cooperate with the private

Organization, and Interpol.

associated with the Taliban in

sector, including financial

constituting a threat to the peace,

institutions, to increase

stability and security of

understanding of the

Afghanistan”. Furthermore, the

implementation of asset freezes.

UNSC press release
UNSC resolution 2611 (2021)

monitoring team must inform the

Russia places restrictions on seven UK officials
Russian Foreign Ministry

Zakharova states that the

The sanctions are made pursuant

Spokesperson Maria Zakharova

sanctions, which entail travel

to Federal Law Number 114-FZ.

announced on 17 December that

restrictions to Russia, are in

the Russian government has

response to the imposition of UK

imposed reciprocal sanctions on

travel bans on seven Russians

seven unnamed UK officials

alleged to have been involved in

deemed to be engaged in “anti-

poisoning Alexey Navalny issued in

Russian activities”.

August by the UK government.
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UN Security Council extends mandate of
Ombudsperson for ISIL and Al-Qaida sanctions
The United Nations Security

The Ombudsperson’s duties are to

concern regarding the insufficient

Council (UNSC) unanimously

continue to present observations

application of the provisions

decided on 17 December to

and recommendations on delisting,

enclosed in resolution 2199,

extend the mandate of the Office

with the UNSC encouraging states

condemning at the same time the

of the Ombudsperson and the

to present the office with all

insufficient reporting by member

monitoring team for its ISIL

relevant information, including

states of the measures they have

(Da’esh) and Al-Qaida sanctions

confidential intelligence. The

taken for the purposes of

regime for a period of 30 months.

monitoring team will continue to

implementation.

brief the 1267/1989/2253 ISIL
The UNSC reaffirms the restrictive

(Da’esh) and Al-Qaida Sanctions

The monitoring team will also

measures imposed on individuals

Committee on the implementation

update the committee on the

and entities associated with the

of UNSC resolution 2199 (2015).

application of resolution 2178

groups, namely an asset freeze,

(2014), which urges member

travel ban, and arms embargo

The document urges member

states to establish serious criminal

covering all weapons, ammunition,

states to prevent the designated

offences for and prosecute foreign

and associated materials, as well

groups from raising revenue from

terrorist fighters.

as related technical assistance.

the petroleum and antiquities
trade. In its 17 December

UNSC resolution 2610 (2021)

resolution, the UNSC expresses

UNSC designates Jund al-Khilafah Tunisia
The UN Security Council (UNSC)

Global Terrorist (SDGT) pursuant to

Commission Implementing

announced on 29 December that

Executive Order 13224 for serving

Regulation (EU) 2022/5 amending

ISIS affiliate Jund al-Khilafah

as the emir of JAK-T.

Council Regulation (EC) 881/2002

Tunisia (JAK-T) and Tunisian

which imposes restrictive

national and ISIL senior member

Following the UN designations, the

measures against individuals

Ashraf al-Qizani were included on

UK Treasury’s Office of Financial

and entities associated with

the ISIL (Da’esh) and Al-Qaida

Sanctions Implementation (OFSI)

ISIL (Da'esh) and Al-Qaida

sanctions list of individuals and

amended its sanctions list under

organisations.

entities subject to asset freezes,

the ISIL (Da’esh) and al-Qaida

travel bans and arms embargos.

(United Nations Sanctions) (EU

UNSC press release

Exit) Regulations 2019 to include
Ashraf al-Qizani was previously

the two new entries. Similarly, the

designated by the US Department

European Union designated al-

of State as a Specially Designated

Qizani and JAK-T pursuant to
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UK approves Burundi sanctions regulations
The UK Foreign, Commonwealth

opponents in good faith to bring

and the prohibitions and

and Development Office (FCDO)

about a peaceful solution to the

requirements to which they relate.

laid before parliament on 13

political situation in the country.

December the Burundi

The UK action follows the

(Sanctions) Regulations 2021,

Ministers underline that, following

revocation of US Executive Order

which revokes and replaces the

elections in Burundi in May 2020,

13712 on 18 November, which

Burundi (Sanctions) (EU Exit)

there was a “managed, broadly

terminated the national emergency

Regulation 2019. The statutory

peaceful transfer of power to a

and corresponding economic

instrument came into force on 14

new President”, and an immediate

sanctions administered by the

December, following its approval

political crisis no longer exists,

Treasury Department’s Office of

by both houses.

although political tensions are

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) with

extant. Pursuant to the second part

respect to Burundi. According to

According to the accompanying

of the instrument, the designation

OFAC the decision to terminate the

explanatory memorandum, after

criterion corresponding to

sanctions was taken “in light of

reviewing the Burundi sanctions

Regulation 4(b), Regulation 6(2)(a)

changed circumstances and

regime in the annual review, in

(ii), is also removed. However, the

positive political developments in

accordance with statutory

provisions of said part list the

Burundi, including the reforms

obligations under Section 30 of the

remaining criteria against which

pursued by President Ndayishimiye

Sanctions Act, UK ministers

the State Secretary may designate

since he took office”.

decided that the 2019 Regulations

a person as subject to a travel ban

were no longer appropriate for all

or asset freeze.

Burundi (Sanctions) Regulation…

4(b) which included the purpose of

The statutory instrument is also

Explanatory memorandum

encouraging the government of

accompanied by two statutory

Burundi to participate in

reports which explain its purposes

negotiations with its political

as well as the offences contained

the purposes set out in Regulation

UK resumes approvals for exports to Turkey
The UK government’s Export

The notice states: “Having

case basis." The UK's suspension

Control Joint Unit and the

considered the factual position and

was imposed in October 2019 in

Department for International

the information available, the

regard to items that could be used

Trade published on 13 December

government is now satisfied that

in military operations in Syria,

Notice to Exporters 2021/15:

decisions on all licence

following the Turkish incursion into

updates on licensing to Turkey,

applications to Turkey can be taken

Northern Syria.

which lifts the UK government’s

following a careful assessment

suspension on licensing military

against the Strategic Export

exports to Turkey.

Licensing Criteria on a case-by-
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EC proposes new Environmental Crime Directive
The European Commission (EC)

(6) serious violations of the

Furthermore, the proposal includes

published on 15 December its

requirements to obtain

both aggravating and mitigating

proposal for a new Directive on

development consent or to

circumstances, and provides that

the protection of the environment

conduct an environmental impact

illicit proceeds and

through criminal law, which aims

assessment for projects likely to

instrumentalities related to

to amend Directive 2008/99/EC,

cause environmental damage.

environmental crime should be

and includes new categories of

frozen and confiscated, in

criminal offences, as well as

Additionally, the proposal

accordance with the provisions of

enhanced sanctions for natural

establishes a minimum level of

Directive 2014/42/EU.

and legal persons responsible for

sanctions for environmental

environmental crime.

crimes, thus providing a

Through the new Directive, the EC

comprehensive framework aimed

also aims to strengthen

The proposal follows a

at ensuring a more harmonised EU

investigations and criminal

consultation that was launched

application of the Directive.

proceedings across the EU, by

after the EC’s assessment of the

proposing that member states

Directive found discrepancies

The penalties for natural persons

organise training sessions for

between member state legal

include prison terms of up to ten

judges, prosecutors, judicial staff

frameworks transposing the

years for individuals, but also

and law enforcement officials on

Directive, as well as limited

accessory sanctions such as fines,

the objectives of the Directive, as

achievements in the Directive’s

temporary or permanent exclusion

well as increasing cooperation

objectives since its adoption in

from access to public funding and

among their competent authorities

November 2008.

procurement procedures,

with responsibilities to tackle

withdrawal of administrative

environmental crime, as well as

The newly published proposal

permits and authorisation or

with institutions from other

defines new environmental crime

temporary bans to run for elected

member states. Additionally, the EC

offences and provides

or public office. With respect to

proposes that member states

comprehensive descriptions of all

legal persons, the proposed

adopt and implement national

illicit activities in order to increase

Directive establishes sanctions

strategies on combatting

legal certainty and address

which include, among others,

environmental criminal offences

interpretation difficulties. The new

criminal and non-criminal fines,

which should be updated on a

offences include: (1) illegal timber

exclusion from access to public

regular basis in order to include

trade; (2) illegal ship recycling and

funding, a temporary or permanent

emerging trends and threats.

discharge of polluting substances

ban from practicing business

from ships; (3) illegal abstraction of

activities, withdrawal of permits

surface water or ground water; (4)

and authorisation or judicial

serious breaches of the EU

supervision, as well as obligations

chemicals and invasive alien

to establish appropriate due

species legislation; as well as (5)

diligence mechanisms for

breaches related to handling

enhancing compliance with

fluorinated greenhouse gases; and

environmental standards.
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UN Security Council adopts resolution enabling
humanitarian aid to Afghanistan
The UN Security Council (UNSC)

assistance and support, and

safe and unhindered humanitarian

unanimously adopted on 22

recommends parties to “use all

access” for UN agency staff and

December resolution 2615 (2021),

reasonable efforts” to ensure that

other international humanitarian

which enables the provision of

those included on the 1988

body personnel.

humanitarian assistance and

Sanctions List are not benefitting

other activities to support “basic

from such activities.

human needs” to the Afghan

In a statement following the
adoption of the resolution, the

population, by introducing an

The paper calls on the Emergency

Under-Secretary-General for

exception from the asset freezes

Relief Coordinator to update the

Humanitarian Affairs and

targeting individuals and entities

UNSC every six months with any

Emergency Relief Coordinator

associated with the Taliban and

information concerning the

Martin Griffiths qualified the

threatening the country’s peace,

facilitation of payments to or for

humanitarian exemption as a

stability and security, as provided

designated persons, as well as on

“milestone decision” and called on

by paragraph 1 of UNSC

risk management and due

all parties to ensure that water,

resolution 2255 (2015).

diligence mechanisms and on

food, health assistance and

potential difficulties in aid delivery.

education are made available to

The resolution enables the

the Afghan population.

processing and payment of funds

Additionally, the resolution

and economic resources, as well

requests all parties involved to

as the provision of goods and

ensure respect for human rights,

services aimed at ensuring “timely

particularly women, children and

delivery” of humanitarian

minority groups, and to allow “full,

UN News article
UNSC resolution 2615 (2021)

OFAC issues Afghanistan General Licenses
The US Treasury’s Office of

assistance to Afghan civilians,

information with an array of open-

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

concurrently releasing a

source material” including by

issued on 10 December a General

factsheet, six new FAQs, and

consulting OFAC’s SDN list.

License (GL) authorising non-

amended FAQs on transactions

commercial, personal remittances

involving Afghan assistance.

Treasury press release

OFAC recommends that individuals

OFAC press release

to Afghanistan and updated FAQs.
On 22 December OFAC issued
another three GLs to allow for the
continued flow of humanitarian
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UN designates ISIS-K leader Sanaullah Ghafari
The United Nations Security

supplying, selling, or transferring

Nations Sanctions) (EU Exit)

Council (UNSC) Committee on the

arms and linked material and

Regulations 2019.

Islamic State in Iraq and the

“recruiting for” ISIS-K.

Levant (ISIL) and Al-Qaida

The US State Department has

approved on 21 December the

According to the UNSC, Ghafari

designated Ghafari, along with

designation of the Islamic State’s

was appointed to lead the ISIS-K

Sultan Aziz Azam, and Maulawi

Khorasan Province (ISIL-

faction in June 2020 and is

Rajab, as Specially Designated

Khorasan, ISIS-K) leader

responsible for approving the

Global Terrorists for their alleged

Sanaullah Ghafari.

organisation’s operations

roles as leaders of ISIS-K. The

throughout Afghanistan, as

designations were made pursuant

The designation of Ghafari is made

well as for arranging funding to

to Executive Order (EO) 13224.

pursuant to UNSC resolution 2368

conduct operations.

(2017) for being associated with

UNSC press release

ISIL or Al-Qaida by participating in

On 22 December, the UK’s Office

“the financing, planning, facilitating,

of Financial Sanctions

preparing, or perpetrating of acts or

Implementation announced the

activities by, in conjunction with,

designation of Ghafari under the

under the name of, on behalf of, or

ISIL (Da’esh) and Al-Qaida (United

UNSC narrative summary
OFSI notice
US State Department press rel…

in support of”, as well as for

Aperio Analysis by Tom Ready
ISIS-K is an affiliate of the Islamic State group. Established in 2015, ISIS-K operates mainly in Afghanistan,
but has influence more widely across South and Central Asia. ISIS-K claimed responsibility for the 26
August 2021 attack outside Kabul airport which killed nearly 200 people, and is violently opposed to the
Taliban, which it considers nationalist and to have betrayed the Islamist cause. Lacking a strong territorial
foothold, ISIS-K relies on savvy media campaigns to recruit adherents. It has also attracted a number of
disillusioned Taliban fighters in the past. Sanaullah Ghafari, also known as Shahab Al-Muhajir, was
appointed the new emir of ISIL-K in June 2020, and is reportedly the first individual of Arab heritage to lead
the group. Although to date, ISIS-K’s attacks have been localised, Western intelligence efforts will be
focussed on preventing the group conducting attacks overseas. The reduced international counterterrorism footprint in Afghanistan following the Taliban take-over complicates such efforts.
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GUIDANCE

EBA publishes cooperation and information
exchange guidelines for supervisors and FIUs
typologies. Information relevant for

impinge on an ongoing inquiry,

prudential supervisors refers to

investigation, or proceeding.

details impacting on an
institution’s business model,

According to the EBA, when prior

liquidity, and controls.

arrangements exist, prudential
supervisors or AML/CFT

Meanwhile, information deemed to

supervisors should determine

The European Banking Authority

be relevant for the exercise of

whether they can be used to

(EBA) published on 16 December

AML/CFT supervisory tasks is

comply with guidelines or if

its final guidelines setting out how

linked to suspicions that ML/TF is

updates or supplementation is

prudential supervisors, anti-

committed, the business activity or

required. In case of cross-border

money laundering and countering

model suggesting such exposure,

cooperation, prudential or

the financing of terrorism

or to other prudential requirements

AML/CFT colleges can be involved,

(AML/CFT) supervisors and

that may negatively impact internal

with prudential supervisors and

financial intelligence units (FIUs)

systems and control frameworks.

AML/CFT supervisors being
required to set up a regular

should cooperate and exchange
information when identifying

The EBA requests that cooperation

exchange of information when

serious breaches of the AML

and information exchange occur

considered appropriate for

rules. The guidelines are

throughout the supervisory life

supervising institutions or

applicable from 1 June 2022.

cycle covering authorisation,

groups with branches in

assessments of suitability of

multiple jurisdictions.

The guidelines follow a

members of the management

consultation held between 27 May

body, ongoing supervision

The European regulator clarifies

and 27 August and primarily focus

including risk management

that once its AML/CFT database is

on cross-border groups, in line with

systems, and the imposition of

established, the guidelines will

the Capital Requirements Directive

supervisory measures and

apply in conjunction with the

(CRD). The EBA specifies that

sanctions. Additionally, the

related regulatory technical

information relevant for the

guidelines provide that cooperation

standards (RTS), which were

exercise of FIU tasks include

and information exchange should

published on 20 December.

information that could indicate

avoid the duplication of efforts and

possible ML/TF and when it

should be made without undue

supports identification of related

delay. Significantly, according to

risks, trends, patterns, or

the CRD, an exchange cannot
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China publishes white paper on export controls
The State Council Information

line with President Xi Jinping’s

of controlled items”, nor “peaceful

Office of the People’s Republic of

“Thought on Socialism with

outcomes” relating to science and

China (PRC) published a white

Chinese Characteristics for a New

technology, and should not

paper on 29 December on the

Era” and take clear steps to

obstruct global industrial and

country’s export controls. The

participate in the international

supply chains.

paper includes China’s basic

coordination of export controls.

position on export controls,

The paper additionally lists its

ongoing improvements to the

China calls on major countries to

export controls regulatory system

legal and regulatory system for

promote global security through

by category and names the

export controls, and details on

export controls with the aim of

relevant ministry and agencies

modernising the export control

creating a “global community of

responsible for overseeing

system and promoting

universal security”. The PRC notes

compliance, including the Ministry

international exchanges and

that its export controls law

of Commerce, China Atomic

cooperation.

covering dual-use items, military

Energy Authority, National Health

products, and nuclear materials

Commission, and State

The paper notes increasingly

reinforces its stance in opposition

Cryptography Administration. It

destabilising factors and

to the proliferation of all weapons

states that ongoing efforts to

uncertainties worldwide, including

of mass destruction.

modernise the export control

threats to international security,

system entail improving licence

which the PRC asserts raises the

The white paper additionally

management, strengthening

importance of “non-discriminatory

underscores the government’s view

enforcement capability, developing

export control measures” on dual-

that no nation should abuse export

export control compliance

use items, military products,

controls rules. However, it also

systems, and complying with

nuclear materials, and other items

asserts that “export controls

international obligations.

that relate to national security and

should be fair, reasonable, and non-

national interests. The paper states

discriminatory” and should not

that China aims to modernise the

“undermine the legitimate right of

current export control regime in

other countries to the peaceful use

China export controls white pa…

UK JMLSG publishes revisions to its guidance
The UK’s Joint Money Laundering

The revisions also include a

Steering Group (JMLSG)

clarificatory amendment to

published amendments to its

Part II Sector 16.

guidance on 20 December. The
revisions concern Part I Chapter

The JMLSG's latest revisions

5.7 of its guidance on monitoring

have been submitted to HM

customer activity.

Treasury for approval.
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UK HMRC paper outlines approach to tax fraud
The UK’s HM Revenue and

more difficult or impossible to

role of professional “enablers”,

Customs (HMRC) published on 2

commit tax fraud [and] working

noting that tax fraud is becoming

December a briefing outlining its

with businesses to help them spot

“increasingly sophisticated and

approach to tax fraud.

when they are at risk of tax fraud”.

complex”, with firms helping
fraudsters transfer wealth

HMRC emphasises that its

Just 0.3 percent of the Coronavirus

anonymously or launder

approach to tackling tax fraud

Job Retention Scheme grants paid

the proceeds of crime.

focuses on “building checks and

were estimated to be lost to

controls into our systems […]

organised criminals, according to

changing legislation to make it

the agency. HMRC highlights the

HMRC policy paper

US FFIEC updates BSA examination manual
The US Federal Financial

be viewed as new requirements or

management are not discouraged

Institutions Examination Council

a shift in US federal financial

or prohibited from offering services

(FFIEC) published on 1 December

regulatory focus, but rather further

to any specific type of customer.

updates to the Bank Secrecy

clarifications about additional bank

Act/Anti-Money Laundering

and credit union considerations

The requirements manual offers

(BSA/AML) examination manual,

and relevant information about

banking examiners instructions for

consisting of one new section and

certain customers. The new

how to assess BSA/AML

three sectional updates. The

information relates to

compliance programmes by banks

agency states that the US

considerations that could

and credit unions.

Treasury’s Financial Crimes

necessitate bank policies,

Enforcement Network (FinCEN)

procedures, or processes

was closely involved in

addressing possible money

formulating the updates.

laundering, terrorist financing, and
other financial crime risks.

The new section is an introduction
on customers, while the updated

The FFIEC reminds relevant parties

sections concern those on

that under BSA/AML requirements,

charities and non-profit

no specific class of customer

organisations, independent

should automatically be

automated teller machine owners

considered a high money

or operators, and politically

laundering risk. Banks operating

exposed persons. The FFIEC states

with continued BSA/AML

that the updates are not meant to

compliance and reasonable risk
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UK Libya-related financial sanctions guidance
The UK HM Treasury’s Office of

regime and provides information

those located outside Libya before

Financial Sanctions

concerning asset freezes and

17 September 2011, which are

Implementation (OFSI) published

restrictions on making funds and

owned, held or controlled by a

on 13 December its guidance on

economic resources available,

designated person or entity.

the implementation of the Libya

directly or indirectly, to designated

(Sanctions) (EU Exit) Regulations

individuals or entities. Additionally,

The UK OFSI notes that among

2020, which impose financial,

the paper highlights the financial

those that are subject to a partial

trade and transport sanctions, in

sanctions exceptions, which

asset freeze are the Libyan

line with the provisions of UN

include, inter alia, the transfer of

Investment Authority (LIA) and the

Security Council resolution 1970

funds to relevant institutions for

Libya Africa Investment Portfolio

(2011). The Regulations also aim

ring-fencing requirements,

(LAIP). Since not all their

to promote respect for human

crediting to a frozen account or for

subsidiaries are subject to the

rights in Libya, including by

national security purposes,

asset freeze or the partial asset

preventing migrant smuggling and

including for preventing and

freeze, the guidance recommends

human trafficking, as well as to

identifying serious crime.

that interested parties conduct

ensure peace, stability and
security within the country.

due diligence verifications in order
Concurrently, the guidance clarifies

to determine ownership and

aspects related to partial asset

control structures.

The guidance seeks to support

freezes, which prohibit persons

stakeholders to adequately apply

dealing with relevant funds or

the Libya financial sanctions

economic resources, including

UK OFSI guidance

UK primary market bulletin addresses sponsor
requirements concerning conflicts of interest
The UK’s Financial Conduct

received from sponsors since the

potential conflicts involving the

Authority (FCA) published a new

publication of Technical Note

sponsor’s group acting as a lender

edition of its primary market

(TN) 701.3 in August 2017.

to the issuer or other party

bulletin on 9 December, covering

connected with the transaction;

the outcomes of its review

Following the review of the conflict

and (3) in a small number of cases,

regarding sponsor requirements

queries, the FCA notes that: (1) the

the FCA disagreed with the

to identify and manage conflicts

majority of sponsors have

sponsor’s own analysis of whether

of interest. The FCA has recently

not submitted a conflict guidance

a conflict of interest existed.

reviewed the queries focusing on

request since the publication of

areas involving the volume and

TN 701.3; (2) over 75 percent of

nature of conflicts which it has

guidance requests related to
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

White House unveils anti-corruption strategy

The White House released on 6
December a new five pillar anticorruption strategy aimed at
enhancing government countercorruption efforts, improving the
accountability of corrupt actors,
strengthening multilateral anticorruption frameworks, and
increasing diplomatic
engagement, as well as utilising
foreign assistance. The strategy’s
publication follows President Joe
Biden’s June declaration of
corruption as a major US national

the US Agency for International

The White House also proposes

Development (USAID) and includes

that the US increase its efforts

the creation of new senior

both diplomatically and through its

positions at each department to

development arm to ensure greater

focus on corruption. USAID issued

protection of investigative

a press release underscoring the

journalists, civil society members

importance of cracking down on

and organisations, and others who

corruption, which states that it will

expose corruption. To increase

expand support to foreign

accountability of corrupt actors,

organisations targeting corruption.

the strategy calls for a programme
to assist partner nations identify

To curb illicit finance, the White

and halt foreign bribery as well as a

House strategy asserts that

kleptocracy asset recovery rewards

numerous regulatory deficiencies

programme. Furthermore,

must be addressed through new

departments are urged to increase

beneficial ownership requirements

private sector outreach to

to target opaque corporate

encourage the adoption of anti-

structures that assist illicit actors

corruption compliance measures.

to conceal corrupt proceeds. Other
measures include targeting the real
estate sector to identify potential

security interest.

laundering and collaborating with

The strategy, a first of its kind by

requirements for those who can

the US government, centres on
increasing agency understanding
of the transnational nature of 21st
century corruption through
heightened intelligence gathering
and analysis as well as providing
more resources to law
enforcement to improve
government responses. Increased
interagency cooperation is also
listed in the strategy, particularly
between the State, Treasury and
Commerce departments as well as
71

Congress to enhance transparency
enable corruption in the financial
sector such as attorneys,
accountants and service
providers. On the same day, the US
Financial Crimes Enforcement
Network (FinCEN) issued a notice
of proposed rulemaking that aims
to increase transparency in the real
estate sector by applying Bank
Secrecy Act information collection
and reporting requirements for
certain individuals involved in real
estate transactions.

Proposed multilateral outreach to
improve counter-corruption
efforts also includes developing
cross-ministerial initiatives through
the G7 and G20, and raising
US participation in the Open
Government Partnership and
Extractive Industries
Transparency Initiative. The US will
also re-evaluate its criteria for
foreign government assistance
with increased focus on
transparency and accountability
and increase its support for anticorruption organisations.
US strategy on countering corr…
White House factsheet
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Technology firms agree to raise bar on fraud
Twitter, Microsoft and Meta

advertising to commit to the same

the exclusion of paid-for

announced on 10 December that

requirement to reduce the

advertising from the bill would

they have committed to introduce

opportunity for fraudsters and

“leave service providers with little

a revised advertising onboarding

provide maximum protection for

incentive to remove harmful

process that requires UK

individuals”.

adverts, and risks encouraging

regulated financial services

further proliferation of such

advertisers to be authorised by

Responding to the announcement,

content”. The decision to revise

the UK Financial Conduct

Chair of the UK Parliament

onboarding processes by Meta,

Authority (FCA) prior to serving

Treasury Committee Mel Stride MP

Twitter and Microsoft follows an

adverts on their websites.

stated: “It’s reassuring to hear that

evidence session in September.

the online giants are finally taking a
Each company has differing

positive step in the right direction

In a letter to the Committee

timelines on when the policies will

and stopping fraudulent

published on 13 December, Twitter

be introduced, according to trade

advertisements from appearing on

highlights that it met with a range

association Tech UK. The revised

their sites. For too long these

of stakeholders and government

onboarding process is in

companies have turned a blind eye

departments over the past three

partnership with the FCA as part of

to the criminality at play behind

years “in order to ensure our policy

ongoing efforts to tackle online

these scams”.

and approach on financial scams

scams. The move follows the

is as robust as it can be”.

introduction of policies by Google,

In its final report published on 14

TikTok and Amazon which require

December on the upcoming Online

advertisers to be authorised by the

Safety Bill, the Joint Committee

FCA. Tech UK stated that Google,

examining the bill called for the

Meta, Amazon, Microsoft, TikTok

government to include fraudulent

and Twitter “encourage other

adverts within the scope of the bill.

companies and publishers of

The Joint Committee stated that

Tech UK release
UK parliament press release
UK parliament document

FATF holds conference on environmental crime
FATF held on 7 December its first

money laundering associated with

with respect to ensuring

high-level conference on

environmental crime.

transparency and beneficial

environmental crime, where

ownership of legal persons.

representatives of international

Participants highlighted that states

organisations, the private and

should prioritise data

public sectors, as well as non-

collection and should enhance anti-

profit organisations and academia

corruption efforts and the

discussed ways to increase

implementation of FATF

cooperation for combatting

Recommendations, especially

72

FATF will report on the outcomes
of the conference at its next
plenary meeting in February 2022.
FATF press release
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UK Companies House publishes corporate plan
its six primary goals, which consist

Strategy in supporting legislation to

of inspiring trust and confidence

give companies more time to file

with its registers and data,

the relevant information.

maximising the value of its

The UK’s Companies House
published on 22 December its
corporate plan covering April
2021 to March 2022, asserting
that September’s government
response to the Corporate
Transparency and Register
Reform consultation
demonstrates that Companies
House will be able to increase its
role in fighting financial crime.
The agency states that its
corporate plan seeks to deliver on

registers to the national economy,

On financial crime prevention, the

and fighting financial crime with

agency notes that it has enhanced

active analysis and intelligence.

its service for reporting

Other goals are providing positive

discrepancies following the Fifth

user experiences, maintaining a

Anti-Money Laundering Directive

positive culture driving high

(5AMLD) and will further efforts to

performance, and delivering value

assess law enforcement

with efficient resource usage.

outcomes. Additionally, the
corporate plan cites its Identity

Specifically, the corporate plan

Access Management system

seeks to have an up-to-date

implemented in 2021 as an integral

confirmation statement from 97

portion of its digital services

percent of companies on the

moving forward and a valuable tool

register. To deliver on this, the

for verifying information.

agency notes that it has
coordinated with the Department

Companies House corporate pl…

for Business, Energy and Industrial

New UK service for reporting PSC discrepancies
The UK government announced

5AMLD, which came into force in

the UK Companies House PSC

on 14 December the

the UK on 10 January 2020

register. Obliged entities refer to

establishment of a new online

through the UK Money Laundering

any entity required to conduct due

service aimed at simplifying the

and Terrorist Financing

diligence verifications under the

process of reporting

(Amendment) Regulations 2019,

AML regulations.

discrepancies in people with

requires obliged entities to report

significant control (PSC)

any discrepancy between the

information to UK Companies

information they hold about a

House, in line with the provisions

beneficial owner (BO) of

of the EU’s Fifth Anti-Money

a company, limited liability

Laundering Directive (5AMLD).

partnership, Scottish limited
partnership or Scottish qualifying
partnership, and the information on

73

On the same day, UK Companies
House published an updated
version of its guidance on
reporting a discrepancy about a
BO on the PSC register.
UK government press release
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UK measures to revise export control regime
The UK Department for

National Arms Export Licensing

controlled items that are intended

International Trade (DIT)

Criteria introduced on 25 March

for use as components in, or

announced on 8 December a set

2014. According to the statement,

production equipment for, military

of measures to revise certain

the new UK Strategic Export

equipment in an embargoed

aspects of the UK’s export control

Licensing Criteria will be applied:

destination. According to the ECJU

regime following the completion

(1) with immediate effect to all

notice, the control would only be

of a governmental review.

licence decisions for export,

applied when the UK government

Secretary of State for

transfer, trade or brokering and

informs the exporter that a

International Trade Anne-Marie

transit of goods, software and

proposed export is, or may be,

Trevelyan informed the

technology subject to control for

intended for military end-use in an

parliament about the package in a

strategic reasons; and (2) to the

embargoed destination. Exceptions

concurrent written statement.

extent that the following activities

will apply with regards to medical

are subject to controls, the

supplies and equipment intended

provision of technical assistance or

for hospitals, or other public health

other services related to those

institutions providing medical

items. The new criteria will be

services, as well as food, clothing

applied on a case-by-case basis.

and/or other consumer goods

As a result of the
governmental
review, Trevelyan
also announced
that China will be
added to the list of
destinations
subject to military
end-use controls

generally available to the public,
When announcing the new criteria,

without restriction.

the Secretary of State underlined
that the UK government “will not

As a result of the governmental

refuse a licence on the grounds of

review, Trevelyan also announced

a purely theoretical risk of a breach

that China will be added to the list

of one or more of [the new] criteria”

of destinations subject to military

and will continue to take into

end-use controls with the aim of

account advice received from the

rectifying an anomaly derived from

Foreign, Commonwealth and

the imposition of the EU arms

Development Office (FCDO),

embargo in 1989 and the drafting

According to Trevelyan, the

Ministry of Defence and other

of the current legal text. The

package includes revisions to the

government departments and

expansion of the military end-use

licensing criteria for strategic

agencies, as appropriate.

controls and the addition of China

export controls, an expansion of

will be implemented through a

the scope of the military end-use

With respect to military end-use

legislative amendment to the

control and a tightening of controls

controls under the Export Control

Export Control Order 2008, which

on exports to China.

Order 2008, the UK government

will likely occur in Spring 2022.

intends to expand the definition of
Trevelyan highlights a revised

“military end-use” to remove the

version of the eight licensing

limitation stating that military end-

criteria for strategic export controls

use controls can only be applied to

to replace the Consolidated EU and

the export of otherwise non-
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UK ECJU notice
Anne-Marie Trevelyan statement
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OECD new anti-bribery recommendation launch
sees calls for addressing victims’ rights
The OECD held a 9 December

protection mechanisms in both the

On 12 December, the Working

event marking the launch of the

public and private sector.

Group on Bribery informed the FCD

2021 Anti-Bribery

that it did not address the issues in

Recommendation, which was

Transparency International’s Head

its revision since “[b]efore doing

published on 26 November. The

of Conventions Unit, Gillian Dell,

that, the answers to some

Working Group on Bribery, which

commends the advancements

questions will have to be found”.

is responsible for overseeing the

made in the elaboration of the new

The matters purportedly remaining

recommendation’s

document and expresses her hope

unclear include objective

implementation, provided an

for improved enforcement. Dell

assessment of victim harm,

overview of the most significant

notes that the document does not

situations in which no wronged

changes, including a focus on the

effectively tackle victims’ rights,

party is identified or identifiable,

demand side of foreign bribery,

underscoring that, to her

and risks that the money paid will

support for non-trial resolutions,

understanding, “influential

be captured by corrupt actors, the

and whistleblower protection.

countries” shut down suggestions

statement notes. The group states

of offering guidance on the matter.

that it will continue to assess the

OECD Secretary-General Mathias

situation and return to the topic “as

Cormann notes that cooperation

While she welcomes the inclusion

between the public, private and civil

of non-trial resolutions in the

sectors can bring about

document, Dell emphasises that

Kos adds that the recommendation

improvements to the status quo,

they should not become a

was built with input from the

even though tackling corruption

substitute for prosecution.

private sector and civil society

“will always be an uphill battle”.

Likewise, the NGO welcomes the

organisations. Regarding the

inclusion of transparency-oriented

demand side of corruption, the

According to Cormann, the three

language and hopes that states will

working group’s chair notes that

areas in which the new

take the next step and publish

the guidance is partially limited by

recommendation will strengthen

relevant documents in foreign

the Convention, which focuses on

the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention

corruption cases.

the active side of bribery. He

are reinforcing the capacity of law

soon as the answers” are found.

further explains that businesses

enforcement agencies by calling

Dell urges countries to continue

have repeatedly asked for the

for adequate resourcing and

discussions that could lead to a

introduction of incentives for

international cooperation, engaging

working group statement or

compliance, which are

companies that are “often at the

guidance on victims’ rights.

mentioned in the document.

forefront” of the anti-corruption

Working Group Chair Drago Kos

fight by supporting collaboration

responded by stating that the

with compliant entities, and

OECD “left some topics for the

protecting whistleblowers by

future”. TI representatives did not

urging states to introduce

respond to repeated attempts to

comprehensive and effective

reach them for comment.
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Event video
Statement by the parties to the…
2021 Anti-Bribery Recommend…
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UK HMRC fraud unit reaches recovery milestone
investigators to target complex

from over 1,200 cash and asset

financial crime. In addition to police

seizures made during the team’s

raids and cash seizures made

five-year history, with FIS Director

pursuant to the Proceeds of Crime

Simon York adding that the

Act 2002, HMRC notes that it also

milestone was reached using

utilises account freezing orders to

innovative technology and team

target funds in bank accounts

member dedication, noting that all

The UK’s HM Revenue and

suspected of holding illicit gains as

seized funds will re-enter the public

Customs (HMRC) announced on

well as confiscation orders ruled

budget. £218 million of the total

30 December that its Fraud

on by UK courts. Lastly, the

criminal proceeds recovered was

Investigation Service (FIS) has

Contractual Disclosure Facility

gained in the 2020-2021 financial

recovered over £1 billion in

provides an avenue for HMRC to

year, during which time HMRC also

criminal proceeds since the fraud

recoup funds by allowing tax

secured 157 criminal convictions.

squad was formed in April 2016.

evaders to avoid criminal

It additionally issued 151 account

prosecution if they fully admit to

freezing orders totalling £26 million

The agency states in a government

the fraud and repay the tax owed

during the same period.

press release that the FIS’

along with penalties and interest.
HMRC press release

formation in 2016 represented the
world’s first tax enforcement unit to

HMRC states that the recouped

combine criminal and civil

funds include those recovered

US Commerce Secretary reviews 2021 activities
US Commerce Department

vulnerabilities following President

to companies related to Chinese

Secretary Gina Raimondo issued a

Biden’s signing of Executive Order

super- and quantum computing

22 December statement

14017. Additionally, it issued an

efforts as well as restrictions on

accompanied by a factsheet

interim final rule through the

individuals connected with

highlighting the department’s

Wassenaar Arrangement to add

repression in Xinjiang.

accomplishments in 2021,

controls on technologies that can

including the imposition of

be used to carry out cyber-attacks.

restrictions by the Bureau of
Industry and Security (BIS) on

Raimondo asserts that the

Chinese exports.

department confronted the
People’s Republic of China’s

BIS is credited with completing its

(PRC) Military-Civil Fusion Strategy

100-day report examining

through a prohibition on exports,

semiconductor supply chain

reexports, and in-country transfers

76

Goals for 2022 include monitoring
the use of certain major
technologies both by the PRC as
well as entities in China, in
addition to imposing criminal
penalties for violations of BIS rules.
Commerce Secretary statement
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EU Parliament adopts resolutions on corruption
and impact of organised crime on EU funds
EU’s financial interests and

awareness among them on

suspend any payments to EU

aspects related to organised

member states in cases of

criminals’ involvement in tax

suspicion of alleged corruption,

evasion, corruption and other illicit

fraud or rule of law breaches. The

practices. MEPs warn that

paper also requests that member

corruption is “an integral part of

states introduce comprehensive

nearly all the activities of criminal

corruption risk assessments

organisations”, posing significant

The European Parliament (EP)

throughout the funding programme

threats to the financial interests of

adopted on 15 December two

phases and ensure that fund

the EU, with estimated GDP losses

resolutions which evaluate

beneficiaries are identifiable. The

of between €170 and €990 billion.

preventive measures for

EC calls for the creation of a

countering corruption, irregular

centralised database aimed at

spending and misuse of EU and

tracing the flow of EU funds.

national funds in case of

Concurrently, the paper calls for the

emergency funds and crisis-

efficient and consistent

related spending areas, and

implementation of the future anti-

assesses the impact of organised

money laundering and countering

crime on the EU’s own resources

the financing of terrorism

and the misuse of its funds.

(AML/CFT) framework in order to
anticipate threats within the EU.

The paper underlines that national
governments and public authorities

The EP’s resolution on the impact

should implement efficient and

of organised crime on the EU’s own

transparent reporting mechanisms,

resources and the misuse of its

and independent ex post audits

funds raises concerns that

and accountability procedures,

organised crime represents a

while also cooperating with civil

“serious threat” to the rule of law

society organisations and private

and democratic values and hinders

sector representatives, to avoid the

the fight against corruption. MEPs

misuse of EU funds. The EP

underline that organised crime

recommends the use of preventive

particularly impacts revenue fraud,

financial disclosure and asset

including customs fraud.

declaration mechanisms.
The resolution expresses concern
Additionally, the resolution calls on

that member states lack specific

the European Commission (EC) to

legislation against organised crime

monitor any potential threats to the

and calls on the EC to raise
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MEPs note that prevention of fraud
committed by organised crime
groups should be a “priority focus”
of managing, certifying and audit
authorities and that member states
should strengthen their capacity to
conduct specialised
financial investigations, as well as
to enhance measures regarding
the freezing and confiscation
of assets. The resolution also calls
for the implementation of AML
training systems aimed at
supporting national authorities in
detecting fraud risks prior to the
disbursement of funds, with
a focus on “know your client” (KYC)
processes and the involvement of
politically exposed persons (PEPs),
particularly in common
agricultural policy related
subsidies, projects and grants.
EP resolution on avoiding misu…
EP resolution of the organised …
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US, Australia, Denmark and Norway launch
Export Controls and Human Rights Initiative
The US, Australia, Denmark, and

track dissidents”. The four

According to the factsheet, the

Norway announced on 10

governments commit to

initiative aims to develop a

December the Export Controls and

collaborating in establishing a non-

voluntary code of conduct to guide

Human Rights Initiative at the

binding written code of conduct

the implementation of human

Summit for Democracy. In a joint

which aims to deploy export

rights criteria in export licensing

statement, the four governments

control mechanisms to prevent the

practices and build policy

acknowledge the importance of

proliferation of advanced

alignment with like-minded states.

legitimate trade in advanced

technologies used to commit

technologies and their

serious human rights abuses.

responsible use, noting that

Additionally, it seeks to establish a
community of policymakers,

authoritarian governments

The factsheet presented along with

technical experts, and human

increasingly deploy surveillance

the initiative’s launch notes the

rights practitioners “to ensure that

systems related to serious

deployment of technology to

critical and emerging technologies

human rights abuse on their own

crackdown on dissents, harass

benefit rather than harm

territory and abroad.

human rights activists, intimidate

democratic societies”.

minority communities, and
Abuses listed in the statement

discourage whistleblowers as well

include “transnational repression to

as political opposition.

Joint statement

censor political opposition and

MPs call on UK government to bring forward
legislative proposals on economic crime
UK Members of Parliament

introduction of a beneficial

The Law Commission for the past

debated on 2 December economic

ownership register for overseas

year has been consulting on

crime and called for the

owners of UK property have been

corporate criminal liability reform,

government to bring forward

called for by MPs, including Labour

and is “about to report” to the

legislative proposals to tackle it

MP Dame Margaret Hodge and

government on the issue,

“as a matter of priority”.

Conservative Kevin Hollinrake, who

according to Hodge.

put forward the debate. Hodge
Legislative proposals to introduce

chairs the All-Party Parliamentary

a criminal offence for failure to

Group on Anti-Corruption, and

prevent economic crime, reform of

Hollinrake is co-chair of the group

the UK’s corporate register

on Fair Business Banking.

Companies House, and the
78

UK Parliament press release
Debate transcript
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UK response to public procurement green paper
The UK government published on

interest, and convictions of

to entities in which the supplier is

8 December its response to a

offences linked to incidents

reliant on meeting the criteria.

2020 green paper on transforming

impacting the environment.

the public procurement system,

The government states that it

noting that it intends to introduce

Exclusion grounds will purportedly

intends to introduce a new unit in

a new exclusions framework and

apply not only when the supplier

the Cabinet Office to oversee the

target suppliers convicted of

itself has been convicted, but also

integrity of the public procurement

fraud, money laundering,

when the conviction is linked to a

system and impose a duty for

organised crime, or corruption.

beneficial owner, directors, parent

contracting authorities to

and subsidiary companies, as well

implement recommendations to

According to the paper, other

as insolvent companies where the

address breaches. The UK

mandatory exclusion grounds

company’s business has been

government intends to produce

relate to convictions for offences

transferred to the supplier.

comprehensive resources on

related to terrorism, modern

public procurement as well as to

slavery, tax evasion and tax

Contracting authorities must

introduce a dedicated learning and

avoidance. Other discretionary

determine at their discretion

development programme.

grounds for exclusion such as

whether to apply the criteria to

regulatory enforcement for serious

subcontractors, while the exclusion

labour misconduct, conflict of

grounds are mandatory in relation

UK government response paper

TSB Bank evidence to economic crime inquiry
TSB Bank has called for the UK

if fraud is proven to have originated

scheme could be tied to an

government to require social

on a social media platform or

obligation for banks to offer a fraud

media or search engine

search engine, that company

refund guarantee – banks

companies to contribute to the

“should be required to contribute to

promising to refund innocent

reimbursement of victims when

the reimbursement as an incentive

victims up-front “would then be

fraud occurs on their platforms.

to act and prevent such scenarios.

able to recoup half of that cost

In a 6 December submission to

Customers can straightforwardly

from the online platform which

the Treasury Committee's

prove where this is the case, for

enabled the scam to start”.

economic crime inquiry, the bank

example by sharing a screenshot

states that it is “right” that

of the offending website page”.

TSB anticipates that this would

TSB adds that the approach could

arbitration scheme alongside

consumers are refunded if they
are an innocent victim of fraud.

be extended to telcos for lax
The bank, which has a

security in the headers of

reimbursement programme for

SMS messages. The bank

customer fraud victims, states that

suggests that a reimbursement

79

require the introduction of an
regulation extending the remit of
the Payment Systems Regulator.
Written evidence from TSB Bank
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RUSI calls for KYC monitoring regulations to
prevent laundering in digital art NFT markets
A Royal United Services Institute

the identities of potential criminal

vulnerabilities within the token to

(RUSI) article published on 2

actors laundering funds through

be shared between criminal actors.

December calls for the

digital artwork purchases.

implementation of a know-your-

The authors suggest that creating

customer (KYC) monitoring

Another risk discussed in the

a baseline for regulating NFT

system to oversee the digital art

article involves the intersection of

online auction houses at the point

and affiliated non-fungible token

hacking and illicit replication of

of exchange, similar to the

(NFT) market with the aim of

digital artwork to commit fraud, as

regulation of cryptocurrencies,

preventing financial crime.

was seen in the March hacking of

could be an effective measure for

the graffiti artist Banksy’s website

mitigating financial crime risks in

The article, written by Allison Owen

to post a fake Banksy NFT which

the digital art marketplace. Further,

and Isabella Chase of the Centre

was sold online for nearly

implementing KYC policies and

for Financial Crime and Security

£244,000, despite the purported

carrying out monitoring on an

Studies, warns of the money

hacker later returning the funds.

ongoing basis, as is the case in the

laundering risks to the NFT digital

physical art market and legally

art market that the authors argue

The authors also raise the

compliant crypto exchanges,

is inherent due to the frequent use

possibility of hackers accessing

represent necessary steps, the

of cryptocurrencies to purchase

other user accounts and stealing

article argues, to ensuring a more

digital art NFTs. The risks involve

their NFTs before selling them and

secure market that denies money

the shielding of criminal proceeds

laundering the stolen proceeds

launderers an avenue for abuse.

through cryptocurrencies used to

through cryptocurrencies or other

purchase art online, as well as

means. Another financial crime risk

techniques to maintain anonymity

discussed is the utilisation of NFTs

through cryptocurrency to conceal

to hide information about security

RUSI commentary

US ends two legal proceedings against Société
Générale following compliance with DPAs
Société Generale SA (SocGen)

officials, as well as charges

prosecution agreements. In its

stated on 3 December that the US

relating to sanctions violations.

statement SocGen underlines that

has ended two separate legal

it has dedicated “significant”

proceedings concerning the

The orders for dismissal were

resources to strengthening its

entity’s manipulation of interbank

issued on 30 November and 2

compliance mechanisms.

offered rate submissions and

December respectively, following

illicit payments made to Libyan

the expiration of two US deferred

80

Societe Generale SA statement
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South Korea pardons former president Park
The South Korean Ministry of

close associate Choi Soon-sil. Park

and the need for national unity

Justice announced on 24

was also prosecuted for coercing

were cited as factors in the

December the pardoning of ex-

businesses to make donations

decision to pardon the former

president Park Geun-hye, who

totalling $19.3 million to non-

president. In January 2021, the top

was sentenced to 22 years

governmental entities controlled by

national court had ruled to

imprisonment in March 2017

Choi. According to court

maintain the sentence, while also

following her impeachment and

documents, businesses including

bringing an end to the legal

removal from office over

Samsung offered bribes to the

process. The Supreme Court

corruption charges. The

former president and Choi to

additionally ordered the former

corruption case also resulted in

garner support for an attempt by

president to pay ₩18 billion (£11

the sentencing of the heads of

the company’s vice chairman,

million) in fines.

two national conglomerates, one

Lee Jae-yong, to gain management

of which was Samsung

control from his deceased

Electronics Co Ltd.

father, Lee Kun-hee.

Constitutional Court opinion
NYT article

The former president had been

Park’s deteriorating health after

found guilty of colluding with her

nearly five years of imprisonment

Financial Times article

Aperio Analysis by Gunita Thethy
Current President Moon Jae-In’s four-year term due to end in May 2022, for which he can only serve a
single term due to term limits, has not been smooth with Korean media suggesting he has been out of
touch with the reality of ordinary people, which has seen a widening income and wealth disparity
exasperated by the pandemic. Although South Korea was seen to be leading the way in the
implementation of Covid-19 measures at the start of the pandemic, rising inflation and supply chain
concerns have increased frustrations despite overall economic growth. More recently, he has been unable
to layout detailed plans about how to get the country back to normality. Among his many policies, one of
the more controversial to have been introduced during his tenure is the Corruption Investigation Office for
High-ranking Officials (CIO), which has the power to go after high-ranking officials and their respective
families as well as any private parties that may have been involved in paying bribes or acting as
accomplices to crimes committed by high-ranking officials. The very broad power afforded to the CIO led
to the investigative body being accused of collecting the phone records of opposition party presidential
candidates, lawmakers and citizens for the purposes of surveillance. While Park’s release is being touted
as a need for “national unity”, more likely it is about the impact it will have on the upcoming presidential
elections to be held on 9 March 2022. While Moon and Park belong to opposing political parties, those
from the Democratic Party, to which Moon belongs, hope that it will have a positive bearing on
conservative party voters among which she still holds some influence. Another perspective, however, could
be that its aim is to drive a deeper wedge within the conservative People Power Party given the general
mixed reaction about Park within her own party.
81
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CONSULTATIONS

US FinCEN issues request for comments on the
modernisation of AML/CFT regulatory regime
The US Treasury’s Financial

by the Anti-Money Laundering Act

programme requirements

Crimes Enforcement Network

of 2020. The BSA is the principal

adequately address threats to the

(FinCEN) released on 14

US law for prevention of money

financial system, and effectively

December a request for

laundering, terrorist financing and

safeguard US national security.

information regarding

proliferation, and other forms of

improvements to the US anti-

illicit financial activity. FinCEN

The request for information calls

money laundering and countering

states that it “recognises the

for comment on whether specific

the financing of terrorism

evolving illicit finance threat

changes should be made to BSA

(AML/CFT) regime. Written

landscape and appreciates the

reporting requirements, and

comments are being accepted

important role that technology,

whether additional reports or

until 14 February.

innovation, and the efficient

records may be useful to the

application of resources to BSA

authorities in countering financial

FinCEN states that it is “particularly

reporting play in promoting a risk-

crime. The Treasury is also

interested in comments on ways to

based approach to BSA

seeking comment on BSA

modernise risk-based AML/CFT

compliance”.

regulations and guidance that may

regulations and guidance, issued

be outdated, redundant, does not

pursuant to the Bank Secrecy Act

Questions for comment from the

promote a risk-based AML/CFT

(BSA) so that they, on a continuing

Treasury include those regarding

regime, or does not conform with

basis, protect US national security

safeguards to protect the financial

international standards.

in a cost-effective and efficient

system from threats, including

manner”. The request for

whether there are vulnerabilities or

information forms part of FinCEN’s

risks that the Treasury is unaware

ongoing formal review of BSA

of. This includes whether

regulations and guidance, required

respondents think that AML

FinCEN release
Federal Register document

JMLSG consults on syndicate lending guidance
The UK’s Joint Money Laundering

laundering and counter terrorist

diligence by lenders in Part II

Steering Group (JMLSG) launched

financing guidance for the

Sector 17 of the JMLSG’s

a consultation on 16 December on

financial services sector.

guidance. The deadline for

proposed revisions to the
syndicated lending guidance in
Part II of its anti-money
82

The proposed revisions consist of
the insertion of a new paragraph
on the completion of customer due

submissions is 17 January.
JMLSG press release
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US FinCEN publishes proposed rule for
beneficial ownership reporting under the CTA
reporting companies must submit

document of each beneficial owner

BO information to FinCEN, with 23

and company applicant, according

exemptions from the definition of

to the NRPM. Applicants can

reporting entity detailed, as well as

submit a unique identifier called

the Secretary of the Treasury’s

a FinCEN identifier.

option to establish additional
exclusions. A beneficial owner is

The regulator seeks feedback on

The US Treasury Department's

defined as exercising substantial

improving the understanding and

Financial Crimes Enforcement

control over the reporting company

implementation of the proposed

Network (FinCEN) announced on

and/or owning or controlling at

provisions, on the clarity of various

7 December that it is consulting

least 25 percent of the ownership

definitions, such as “company

on proposed rulemaking to

interest of the reporting company,

applicant” and “reporting

implement the beneficial

with minor children, nominees,

company”, as well as on the

ownership (BO) reporting

employees, inheritors and creditors

timing of reports.

provisions introduced by Section

excluded from this category.
FinCEN purportedly intends to

6403 of the Corporate
Transparency Act 2020 (CTA).

FinCEN also provides a definition

engage in additional rulemaking to

Comments are being accepted

of “company applicant” and

establish rules for accessing BO

until 7 February.

establishes that a company must

information and revise its

submit a BO report within 14

customer due diligence rule

The current notice of proposed

calendar days from the date of its

following the promulgation of the

rulemaking (NPRM) purportedly

creation or registration and within

BO reporting final rule. The

reflects the comments received in

30 calendar days if there is an

regulator is also developing a BO

response to its April advanced

update in their structure. Existing

information technology system to

notice of proposed rulemaking

domestic reporting companies or

support the new rules.

(ANPRM) on the same topic.

foreign reporting companies would

Significantly, it reflects the

purportedly have one year from the

On 16 December, FinCEN issued a

concerns comprised in the US

effective date of the regulations to

request for information to solicit

Strategy on Countering Corruption,

file their initial report. Reports

comments on ways to streamline,

which was issued on 6 December,

would include the reporting

modernise and update the current

as well as international efforts to

company’s identity, as well as its

AML/CFT regime, pursuant to

limit the ability of illicit actors to

address, and the Internal Revenue

Section 6216 of the Anti-Money

hide wealth behind anonymous

Service (IRS) Taxpayer

Laundering Act of 2020.

shell companies.

Identification Number (TIN), the
name, date of birth, address,

Under the NPRM, both domestic

unique identifying number, and an

reporting companies and foreign

image of the identification

83

FinCEN press release
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EU Commission issues summary of responses
to consultation on amending Blocking Statute
countries; (3) discrediting of the EU and its member
states’ foreign policy, and (4) the effect on the EU’s
Open Strategic Autonomy.
With respect to the purpose regarding additional
measures to further deter and counteract extraterritorial sanctions, the Commission highlights as
“the most popular measures” to be implemented
according to the respondents: (1) the provision of legal
The European Commission published on 21

support for operators entangled in foreign legal

December the outcome to its public consultation on

proceedings; (2) targeted commercial restrictions

the proposed amendment to the EU Blocking

(including limitations for accessing the EU market or

Statute, Council Regulation 2271/96.

for EU certifications); (3) the possibility to claim
punitive damages (including against foreign sovereign

The aim of the Blocking Statute is to protect EU

assets); (4) financial compensation to defray the cost

individuals, organisations and companies from the

of operating in a sanctioned environment, as well as

extra-territorial application of third-country laws and

(5) “cooperation” measures, such as permanent

measures. The Commission on 9 September 2021

working bodies with third countries particularly

launched a consultation seeking feedback on a

affected by extra-territorial sanctions.

proposed review of the blocking statute in order to
include additional deterrence mechanisms and

In terms of streamlining the application of the

streamline the application of the Regulation,

Blocking Statute and reducing the administrative

including by reducing compliance costs for EU

burden, a vast majority of respondents purportedly

persons and businesses.

indicated that penalties should be harmonised across
the EU, with many of them noting that the

According to the summary of comments to the

Commission should be provided with the authority to

consultation, 86 contributors representing companies,

impose penalties. In addition, with regard to the

business associations, EU and non-EU citizens, public

authorisation procedure, a large group of respondents

authorities, trade unions, academic and research

purportedly indicated being in favour of having an

institutions, and legal professionals contributed, with a

automatic authorisation if certain objective criteria

general perspective indicating that the extra-territorial

are met, or if a time limit has expired from the time

application of third-country sanctions has had a

the application was submitted.

negative impact on the EU and its operators. Such
effects include: (1) hampering of EU operators’
economic activity; (2) hindering of exports to third

84

Consultation page
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EBA consults on remote customer onboarding
The European Banking Authority

of information, document

The types of documents that

(EBA) launched on 10 December a

authenticity, and integrity, digital

are admissible and the

public consultation on draft

identities, reliance on third parties,

information that is necessary

guidelines on the use of remote

outsourcing, information and

to identify the customer and

customer onboarding solutions.

communication technology (ICT),

verify their identity

The consultation is aimed at

and security risk management.

enhancing competent authorities’
shared understanding of the steps

When implemented, the guidelines

finance industry operators should

will extend to all financial sector

take to ensure secure, effective

operators covered by 4AMLD. The

and reliable remote customer

consultation runs until 10 March

onboarding practices in

2022, with a public hearing to be

accordance with the relevant anti-

held on 24 February.

money laundering and counterterrorism financing (AML/CFT)

Section 4.1 of the guidelines

regulations and the EU’s data

advises financial sector operators

protection framework.

to put in place and maintain
policies and procedures to comply

The scope, steps and record
keeping requirements of any
pre-implementation
assessment financial sector
operators should carry out
before implementing the end-toend remote customer
onboarding solution
The level of human intervention
required in the remote
verification process

Developed in response to the

with Article 13(1) points(a) and (c)

The controls in place to ensure

European Commission’s request,

of Directive (EU) 2015/849

that the first transaction with a

the guidelines are also in line with

(4AMLD) in situations where the

newly onboarded customer is

the EBA’s legal mandate to lead,

customer is onboarded remotely,

executed only once all initial

coordinate and monitor the EU

providing clarity on CDD.

customer due diligence (CDD)

financial sector’s AML/CFT efforts.
The proposed guidelines highlight
the measures financial firms
should follow when selecting
remote client onboarding
technologies and evaluating their
sufficiency and dependability in
order to properly comply with their
AML/CFT obligations, setting out a
common process that firms should
adopt to ensure remote onboarding
meets customer due diligence
(CDD) obligations. Questions
addressed in the consultation
cover the key areas of the
guidelines, such as the acquisition
85

measures have been carried

According to Section 4.1,
financial sector operators
should ensure policies and
procedures set out
The features and functioning of
the solution to collect, verify
and record information

out commensurate with the
ML/TF risk
The controls in place to monitor
on an ongoing basis the correct
functioning of the remote
customer onboarding solution
and effective implementation

throughout the process
Which solution might apply to
each category of customers,

EBA press release
EBA notice

products and services, based
on their respective level of
exposure to money laundering
and terrorist financing risks

Consultation paper
Guidelines on the use of remot…
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UK PSR's Confirmation of Payee consultation
The UK Payment Systems

intended to extend coverage to all

Additionally, the PSR proposes

Regulator (PSR) published on 2

PSPs not covered in Phase 1 and

requiring all PSPs in the technical

December a consultation on the

aims to improve consumer

environment to regularly report to

broader implementation of

payment security, noting that any

Pay.UK on progress with moving

Confirmation of Payee (CoP) and

remaining PSPs not implementing

CoP traffic to the second phase

movement to Phase 2, which is

CoP threaten the wider security of

and requiring relevant PSPs to

scheduled to be completed by

payment systems.

undergo enhanced reporting to the

April 2022. The regulator was

PSR and Pay.UK if they risk not

inviting comments on the

In its consultation, the PSR states

making the move by 1 April 2022.

consultation until 17 December

that it seeks to end dual-running

and will take next steps by

technical environments and sets of

Economic Secretary to the

February 2022 in the instance that

rules for Phase 1 and Phase 2, the

Treasury John Glen praised the

the PSR decides to proceed.

latter of which will apply to PSPs

PSR’s successful negotiation with

currently joining CoP. The PSR

the country’s six largest banks to

The agency reports in the

states that by terminating dual-

implement CoP in 2020, noting that

consultation that CoP’s first phase

running through ending Phase 1, all

Treasury’s priority is to engage in

has thus far curtailed the rise in

PSPs will be on the same Open

preventative action rather than

authorised push payment fraud,

Banking environment. Therefore,

slowing down payment processing.

yielded lower levels of funds

the PSR proposes ordering Pay.UK

obtained through fraudulent means

to end all Phase 1 terms,

amongst CoP-implementing

conditions, and accreditation by 30

payment service providers (PSPs),

April 2022 and to notify the Open

and cut down on accidentally

Banking Implementation Entity

misdirected payments. The PSR

(OBIE) so that OBIE can close the

writes that the second phase is

first phase technical environment.

PSR consultation
PSR press release

UK consults on the sale of explosive precursors
The UK government launched on

According to the UK Home Office,

products in their hobbies in

16 December a consultation on

the consultation seeks views from

England, Scotland and Wales.

proposals to enhance the existing

businesses engaged in supplying

controls for purchasing

chemicals and chemical products,

explosives precursors and

online marketplaces who facilitate

poisons under the Poisons Act

the supply of chemicals

1972, in response to the 2017

and chemical products, as well as

Manchester Arena attack. The

members of the public who use

consultation runs until 10 March.

certain chemicals and chemical

86

UK government press release
Consultation paper
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UK responses to consultation on new power to
block listings on national security grounds
The UK Treasury (HMT) published

power “to the extent that it is

power. HMT states that

on 10 December a summary of

implemented in a way that does

respondents “recognised that there

responses to its consultation on a

not disproportionately impact the

could be national security risks

proposed new power for the

attractiveness of UK capital

associated with debt listings,

government to block listings on

markets”. Respondents highlighted

respondents broadly agreed that

national security grounds.

the “importance of having a

including debt securities would

narrowly targeted, precautionary

have a disproportionately

The consultation touched on the

power that does not impede on

detrimental impact on the ability of

scope of the proposed power and

the role of the FCA, with clear

companies and governments to

the nature of the disclosures

safeguards”.

raise capital quickly, as well as on

required. The consultation was

the attractiveness of the UK's

launched as part of the UK’s

According to HMT, respondents

ongoing Economic Crime Plan.

agreed with the intended scope of
the power, but called for “clear and

The consultation received five

comprehensive” guidance and

responses from trade associations,

engagement with stakeholders.

and three from industry. According

They also agreed with the

to HMT, respondents were overall

proposed exclusion of debt

supportive of the proposed new

securities from the scope of the

capital markets”.
HM Treasury consultation deta…
Summary of responses

UK Justice Committee call for evidence on
justice system’s effectiveness in tackling fraud
The UK parliament’s Justice

boosted the number of small-scale

The committee also notes that the

Committee launched on 3

frauds targeting the UK public, with

inquiry will assess the likely impact

December a call for evidence as

more than 875,000 instances of

of the fraud action plan for 2022-

part of its inquiry examining the

fraud being reported to Action

2025, which is expected from the

criminal justice system’s approach

Fraud in 2020-21, the committee

government shortly, as well as the

to investigate and prosecute fraud

states that it is particularly

Crown Prosecution Service’s

offences. Evidence must be

interested in how the system is set

Economic Crime Strategy 2025.

submitted by 17 January.

up to tackle lower-level fraud, that
are often not serious enough to be

Highlighting the fact that the

considered by the Serious Fraud

increasing use of online platforms

Office (SFO) but has a significant

during the Covid-19 pandemic has

impact on the public.
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UK parliament press release
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UK FCA consults on changes to AR regime, HMT
issues call for evidence after Greensill scandal
The UK’s Financial Conduct

assessment would need to be

principals seldom engage in

Authority (FCA) announced on 3

approved by the board or the

regulated activities themselves but

December that it is undergoing a

equivalent managerial body.

rather accommodate ARs through

consultation on proposed

their granted permissions. The

changes to the appointed

HMT seeks responses on the

HMT document notes that the

representatives (AR) regime,

appropriateness of the current

prevalence of hosting has

which includes requests for more

regulatory approach and the

increased significantly in wholesale

information and the provision of

operational challenges of the

capital markets, due to

more guidance on the

regime to assess whether there is

comparatively reduced entry and

responsibilities of principals. The

a need for legislative changes.

compliance costs.

The FCA notes that data analysis

The AR framework allowed

reveals that the regime appears to

Greensill Capital Securities Ltd to

Under the proposals for

generate significant differences in

carry out regulated activities within

consultation, principals would be

complaints. Principals cause

the oversight of its principal,

required to inform the FCA

between 50 and 400 percent more

Mirabella Advisers LLP. The former

regarding their ARs’ business,

complaints and supervisory cases

acted as a means for the

revenue, complaints, and regulated

than other directly authorised

securitisation of invoice financing

and non-regulated activities.

firms. The authority’s Executive

extended by the now-collapsed

Principals would also have to notify

Director for Consumers and

Greensill Capital (UK) Ltd. One of

the regulator of proposed

Competition, Sheldon Mills, warned

several probes into the Greensill

appointments two months in

that the current harm level is too

scandal led by the Treasury Select

advance, while companies with

high, with consumers potentially

Committee recommended on 20

existing ARs would be required to

“being misled and mis-sold with

July that the watchdog and the

send the information to the FCA

little scope for recourse”.

government consider reforming

UK's HM Treasury simultaneously
released a call for evidence.

and report significant changes.

the AR regime.
Both the FCA’s consultation and

Additionally, the FCA proposes that

HMT’s call for evidence close

principals be responsible for

on 3 March 2022.
Consultation paper 21/34

ensuring that an overseen firm
does not put consumers or

The regime allows firms and self-

markets under undue risk of harm.

employed individuals to carry out

Relatedly, principals would be

some regulated activities under the

required to annually review their

supervision of an authorised

ARs and carry out a self-

principal, which is responsible for

assessment once per year in

compliance with FCA rules. Some

relation to how they are fulfilling

companies provide regulatory

regulatory requirements. The self-

hosting services, meaning that

88

FCA press release

HMT consultation description
Call for evidence document
Treasury Committee press rele…
Report on Greensill Capital (20 …
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US SEC proposes rule to enhance investor
protection from insider trading
The US Securities and Exchange

plans entered by corporate officers

practices. Meanwhile, issuers

Commission (SEC) published on

or directors would include a 120-

would also need to disclose in their

15 December a rule containing

day cooling-off period, while for

quarterly reports the adoption and

amendments to Rule 10b5-1 of

issuers said period is 30 days.

termination of Rule 10b5-1 trading

the Securities Exchange Act of

Additionally, directors and officers

arrangements and other

1934, as well as additional

would need to certify that they are

arrangements by directors, officers,

disclosure requirements intended

not aware of any material non-

and issuers, as well as their terms.

to strengthen investor protection

public information prior to

from insider trading.

entering into the plans.

The proposal is subject to public
comment for 45 days after

The rule prohibits overlapping

According to the rule, issuers must

trading plans, while trading

disclose in their annual reports

arrangements to execute a single

whether they adopted insider

trade are limited to one plan per

trading policies and procedures

year and must be entered and

and must detail them, as well as

operated in good faith. Trading

their option grant policies and

publication in the Federal Register.
SEC press release
Proposed rule

US SEC proposes new rules to counter securitybased swap fraud and manipulation
The US Securities and Exchange

amount file a disclosure

about a security cannot escape

Commission (SEC) proposed on

statement with the regulator.

liability by buying or selling a swap

15 December three new rules

based on that security nor escape

aimed at preventing fraud,

Rule 9j-1 seeks to ban fraudulent or

liability by purchasing or selling the

manipulation, and deception

otherwise deceptive conduct

underlying security.

relating to security-based swaps,

relating to security-based swap

prohibiting security-based swap

transactions, which includes a

dealers from coercing or

prohibition on manipulating the

otherwise interfering with chief

price or valuation of any such

compliance officers, and

swap, payment, or delivery. It also

mandating that anyone owning a

provides “limited safe harbors for

security-based swap position

certain specified content” and

exceeding the rule’s threshold

states that individuals trading on
material non-public information

89

Comments on the three proposed
rules may be submitted within
45 days of the proposal’s
publication in the Federal Register.
SEC press release
Proposed rules
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UK Financial Ombudsman Service consultation
The UK’s Financial Ombudsman

include vulnerability becoming a

lending continue, with the FCA

Service published on 15

factor in the increasing number of

expected to consult on high-risk

December its plans and budget

fraud and scam complaints, with a

investments and propose banning

for the next financial year, noting

particular increase in complaints

inducements and strengthening

that with the end of support

related to authorised push

appropriateness tests.

schemes, together with increased

payment (APP) scams.

inflation, it expects an increase in

The Financial Ombudsman Service

complaints, particularly from

Meanwhile, the Financial

priorities for 2022/23 include

vulnerable consumers. Comments

Ombudsman expects

improving productivity and

on the proposed plans are being

cryptocurrencies to feature in new

prevention, remaining sustainable,

accepted until 31 January.

complaints and the new digital

reducing waiting times, and

payment system friction to lead to

addressing the backlog.

According to the Financial

compliance issues, declined

Ombudsman, financial services

transactions, and service

The final plans, along with the

must adapt to change, with the

complaints. Fraud and scam

budget, are scheduled to be

challenges arising from the

complaints are more likely to

published by 31 March 2022.

pandemic, cybercrime, and the

continue to dominate in banking,

retail financial services market

with an anticipated increase in e-

helping accelerate and intensify

money complaints, especially

changes. Additionally, early

driven by e-money providers.

UK Financial Ombudsman Serv…
Consultation paper

conversations with stakeholders
have purportedly helped to

Complaints in relation to

understand future trends, which

crowdfunding and peer-to-peer

UK International Trade Committee launches
inquiry on trade and foreign policy
The UK House of Commons

Security, Defence, Development

The committee also seeks views

International Trade Committee

and Foreign Policy, which includes

on how UK trade policy can be

launched on 6 December an

the government’s strategy “to align

used to strengthen multilateral

inquiry aimed at assessing the

trade policy and foreign policy” for

organisations and

link between trade and foreign

achieving the country’s strategic

promote predictability in

policy, along with a call for written

objectives. The committee aims to

international relations.

evidence open until 11 February.

assess whether free trade
agreements and trade policy can

The inquiry follows the publication
of the UK’s Integrated Review of
90

International Trade Committee …

be used to promote human rights.
Call for evidence
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PRESS AND MEDIA

BBC details lasting power of attorney fraud case
A 27 December BBC investigation

The BBC claims that Julie took

less that 0.1 percent of

into a lasting power of attorney

steps to gain information from

registrations are suspicious. Total

(LPA) case reportedly reveals that

local councils about other empty

LPAs on record exceed 5.3

a scammer was able to use

homes, suggesting the possibility

million, putting potential fraud

fabricated names and signatures

of a wider fraud operation. The

figures at under 530,000.

to obtain a legally binding

scheme failed after lawyers

document from the UK’s Office of

contracted to handle the sale of the

The office reportedly informed the

the Public Guardian (OPG).

property asked Julie to provide

BBC on 1 December that it intends

medical proof that Marie could not

to introduce additional safeguards

The You and Yours investigation

handle the sale personally. The

to protect individuals from fraud

focuses on the case of a woman

OPG reportedly advised Marie on

and abuse. A Ministry of Justice

identified as ‘Marie’, whose empty

two occasions that the quickest

consultation, which ended on 13

home was targeted by fraudsters

solution would be to state that she

October and received over 300

trying to sell it. A woman calling

allowed the scammer to take over

responses, included mentions of

herself ‘Julie’ pretended to be the

her affairs and then ask for

making the LPA process safer.

victim’s sister and attempted to

revocation of the legal document.

obtain control over her financial

BBC You and Yours episode

affairs through LPA. The approved

The OPG annual report, published

document reportedly contained a

on 21 July, acknowledges as keys

forged signature purported to

risks “weaknesses in the current

belong to the victim, falsified

LPA registration process” and a

information from the fraudsters,

lack of required checks on

and factual inaccuracies.

documents. The office states that

Guardian article
OPG blog post

NYT claims al-Assad circle linked to ‘narcostate’
The New York Times published on

popular in the area, which is

who commands the Fourth

5 December an investigation

predominantly manufactured in

Armored Division.

which reveals that important

Syria and smuggled in the

allies and family members of

Mediterranean area.

The New York Times reportedly

The production and distribution are

law enforcement officials in

Syrian President Bashar al-Assad
gain from illicit narcotics trade.

reportedly supervised by the
The investigation’s focus is on

president’s younger brother, the

captagon, an illegal amphetamine

military official Maher al-Assad,

91

based its probe on interviews with
ten jurisdictions, and other experts.
NYT investigation
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Swiss criminal court acquits former Falcon
Private Bank CEO in 1MDB-related case
Reuters reported on 15 December

Leemann was reportedly accused

to pay CHF 2.5 million (£1. 9

that the Swiss Federal Criminal

of facilitating the laundering of

million) for failing to conduct

Court has ruled that now-defunct

funds from 1MDB for the benefit of

due diligence verifications on

Falcon Private Bank Ltd was in

Falcon owner and former chairman

transactions linked to the

breach of compliance regulations

of Aabar Investments, Khadem al-

Malaysian fund.

and failed to adopt sufficient

Qubais, and in connection with a

internal rules to prevent money

stake that al-Qubais purportedly

Under the ruling, Falcon Private

laundering (ML) in relation to a

held in Unicredit.

Bank reportedly has been required

scheme to facilitate the

to pay a CHF 3.5 million (£2.8

embezzlement of $61 million

In 2016, Swiss prosecutors

million) fine and a CHF 7.2 million

from Malaysia’s sovereign wealth

charged Falcon with serious AML

(£5.8 million) clawback, which will

fund 1MDB. Meanwhile, Falcon’s

failings “due to which the bank

be paid by the bank’s previous

former chief executive officer

could not prevent possible criminal

owner, the Abu Dhabi emirate.

(CEO) Edoardo Leemann was

acts” in relation to 1MDB, with the

acquitted over prosecutors’

Swiss Financial Market Supervisory

apparent failure to demonstrate

Authority (FINMA) ordering Falcon

Reuters article

that he acted in bad faith.

Turkey issues first cryptocurrency exchange fine
targeting Binance for AML failings
Turkish state news service

The fine represents the maximum

The enforcement action took place

Anadolu Agency reported on 25

penalty that can be imposed for

on the same day that Turkish

December that the country’s

violations of the Law on the

President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan

Financial Crimes Investigation

Prevention of Laundering Proceeds

announced that draft legislation

Board (MASAK) has fined crypto

of Crime, for which MASAK

on cryptocurrency has been

exchange Binance’s Turkish

published a crypto-asset service

completed and will soon

company TRY 8 million

provider obligation guide on 1 May.

be delivered to the country’s

(£424,500) for purportedly failing

Companies are required under the

parliament, according to

an anti-money laundering (AML)

law to verify customers’ last

reporting by local media.

compliance audit, representing

names, dates of birth, and Turkish

the first reported instance of

identification number, with firms

Turkish authorities fining a

given a 10-day window to notify the

cryptocurrency exchange.

authorities of suspicious activity.
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US SEC opens investigation into private equity
firm backed by wealthy families
The US Securities and Exchange

chairman of ceramics

with the SEC: “An ongoing

Commission (SEC) has launched

manufacturer CoorsTek. The firm,

independent forensic accounting

an investigation into a private

which is headquartered in South

examination has found no indicia

equity firm backed by several

Africa and has an office in

of fraud or intentional misconduct

wealthy US families, according to

Colorado, launched in 2013 and

to date.” An outside auditor for the

12 December reporting by the

invests predominantly in sub-

funds, BDO LLP, has reportedly

Wall Street Journal.

Saharan Africa.

refused to audit the firm’s 2021
financial statements.

The investigation into One

Complaints reportedly include

Thousand & One Voices

that Jordaan has used seed money

Jordaan recently began raising

Management (1K1V) and one of its

for a new fund to cover personal

another fund called the Families-

funds was launched following

expenses and has been charging

Backing-Families Credit Fund. The

complaints to the SEC that the

investors for “lavish” travel costs,

fund stated in an April securities

firm’s owner was using investor

according to the WSJ. The SEC

filing that it has raised $110 million

funds to cover personal expenses,

has issued subpoenas to the firm

from investors and is targeting a

according to documents viewed by

and a connected credit fund in

total of $500 million.

the WSJ. The firm is owned by

recent months.

South African-born lawyer Hendrik

WSJ article

Jordaan, and is backed by brewing

In a statement, a spokesman for

scion John K Coors, currently

1K1V said it is fully cooperating

KPMG reportedly at risk of being banned from
bidding for UK government contracts
The Financial Times reported on 1

in relation to Silentnight Group.

firm that further misconduct

December that the UK Cabinet

Between 2010 and 2011, former

could result in a ban on bidding for

Office has issued a letter to KPMG

KPMG partner David Costley-Wood

public contracts. The Cabinet

LLP seeking assurances that the

allegedly advised and assisted

Office reportedly confirmed that it

firm will no longer engage in

both Silentnight and US private

has been in contact with KPMG

misconduct, citing sources

equity firm HIG Capital relating to

after the publication of the

familiar with the matter.

HIG’s acquisition of Silentnight

Disciplinary Tribunal’s findings.

despite conflicts of interest.
In August, the UK’s Financial
Reporting Council fined the firm
£13 million for serious misconduct
93

According to the news outlet, the
UK government warned the audit

Financial Times article (require…
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Uganda claims Western companies not willing
to invest in the country due to corruption
Reuters reported on 5 December

According to the media outlet,

Kampala, Museveni allegedly

citing statements from Ugandan

Museveni reportedly acknowledged

stated for Reuters that there is

President Yoweri Museveni that

that more efforts are required in

evidence that the attack, for which

despite increasing Chinese

the fight against corruption and

the Islamic State claimed

private investment, especially in

that his administration is focusing

responsibility, was coordinated

the textiles and agro-, fertiliser

on reorganising national authorities

with groups in Kenya and Somalia.

and minerals processing

in order to ensure that “clean

industries, Western businesses

people” implement existing

lack interest in investing in the

legislation against corrupt

country due to its limited efforts

activities. With respect to the 16

in tackling corruption.

November terrorist attack in

Reuters article

ICIJ releases more Pandora Papers data
The International Consortium of

individuals and companies in more

ICIJ Director Gerard Ryle states

Investigative Journalists (ICIJ)

than 200 countries and territories.

that the Offshore Leaks database

announced on 6 December it

The newly released records come

“helps put the power of information

has released further data to the

from two offshore services

back where it belongs — in the

public as part of the recent

providers: Panamanian law firm

hands of the public”. The ICIJ adds

Pandora Papers leak.

Alemán, Cordero, Galindo & Lee

that in 2022 it will incorporate

(Alcogal) and Fidelity Corporate

further data linked to other

The additional data includes over

Services, headquartered in the

offshore providers into the

15,000 companies, foundations,

British Virgin Islands.

Pandora Papers. The new data

and trusts. The addition takes the

reveals information about owners

ICIJ’s Offshore Leaks database –

The Pandora Papers investigation

of entities mostly registered in the

where the public can access

is based on more than 11.9 million

British Virgin Islands between

offshore information – to over

records from 14 different offshore

1980 and 2018, according to the

800,000 entities registered in

service providers. They reveal the

ICIJ. The group is also releasing

secrecy jurisdictions.

offshore holdings of over 330

new features in the database

politicians and 130 billionaires, and

that facilitate data navigation

The data now derives from five

celebrities and royals. The files also

such as filters to identify which

different investigations including

detail financial dealings of

leak the data came from.

the Paradise Papers, Panama

“fraudsters, drug dealers, fugitive

Papers, Offshore Leaks and

cult leaders and corrupt sports

Bahamas Leaks. The database

officials”, according to the ICIJ.

contains information about
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Q&A

Q&A with parliamentary candidate for the Cities
of London and Westminster Edward Lucas

Edward Lucas is a former senior

before he was an MP trying to win

means you are eligible to look for

editor at the Economist, current

the Yeovil seat, but after 1983 I

seats, and then went for the Cities

columnist for the Times, and think

didn't do any active politics for the

of London and Westminster which

tanker at the Washington DC-

next 25 years. I was in jobs at the

I thought was the best seat

based Center for European Policy

BBC and the Economist where

possible for campaigning on these

Analysis. In 2021 he was selected

active political engagement is

issues because this is where the

by the Liberal Democrats as a

discouraged. And I didn't

oligarchs launder their money, buy

prospective parliamentary

particularly see the need - I thought

their flats, and hire lawyers to

candidate for the Cities of London

Britain was basically quite well-run,

intimidate critics.

and Westminster constituency.

and I was devoting myself to

Financial Crime Digest spoke to

struggle against the Soviet Union

The Cities of London and

him about his plans to tackle

and then Russian neo-imperialism.

Westminster seat has long been

financial crime as an MP, and the

Conservative. What is it about the

prospect of winning a seat that

It was only in 2018 that I began to

current moment that makes you

has remained Conservative since

get really worried about Russian

think you can win, and what sort

its creation in 1950.

influence in Britain, and particularly

of reaction have you been getting

Britain's ability to counter it. And

on the doorstep so far?

Why did you decide to challenge

also Chinese influence, and the

for this particular seat?

way in which dirty money and

What makes it a winnable seat is

disinformation were playing such a

we came second last time. It's rare

I have a deep tribal connection to

role in this. So I started the process

for the Lib Dems to win a seat

the Lib Dems dating back to my

of becoming approved as a

coming in from third place at a

teens, I worked for Paddy Ashdown

parliamentary candidate, which

general election. On the whole, we
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win by previously coming second

the Lib Dems since the February

elections, I've never seen the Tory

and peeling off votes from the

1974 general election. And I think

vote so soft. I think that's a very

party that holds the seat, and

the Labour party realises they're

promising sign for us.

squeezing the third party. This

better off not trying to stop us

means making the case purely on

winning seats, they're better off

You have said that kleptocracy

tactical grounds – i.e. “vote for us

trying to win seats where they are

and corruption are national

because your guy won't win”, or by

second. And if we both do well,

security issues for the UK. Why do

changing their minds and proving

there's a better chance of getting

you think this is the case?

you are an effective campaigner on

Boris Johnson out of Downing

local issues. That's what makes

Street. I'm hoping they won't

It's absolutely a national security

this seat winnable - and I wouldn't

campaign too hard, but obviously

issue, for several reasons. It helps

be doing it if it wasn't winnable. I'm

that's up to them.

enemies of the country turn wealth

not interested in just waving the
flag for the sake of it.

into power and power into wealth,
And the third factor, perhaps most

and anything that contributes to

important, was Jeremy Corbyn. I

their ability to do that makes them

Chukka Umunna [who ran in 2019]

was campaigning in the next door

greater threats to us. We don't

was a high-profile and effective

seat in Chelsea and Fulham, again

want Putin and his cronies to be

candidate, and it's thanks to him

and again I would meet people

richer and stronger for any reason.

that we've got this second place.

who would say "I can't stand Boris,

But he had three disadvantages

devastated about Brexit, would love

It's also bad for this country as it

that I don't have. The first is that he

to stop it, I like the idea of a centre

creates a class of enablers who are

was a last-minute candidate -

party, but I just can't risk Jeremy

so blinded by greed and naivety

selected four or five weeks before

Corbyn being Prime Minister so I'm

that they don't realise what they are

the campaign. Lib Dems usually

going to vote Tory just to stop that

doing. And they have political

win with a long runway, not with a

happening”. We didn't really have

weight - so when we try to do

short one. You need time to get

an answer to that - but now Jeremy

something tough on Russia or

your team together, build visibility.

Corbyn is not even a member of

China, particularly Russia, you see

Voters don't like last-minute

the Labour Party, and though

people say - "that will hurt the city".

candidates - particularly not ones

people might be disappointed by

There's a political lobby in the

who have been parachuted in from

Keir Starmer, they aren't really

country that is defending a

outside. So I'm not a last-minute

frightened by him. So the Tory vote

business model that is I would say

candidate, and I'm making the

is radically softened.

fundamentally corrupt.

This takes me on to the second

There's also the influence that

The second disadvantage Chukka

part of your question - the reaction.

[kleptocrats] buy in politics more

had was he was a defector from

I'm knocking on doors about three

generally. To take a hypothetical

Labour - and Labour put a lot of

times a week in our target ward of

example - I don't want to be sued -

effort into trying to make sure he

Marylebone. I promised my team if

if someone from a kleptocratic

didn't do well. They sprayed the

anyone finds a really enthusiastic

background buys a newspaper, one

constituency with activists and

Tory I'll buy them a coffee - and a

would imagine it might be quite

leaflets. They still came third, but

coffee in Marylebone is a

difficult to get coverage for

they stopped him winning. There

substantial cost. I haven't had to

counter-kleptocracy campaigns in

won't be anything like that with me

put my hand in my pocket once. In

that newspaper. If they donate to a

- I'm not a defector, I've been with

all my years looking at politics and

political party; one would imagine

most of the 18 months.
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that the political party might not be

Polish, Ukrainian or Lithuanian

I am in favour of thoroughgoing

very interested in pursuing a

name, because I speak those

reform, and I think we need to

counter-kleptocracy agenda. So the

languages, I will talk to them as

regulate lobbying in this country.

whole of our political system and

someone who knows their

It's not just a matter of free speech,

decision-making is distorted by the

countries. That goes down well.

if money is changing hands and

influence of this dirty money, and

But the most powerful words in the

politicians are being influenced, I

that really upsets me.

political lexicon are noise, mess,

want to know who is paying and

safety, prices, and maybe now

what's going on. I would like to

I was the first witness to the

possibly climate change. But

have an American-style Foreign

Russia inquiry of the Intelligence

people mind most about the

Agents Registration Act, but I'd like

and Security Committee and I

helicopters flying overhead, peddle

to go a lot further than that.

made this point forcefully - that

cabs, people who dump rubbish on

they need to go beyond the narrow

the street that the council won't

On China, what is your view on

world of secrets and spies, and into

clean up. I like that, I'm used to

increasing financial exposure in

the broader question of influence. I

doing local campaigning.

that market by UK-based

was incandescently angry that

institutions?

Boris Johnson's government tried

Your criticism of lobbying by large

to squash that report.

financial institutions is one that

There are two questions here: the

has been made on the left of the

risk question, and the right-and-

Is counter-kleptocracy coming up

Labour party for years, people like

wrong question. Some investment

on the doorstep?

John McDonnell who have long

in China is wrong. We should not

been arguing for reforms of the

be investing in surveillance firms

City of London Corporation.

that are used to run labour camps

I've had activists from Estonia,
Ukraine, Lithuania, Hong Kong,

in occupied East Turkestan, which

Taiwan, who have all come to help

I find I'm constantly in strange

the Chinese call Xinjiang. There's

because they say "this is what we

company these days on different

also investment which I think is

can do to fight back against the

issues. That's the thing about

morally neutral and even

CCP and the Kremlin". I'm very

politics, you often find yourself with

commendable. I'm glad the

moved by that and it gives us

strange bedfellows. I detested

Chinese people are getting rich

access to a huge wave of political

John McDonnell and the left wing

despite the misrule of the party.

energy. On the doorstep, they say

of the Labour Party during the Cold

But then there's a question of risk -

things like "where' I'm from we

War and for their views on Ireland

I think it's important not to be

could go to jail for saying things

and so on. But I have to say on the

dependent on the Chinese market

like this, so you should cherish your

City I find a wide notion of

for exports or imports, or as

democracy". That certainly jolts

agreement with them. I very much

investors. If you keep it as five to

electors. I'd say about one elector

dislike the lack of democratic

ten percent of your supply chain, or

in ten is interested in these big

accountability in the Corporation of

your export market, or investment

issues - they ask me why I'm doing

London, I would like to see proper

portfolio, then if it goes wrong it's

it and I say I've been fighting all my

elections, I don't think it's

not the end of the world and it's

life for democracy and human

transparent enough. I don't like the

much harder for the party to

rights, all my life.

way it kowtows to the Chinese

squeeze you. But once you become

Communist party. I would say the

really dependent on the Chinese

In Marylebone it's a very diverse

China problem in the City is larger

market then you are in a position of

constituency - if I see a Russian,

than the Russia problem.

vulnerability. All business in China
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is part of politics, and we should

it's disgraceful. I would clean up

rivals and in the most murky

be urging everyone to keep all

the registration - I would have a

circumstances.

economic contact with China

mandatory declaration of beneficial

under review, and diversify it to

ownership. But I would go a lot

We have a huge failure of legal

where it is not a point of

further. Corporate citizenship - the

regulation in this country. The SRA

potential pressure.

ability to incorporate as a company

[Solicitors Regulation Authority]

- brings two great privileges. One is

doesn't regulate the solicitors

I absolutely applaud IPAC [the

you can make binding contracts as

properly and the Bar Council

Inter-Parliamentary Alliance on

the company not as the

doesn't regulate barristers properly.

China], I think it is a great idea. I

shareholder, and the other is that

Accountants aren't regulated

wish it had more countries sign up

you have limited liability. I think if

properly either, and the regulator

to it. The thing about the CCP is

the beneficial ownership is not

that regulates the regulators is also

their pressure only works because

disclosed, both those should be

pretty incompetent. So we have a

people are scared. Once people

forfeit. Contracts with shell

huge problem here. And it's even

stand up to them, it becomes clear

companies should not be

worse in America, where the

that their pressure is actually

enforceable in law, and shell

American Bar Association uses the

resistible and then other people get

companies shouldn't have limited

shield of attorney client privilege to

the courage to resist it.

liability. That would radically reduce

cover up what is effectively money

their ability to do anything much.

laundering. It's a notable hole in the

What specific changes to UK law

They would not be able to borrow

otherwise commendable efforts

would you make on counter-

money as they wouldn't be able to

that the counter-kleptocracy

kleptocracy and counter-

enforce the debt, and if a shell

caucus has been making in the US

corruption, if elected?

company owns property it wouldn't

Congress. They haven't managed

be able to sell the property or rent it

to nail down the lawyers - and the

I spoke at the launch of Chatham

out. And you would very rapidly

art dealers are another problem.

House's excellent report on

turn them from central features of

countering illicit finance [the report

our economic life into curiosities

So there's a problem everywhere

was released in December 2021].

which would perhaps do business

you look. One thing I would be in

They have nine proposals and I

with other shell companies -

favour of is removing the partner

think they are all good. To illustrate

perhaps in an arbitration court.

limited liability for audit firms - so if

my point, I went into the

you're doing an audit, the partner

Companies House database and

What is your view on the role

is on the hook for it. I think getting

found a company whose director

of law firms?

out of partnerships was a

was named "XXX XXX". There's

bad mistake on that front. It

another one who registered himself

I think that law firms don't do

encourages this culture of

as "Jesus Christ" with registered

enough on KYC. It really puzzles

compliance box-ticking.

address "Heaven" and nationality

me that barristers and solicitors

as "Creator". That's actually wrong,

are able to represent people and

I would start with the obvious bits

it would be his father who is

companies who have such

and work outwards - I doubt

creator - even that is not correct.

questionable antecedents, and

we could get this done in one

how they can claim to really know

parliament, even with the best

This is an international joke. We

their customer when it's an open

will in the world. But we can

can't with a straight face lecture

secret that these customers made

certainly make a start.

countries about company registers,

their money through killing their
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You've spoken critically before

millions if it goes wrong. That's

in December]. At the next

about so-called SLAPPs (strategic

absolutely daunting. So the first

parliament, there are three things

litigation against public

thing we need to do is cut the cost.

which could happen. If we are in

participation). What would you do
to curtail this activity?

coalition, we would have some
Lawyers hate this, but what I would

ministers and I would hope to be a

like is a very quick small claims

minister. I could make a difference

This is another favourite subject of

court, adjudication, where the

as junior minister in the Foreign

mine. At the Economist I did a lot

complainant and the defendant

Office or Treasury or

of work training our journalists on

would be represented in person in

Defence. There are also

libel, and I organised our defence in

an informal discussion in front of a

committees, and we've seen Tom

a libel case where we were sued by

trained adjudicator - who would at

Tugendhat on the Foreign Affairs

a famous Russian. I think the

the end make a recommendation. I

Committee - what a tremendous

reform of libel law is super

would possibly suggest pendulum

difference a strong committee

important. It's not just libel, it's data

arbitration. It would be very difficult

chair can make. But also as a

protection as well. A lot of these

to go over the head of that. Any

member [you can be effective], I'd

lawsuits involve slightly bogus

judicial review of that would be

mention Margaret Hodge on

charges that you breach data

weighted against the person

Treasury in this regard.

protection laws by collecting data

bringing the judicial review, and I

on someone without their consent

think it would sort things out in 99

The third thing you can do is as a

- but actually that's just journalism,

cases out of 100. You might need a

back-bench MP you can raise stuff,

collecting data on people.

bit of legal advice before you went

put down parliamentary questions,

before the adjudicator, but it would

contribute to debates. You can

So we need to rethink data

be like a French-style inquisitorial

make a nuisance of yourself. We've

protection and make sure we have

magistrate rather than a British-

had plenty of MPs who just

bulletproof exemptions for

style adversarial system.

through force of energy and

journalists in there. I'm worried

personality they make an

about the creeping growth in

As a Liberal Democrat in the

experience. Frank Field was a great

privacy law, we need to look at that.

current parliamentary

hero of mine and he pursued the

And then there's defamation where

composition, what would you be

anti-poverty agenda with great

the "honest opinion" and

able to achieve - would it require a

effect, regardless of what nominal

"responsible journalism" defences

shift in MPs at the next election?

function he had. And as a

have been chipped away a bit.

parliamentary candidate there's a
I'm hugely impressed with some of

But the key thing in all this is

the other parliamentary candidates

expense. Most journalists can

I've met, so I think if we can win

afford a few hundred pounds. Most

some more seats, we'll add energy

newspapers a few thousand. But

and experience to our hardworking

defending yourself in a libel case is

group of a dozen MPs. [The party

incredibly expensive. Hundreds of

now has 13 MPs following victory

thousands of pounds, and maybe

at the North Shropshire by-election
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great deal you can do.
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